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Zusammenfassung (Summary in German)

Organische Halbleiter bieten gegenüber anorganischen Halbleitern deutliche Vorteile, da sie
sich in dünneren Filmen und bei geringeren Energien prozessieren lassen, auf nahezu jede
Oberfläche aufgebracht werden können und zudem in ihren optischen und elektrischen Eigen-
schaften auf bestimmte Zwecke abgestimmt werden können. Diese einzigartigen Eigenschaften
organischer Halbleiter ermöglichen die Einsparung von Materialien, Energie, Platz und Kosten
und prädestinieren sie für Anwendungen in kundenspezifischen Endprodukten.
Obwohl organische Halbleiter seit Jahren in Halbleiterbauelemente wie z.B. organische Solarzel-
len, organische Leuchtdioden, organische Feldeffekttransistoren oder Sensoren implementiert
werden, weisen diese im Vergleich zu anorganischen Bauelementen immer noch schlechtere
Leistungen auf, insbesondere in Bezug auf reduzierte Mobilität, Effizienz, Reproduzierbarkeit
und Stabilität. Als eine der Hauptursachen für diese Nachteile werden allgemein Korngren-
zen in organischen Halbleitern betrachtet, da sie Orte mit erhöhten Ladungsträgerfallen,
Rekombinations- und Degradationsraten darstellen. Warum und wie Korngrenzen entstehen
(strukturell und energetisch) und welche ihrer Eigenschaften die Leistung von Halbleiterbau-
elementen hauptsächlich beeinflussen, wird dagegen noch untersucht.
Da die Beantwortung dieser Fragen dazu beitragen kann, den Ladungstransport in organischen
Halbleitern zu kontrollieren und die Leistung und Effizienz von organischen Halbleiterbau-
elementen zu verbessern, werden in dieser Arbeit die grundlegenden Eigenschaften von
Korngrenzen in Monolagen eines organischen kleinen Moleküls untersucht. Diese Filme zeich-
nen sich durch hohe Kristallinität und atomare Ebenheit auch über Korngrenzen hinweg aus.
Diese strukturellen Eigenschaften sowie die Tatsache, dass Filme in Monolagen aufgebracht
werden können, erlauben es, einzelne Körner und Korngrenzen genau dort zu charakterisieren,
wo Ladungstransport in organischen Feldeffekttransistoren stattfindet, und zwar an der
Grenzfläche zwischen Halbleiter und Isolator.
Mithilfe von Kelvin-Sondenkraftmikroskopie (KPFM für englisch Kelvin probe force micros-
copy) können als erstes Ergebnis Korngrenzen als Energiebarrieren oder -täler charakterisiert
werden. Darüber hinaus werden verschiedene Präparationstechniken präsentiert, die in orga-
nischen Filmen resultieren, in denen entweder ein spezifischer Korngrenzentyp vorherrscht,
oder Barrieren und Täler koexistieren. Während es insbesondere für zukünftige Experimente
von Vorteil ist, die Existenz verschiedener Korngrenzentypen in organischen Materialien
kontrollieren zu können, lassen die Filme mit beiden Typen den Schluss zu, dass es sich
tatsächlich um unterschiedliche Strukturen mit grundlegend verschiedenen Eigenschaften
handelt.
Die in dieser Arbeit präsentierten KPFM-Messungen erlauben neben der qualitativen Unter-
scheidung von Barrieren und Tälern auch eine quantitative Beschreibung durch die (energeti-
sche) „Höhe“ einer Korngrenze. Die Höhe einer Barriere, genauso wie die Tiefe eines Tals,
kann durch Erhöhen der Ladungsträgerdichte im organischen Halbleiterfilm verringert werden.
Beide Größen werden aber erst bei Ladungsträgerdichten verschwindend klein, die oberhalb
des typischen Betriebsregimes organischer Solarzellen und organischer Leuchtdioden liegen,
was wiederum die Relevanz für Ladungstransportmessungen an Korngrenzen unterstreicht.
Daher wird anschließend mithilfe von zeitaufgelösten KPFM-Messungen untersucht, inwiefern
Ladungsträger an Korngrenzen und anderen Fehlstellen eingefangen und freigelassen werden,
und ob und wie diese Mechanismen die globalen Parameter eines Feldeffekttransistors beein-
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flussen. Während Täler wie tiefe Fallen fungieren und damit Ladungsträger einfangen, werden
diese an Barrieren reflektiert und/oder gestreut. Darüber hinaus scheinen Barrieren aber
auch zu erhöhten Fallendichten an der Grenzfläche zwischen Halbleiter und Isolator zu führen,
und damit zu einer stärkeren Reduktion des Ladungstransports als Täler. Täler hingegen
definieren hauptsächlich die globalen Eigenschaften des Feldeffekttransistors, wie zum Beispiel
die Einschalt- und Schwellspannung oder das qualitative Verhalten der Hysterese. Diese
Erkenntnis macht klar, warum nicht nur die Korngrenzendichte in organischen Halbleitern,
sondern auch deren Typ und Höhe kontrolliert werden können müssen.
Da es jedoch schwierig ist, die Existenz und die Eigenschaften von Korngrenzen in organi-
schen Halbleitern mit experimentellen Methoden zu kontrollieren, präsentiert diese Arbeit
ein alternatives Experiment mit dem Ziel, Ladungstransport über Korngrenzen hinweg
zu manipulieren, und zwar durch Beleuchtung mit Licht aus dem ferninfraroten Bereich.
Es wird angenommen, dass Photonen dieser Strahlungsquelle absorbiert werden, was zur
Anregung von Ladungsträgern aus Tälern heraus oder über Barrieren hinweg führt und
damit zu einem messbaren Fotostrom. Dieser Fotostrom kann mithilfe eines modifizierten
Fourier-Transformations-Infrarotspektrometer energieaufgelöst gemessen werden und damit
Korngrenzen auch in voluminösen Materialien detektier- und charakterisierbar machen. Der
Auf- und Umbau des Spektrometers zu einem Fotostrom-Messplatz wird in dieser Arbeit
zusammen mit vorläufigen Fotostrommessungen präsentiert.
Letztendlich wird der Ladungstransport in einem neuartigen Material aus der Klasse von me-
tallorganischen Gerüstverbindungen untersucht, um die Rolle von Korngrenzen in organischen
Halbleitern in einen Kontext zu stellen. Der Ladungstransport in diesem Material, welcher
richtungsabhängig, sowie global und lokal gemessen wurde, wird weniger durch Korngrenzen,
als durch die Schichtungsrichtung des Materials beeinflusst.

Zusammenfassend lässt sich sagen, dass die Ergebnisse dieser Arbeit es ermöglichen, die
Eigenschaften von Korngrenzen in organischen Halbleitern sowie ihre Rolle in Halbleiterbauele-
menten wie z.B. organischen Feldeffekttransistoren, organischen Solarzellen oder organischen
Leuchtdioden zu kontrollieren.
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Summary (Summary in English)

Organic semiconductors stand out over their inorganic counterparts, since they can be
processed in thinner films and at lower energies, onto nearly any surface, and with tunable
optical and electrical properties for specific purposes. These unique properties of organic
semiconductors allow to save material, energy, space and cost and make them ideal for
applications in customer-specific end-products.
Although organic semiconductors have been implemented in semiconductor devices such as
organic solar-cells, organic light-emitting diodes, organic field-effect transistors or sensors for
years, these devices still show inferior performances compared to inorganic devices, especially
in terms of reduced mobility, efficiency, reproducibility and stability. It is widely accepted
that grain boundaries in organic semiconductors are one of the main responsibles for these
drawbacks, since they act as trapping, recombination and/or degradation sites. However,
why and how grain boundaries emerge (structurally and energetically), and which properties
of grain boundaries mainly influence the device performance is still under investigation.
Since addressing these questions will help to control charge transport in organic semiconductors
and improve device performance, this work presents a fundamental investigation of grain
boundaries in monolayer-thin films of an organic small molecule. These films stand out due
to high crystallinity and atomically smoothness across grain boundaries. This, as well as their
thinness, allows to characterize single grains and grain boundaries at the location where charge
transport takes place in organic field-effect transistors, namely at the semiconductor-insulator
interface.
By Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) grain boundaries are found as a first result to
act as energy barriers or valleys, and different thin-film application techniques are presented
resulting in films in which either a specific type of grain boundary predominates, or in
films where barriers and valleys coexist. While it is particularly advantageous for future
experiments to be able to control the existence of different types of grain boundaries in
organic materials, the films with both types prove the fundamental difference between energy
barriers and valleys.
KPFM measurements not only allow a qualitative differentiation of barriers and valleys, but
also a quantitative description of „grain boundary heights“. Valley depths and barrier heights
can both be decreased by increasing the charge-carrier density in the organic semiconductor-
film. However, they only vanish at charge-carrier densities above the typical operating regime
of organic solar-cells and organic light-emitting diodes, which underlines the relevance of
investigating charge transport at grain boundaries.
Consequently, time-resolved KPFM measurements are conducted to investigate the trapping
and detrapping mechanisms at grain boundaries and other local impurities, as well as their
influence on global device parameters. While valleys trap charge carriers in deep traps,
barriers backscatter electrons, but also indicate an increased trap-state density at the organic-
semiconductor interface, thereby leading to a stronger reduction of charge transport than
valleys. Valleys, on the contrary, are found to mainly define the global device parameters such
as the turn-on and threshold voltage or the qualitative behavior of hysteresis. This finding
underlines the need to be able to control not only the grain-boundary density in organic
semiconductors, but also their type and absolute height.
However, since it is challenging to control the emergence and electric properties of grain
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boundaries in organic semiconductors by experimental methods, an alternative experiment is
presented with the aim to manipulate charge transport across grain boundaries by illumination
with far-infrared light.

It is assumed that photons from this light source are absorbed, leading to the excitation of
charge carriers out of valleys or across barriers and thus to a measurable photocurrent. This
photocurrent can be measured energy-resolved by using a modified Fourier transform infrared
spectrometer, which allows to detect and characterize grain boundaries even in bulk-like
materials.
Finally, charge transport in a novel metal-organic framework is investigated directionally,
globally and locally, to put the role of grain boundaries in organic semiconductors into a
context. It is found that in this special material grain boundaries do not play an as important
role as the stacking direction of single planes of the metal-organic framework.

To summarize, the findings of this work lead toward controlling the properties of grain
boundaries in organic semiconductors and their role in organic semiconductor devices such as
field-effect transistors, organic solar-cells or organic light-emitting diodes.
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Abbreviations

2D c-MOF two-dimensional conductive MOF

AC alternating current
AFM Atomic Force Microscopy
Ag silver
AM amplitude modulated
ATR attenuated total reflection
Au gold

BGBC bottom-gate bottom-contact
BGTC bottom-gate top-contact
BSC back-sweep current

c-AFM conductive AFM
CdTe cadmium telluride
CPD contact potential difference
CVD chemical vapor deposition

DC direct current
DLATGS deuterated L-alanine doped triglycine sulfate
DMP dimethylphthalate
DOS density of states

e-beam PVD electron-beam physical vapor deposition
EA electron affinity
ELR extrapolation in the linear regime
EPPA 4-ethoxyphenylphosphonic acid

FET field-effect transistor
FFT fast Fourier transform
FIR far infrared
FM frequency modulated
FTIR Fourier transform infrared
FTPC Fourier transform photoelectric current

hBN hexagonal boron nitride
HD-PE high-density polyethylene
HgTe mercury telluride
HOMO highest occupied molecular orbital

IP ionization potential
IR infrared
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KPFM Kelvin probe force microscopy

LCAO linear combination of atomic orbitals
LUMO lowest unoccupied molecular orbital

MCT mercury cadmium telluride
MIR mid infrared
MOF metal-organic framework

NIR near infrared

ODTS octadecyltrichlorosilane
OFET organic field-effect transistor
OLED organic light-emitting diode
OPV organic photo-voltaic

PDI perylene diimide
PDI1EPCN2 N,N’-di((S)-1-ethylpentyl)-1,7(6)-dicyano-perylene-3,4:9,10-bis(dicarboximide)
PDI1MPCN2 N,N’-di((S)-1-methylpentyl)-1,7(6)-dicyano-perylene-3,4:9,10-bis(dicarboximide)
PDMS poly(dimethylsiloxane)
PET poly(ethylene terephthalate)
POM polarized optical microscopy
PtIr platinum iridium
PVD physical vapor deposition

SAM self-assembled monolayer
Si silicon
SiC silicon carbide
SNR signal-to-noise ratio

TDPA tetradecylphosphonic acid
TFT thin-film transistor
TGBC top-gate bottom-contact
TGTC top-gate top-contact
TLM transfer-length measurement
Tol toluene
TPX polymethylpentene
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1 Introduction

Imagine an eight-month old baby. When it is sitting in front of a box filled with toys, its
unwavering joy about dropping them shows that it doesn’t think about possible limits of
its resources or energy. This picture is unfortunately very similar to the prevalent way of
thinking throughout the history of our society. The announcement of the physics Nobel prize
in 2021, awarded „for the physical modeling of Earth’s climate, quantifying variability and
reliably predicting global warming“, [1] resembled a mother telling her child to stop dropping
toys. More meaningful and concrete recommendations for action include e.g. to

• „increase the use of renewable energy,

• eliminate waste, prevent pollution, and increase recycling,

• ( . . . ) foster markets for sustainable technologies and environmentally preferable mate-
rials, products, and services,

• design, construct, maintain, and operate high-performance sustainable buildings“ [2].

Researchers all over the world have worked to find a way toward fulfilling these recom-
mendations. One way is to use organic semiconductors in semiconductor devices. Organic
semiconductors are primarily made of carbon and hydrogen, and these two materials define
the unique properties and advantages of this materials class, like their abundant occurrence in
nature, versatility, tunability, biocompatibility, or the possibility to apply ultra-thin films onto
nearly every surface and at low temperatures. This allows to implement organic semiconduc-
tors into devices that are lighter, need less space, can be customized in a more versatile way,
and overall, can be produced at smaller energies than inorganic semiconductor devices [3, 4].
As a consequence, organic semiconductors have been implemented in a variety of semiconduc-
tor devices, such as organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) [5,6], organic photo-voltaic (OPV)
devices [7,8], sensors [9], or displays [10], especially since 1987 (1990) when organic films were
first implemented into organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) [11,12]. Recent advancements
include rollable displays [13], transparent solar cells in windows [14] or clothes [15,16], and
sensors directly on the skin for medical application [17]. However, while the device efficiency
of e.g. organic solar-cells has increased within the last years, inorganic solar-cells show still
superior performance and account for 92 % of the market share [18,19].
Besides smaller device efficiencies, the inferior performance of organic semiconductors is
represented by

• decreased mobilities compared to inorganic materials [20,21], and good electron conduc-
tors are rare compared to good hole conductors [22–24]. Specifically for application in
organic solar-cells and OLEDs, this poses a problem, since these devices require good
charge-carrier extraction or injection, respectively, of both types of charge carriers.

• large contact resistances, which mainly influence the device performance rather than
the semiconductor itself [25, 26]

• large device-to-device variability and low reproducibility [27–29]

• instability in air, under illumination, and/or under bias stress [30,31]
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While some of these drawbacks are intrinsically given by the nature of organic semicon-
ductors, such as their bad compatibility with inorganic metal electrodes [32], and strong
electron-electron interactions that define their optical and electrical properties [3], nearly all
of them can also occur due to grain boundaries in the material. Organic films often consist
of a high density of grain boundaries, especially when grown by vapor-based techniques.
While these techniques are easier to control [32], researchers have put significant effort
into developing solution-based application techniques that can result in highly-crystalline
films [33,34]. Grain boundaries have been observed to influence the contact resistance [35],
act as recombination sites [36–38], scattering and/or trapping sites [39], and to enhance
device-performance degradation [40,41]. Despite these known maleficent effects on the device
performance, there is no consensus on the following questions yet:

• Under which conditions do grain boundaries emerge? [42–44]

• How do grain boundaries influence the local energy distribution? [45–48]

• How does this energy distribution impact the charge transport across grain boundaries?
[49–52]

• Can the answers to the previous questions explain the observed impact on devices?

• Can grain boundary-properties be manipulated and/or even be used, e.g. to tune device
properties?

This work aims to provide insight into these questions using a perylene-diimide derivative,
abbreviated PDI1MPCN2 (introduced in Section 2.1.4). This molecule stands out due to its
high electron conductivity up to 4 cm2/Vs, good air stability and solution processability, which
allows to grow mono- to bilayer-thin films with comparably large grains. [53] These films are
implemented in OFETs, where the charge transport in single grains or across a predefined
number of grain boundaries can be investigated. Besides electrical transport measurements,
optical microscopy, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM),
and photocurrent measurements are performed under varying temperatures, film thicknesses,
and/or crystallinity. The theory, methods and results of these investigations are presented
within this work in the following order:

Chapter 2 presents the theory necessary to understand the charge-transport properties in
organic semiconductors. This starts from a single molecule presenting its electrical, optical and
vibrational properties, and proceeds in the following section to organic thin-films, including
how they can be fabricated, how different techniques influence the grain growth, and to what
extent the energetic properties change by intermolecular interactions. The interaction with
charged molecules will be presented afterwards, making the transition to transport models in
organic semiconductors and the presentation of the working principle of OFETs. The theory
chapter closes with an introduction to MOFs, a novel class of materials related to organic
materials which have been investigated within this work as a comparison model.

Chapter 3 introduces the basics of device preparation and the relevant measurement tech-
niques with a focus on KPFM and the arrangement of a setup for photocurrent-spectroscopy
measurements.

Chapter 4 presents the results of KPFM measurements at grain boundaries in thin films of
PDI1MPCN2 at varying charge-carrier densities, providing details on the electrostatic energy
distribution at grain boundaries. Grain boundaries are found to either act as energy barriers
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or valleys, whereby both types can coexist in the same film. Furthermore, a method to force
one of both grain-boundary types to emerge in the film is shown. The results presented in
this chapter have recently been published under the title „Revealing and Controlling Energy
Barriers and Valleys at Grain Boundaries in Ultrathin Organic Films“ (cf. Publication P2).

Chapter 5 focuses on the time-dependence of electric charging using time-resolved KPFM.
By detecting the local properties at different sites, i.e., grains, barriers, and valleys, the
question is addressed how local impurities influence the charging of the semiconductor and
the device-to-device variability. The experiments lead to evidence that especially valleys
determine global device parameters, such as hysteresis effects, or the turn-on and threshold
voltage of an OFET. This finding is summarized in the title „Grain Boundaries Influence
Global Device Parameters of Organic Thin-film Transistors“.

Chapter 6 uses the results of the two previous chapters and presents a method to manipulate
the role of grain boundaries in OFETs or other semiconductor devices. It is based on the
idea that electrons can be excited over grain boundaries, whereby the required activation
energy is provided by photons. Since this energy corresponds to light from the far infrared,
a commercial Fourier transform infrared spectrometer is modified into a setup to measure
Fourier transform photocurrent spectra. The title of this chapter is „Can Charge Transport
Across Grain Boundaries Be Manipulated with Light?“.

Chapter 7 presents local and global transport measurements in a MOF. This chapter
has been published in cooperation with chemists of the Technical University Dresden under
the title „Interfacial Synthesis of Layer-Oriented 2D Conjugated Metal-Organic Framework
Films“ (Publication P1). As the title suggests, the main part of this work presents the
synthesis of a novel two-dimensional MOF with a predefined stacking direction. This achieve-
ment allows to detect directional charge-transport globally and locally, and therefore across
several (polycrystalline) and few (crystalline) domains. The transport measurements reveal
that neither contact resistance, nor grain boundaries or other local impurities are the main
limitations to charge transport, but the distribution of delocalized electrons. These results
deepen the understanding on transport mechanisms in two-dimensional MOFs, but also help
to put the role of grain boundaries in organic films into context.

Chapter 8 includes a conclusion and outlook for organic semiconductors and devices.
Finally, a short technical section on activation energies is presented in Appendix A which
skips detailed theory and research context due to time reasons.
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2 Theoretical Foundations

In this thesis, the transport mechanisms within organic semiconductor thin-films are investi-
gated. The relevant theory will be presented in four steps: We will start this chapter with the
fundamental properties of organic molecules in Section 2.1, followed by the presentation of
how these change upon film formation in Section 2.2. While we will focus on neutral molecules
in these first two sections, Section 2.3 will introduce the properties of charged molecules and
films, and lead to charge transport models in single grains and across grain boundaries. To
characterize the semiconductor thin-films, they were implemented in field-effect transistors,
whose structure and working principle will be described in Section 2.4.
Finally, Section 2.5 gives a short introduction to metal-organic frameworks, their structure,
properties and typical transport mechanisms.

2.1 Fundamentals of Organic Molecules
Organic molecules are compounds mainly made of hydrocarbons and can be catogerized
depending on their size into long polymers and small molecules [3, 54]. The following
description, based on the textbook by Köhler and Bässler [3], will first present the energetic,
optical and vibrational properties of organic small molecules in general, before introducing
the small molecule investigated in this work.

2.1.1 Electronic States of a Single Molecule

Almost all properties of organic semiconductor molecules can be drawn back to the ability
of carbon (the basic element of organic molecules) to hybridize. In its neutral state, the
carbon atom has completely filled 1s and 2s orbitals and half-filled 2px and 2py orbitals.
However, the 2px and 2py orbitals can mix with the 2s orbital, resulting in three half-filled
sp2 orbitals. These three sp2 orbitals lie within one plane and enclose an angle of 120 ◦, while
the remaining pz orbital stands perpendicular to this plane, as sketched in Figure 2.1a. This
so-called sp2 hybridization is energetically favorable if the carbon atom binds to another.
If two carbon atoms bind to each other, their orbitals overlap, whereby the molecular orbitals
π (out of overlapping pz orbitals) and σ (out of overlapping sp2 orbitals) are formed. To
describe the molecular orbitals energetically, one can construct them as linear combination
of atomic orbitals (LCAO). The resulting molecular orbitals can be either a symmetric
linear combination, forming a bonding orbital, (named σ or π), or an antisymmetric linear
combination, forming an anti-bonding orbital (σ∗ or π∗). Filling in all electrons of the
contributing atoms (in the so-called molecular orbital model sketched in Figure 2.1b) finds
that the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is a π orbital and the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) is a π∗ orbital. Since the electrons in the π and π∗ orbitals are
highly delocalized, the HOMO and LUMO (the frontier orbitals) are the main contributors
to charge transport or absorption. In so-called „conjugated aromatic systems“ (e.g. benzene,
displayed in Figure 2.1c) the overlap of π (π∗) orbitals above and below the molecular
plane enables charge transport in the direction perpendicular to it („out of plane“). This
direction shows improved transport with respect to the direction within the molecular plane
(„in plane“). In-plane bonds are defined by the overlap of localized σ orbitals, leading to
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Figure 2.1 Electronic structure of carbon atoms and organic molecules. a, Electronic
configuration of a carbon atom in its ground state and after sp2 hybridization, including the spatial
distribution of the resulting orbitals. b, Filling of the molecular orbitals with all electrons of the
contributing atoms according to the molecular orbital model, resulting in the highest occupied
molecular orbital (HOMO) π and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) π∗. c, Electronic
structure and molecular orbitals of benzene as example for conjugated aromatic systems. Blue:
localized σ orbitals formed out of overlapping sp2 orbitals. Red: delocalized π orbitals formed by the
overlap of pz orbitals. Figures adapted from References [3, 26,55].

strong, covalent bonds that hold the molecule together (cf. Figure 2.1c). The intermolecular
forces are consequently much smaller than the intramolecular forces, which is why processing
of organic materials requires much smaller energies than of inorganic materials, and the
properties of one molecule mostly define the properties of the whole material.

2.1.2 Optical Excitations

Excited States

In the molecule’s ground state, the HOMO is completely filled and the LUMO is completely
empty, and the total spin adds up to S = 0, according to Hund’s rules. The total spin of
the system can change, if an electron is excited from the HOMO to the LUMO, resulting
in a configuration with two unpaired electrons (one in the HOMO and one in the LUMO).
Depending on the orientation of the unpaired electrons, the molecular spin sums up to either
S = 0 (antiparallel) or S = 1 (parallel). Since only one configuration of S = 0 is allowed
quantum-mechanically, it is referred to as singlet excited state S1, and higher excited states
are denoted S2, S3, ... In contrast, a total spin of S = 1 can come in with three different
eigenvalues of the spin angular momentum and is therefore called triplet excited state T1, T2,
T3, ... Singlet and triplet excited states can be distinguished by different energies, as shown
in Figure 2.2a.

Interband Absorption

The excitation of an electron into the LUMO can be achieved by the absorption of a photon,
which is specifically interesting for photo-excited currents (or „photocurrents“) described
in Section 2.3. The number of absorbed (emitted) photons per time defines the absorption
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Figure 2.2 Excited states of an organic molecule. a, Energy diagram of the ground state S0
and the excited states S1 and T1, including optical transitions. b, Sketch of the concept of an exciton
bound by the binding energy Eb. Figures adapted from Reference [3].

(emission) intensity I and corresponds to the transfer rate from the inital to the final state
pi→f . This transition rate is given by the product of the density of final states ρf and the
transition probability as

I ∝ pi→f = 2π

ℏ
ρf ·

∣∣∣⟨Ψf |Ĥ ′|Ψi⟩
∣∣∣2 (Fermi’s Golden Rule). (2.1)

Ĥ ′ is the perturbation operator that causes the transition from the initial (i) to the final (f)
state expressed by the molecule’s wavefunction Ψ. The wavefunction can be divided into a
part describing its charge, and a part describing its total angular momentum, i.e.,

|Ψ⟩ = |Ψch⟩|Ψmom⟩, (2.2)

assuming that the atomic nuclei move much slower than the electronic cloud (Born-Oppenheimer
approximation). (The consequences of non-negligible molecular vibrations are presented in
Section 2.1.3.)
Classically, the incoming light can be interpreted as electromagnetic wave, which accelerates
the molecular electron cloud to follow its oscillation. This interpretation visualizes that
photons do not interact with the angular momentum of electrons (expressed by Ψmom), but
only with their charge (Ψch). This interaction can be expressed by rewriting the perturbation
operator with the electric dipole operator

Ĥ ′ = e
ˆ⃗
D (2.3)

(e is the electric charge). Equation (2.1) results in

pi→f = 2π

ℏ
ρf ·

∣∣∣∣⟨Ψch,f |e ˆ⃗
D|Ψch,i⟩

∣∣∣∣2 · |⟨Ψmom,f |Ψmom,i⟩|2 . (2.4)

Since all three factors in Equation (2.4) have to be non-zero to result in finite absorption or
emission intensity, the following conditions for optical excitation arise:

1. ρf ̸= 0:
The density of final states can be written as

ρf =
{

1 : Ef − Ei = hν,

0 : else.
(2.5)
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This equation represents Planck’s law, stating that the transition can only take place
if the energy of the incoming photon with frequency ν equals the energy difference
between the final and the initial state. This „optical energy gap“ is often expressed by
the energy difference between HOMO and LUMO.
However, this approximation only holds when electron-electron interactions can be
neglected, which is the case for inorganic materials. In organic materials, the optical
gap is correctly described by the energy of the singlet excited state S1 as denoted in
Figure 2.2b.

2. |⟨Ψch,f |e ˆ⃗
D|Ψch,i⟩|2 ̸= 0:

The transition probability is non-zero if the initial and the final-state wavefunctions have
different parities. This condition corresponds to charge conservation. Furthermore,
the transition probability increases with increasing overlap of the initial and final
wavefunction, which is the case if the HOMO and LUMO are well extended and share
the same positions on the molecule.

3. |⟨Ψmom,f |Ψmom,i⟩|2 ̸= 0:
This condition represents conservation of the total angular momentum, i.e., the
sum of the spin momentum and the orbital momentum. Transitions with a changing
spin (especially T1 → S0, known as phosphorescence) can therefore be observed if
spin-orbit coupling is provided. On the contrary, the transition S1 → S0 (fluorescence)
shows finite emission rates even without spin-orbit coupling, since the spin momentum
is conserved. Both transitions are sketched in Figure 2.2a.

Excitons

From Planck’s law, and given that the energy of photons is quantized, it is straightforward
that also the energy of excited states is quantized. The quantum-mechanical quasi-particle
is the so-called exciton. It represents the excited electron-hole pair bound by Coulomb
interactions with a binding energy Eb as sketched in Figure 2.2b. Separation of the exciton
into a free electron in the LUMO and a hole in the HOMO requires this binding energy.
Therefore, excitons are referred to as absorption below the band edge, the energy of which
corresponds to the energy of visible light in organic semiconductors [3, 54].

2.1.3 Molecular Vibrations

So far, we have assumed that the atomic nuclei do not move. However, an organic molecule
is not a rigid object, but the atomic nuclei vibrate at temperatures above 0 K, and especially
if excited by infrared light, as presented in Section 3.4.1. Therefore, the basics of molecular
vibrations will be presented in this section, according to References [55–57].

Normal Vibrational Modes

Classically, each intramolecular bond between two atoms can be described as a spring. It
starts to oscillate if it is excited at its resonance frequency, determined by the nucleus
masses and their interaction strength. If integer multiples of the resonance frequency are hit,
overtones are excited.
If the molecule consists of more than two atoms, however, it becomes much more complicated
to describe the whole set of molecular vibrations, because vibrations of different bonds can
influence each other, and several vibrational modes with the same energy may exist. To
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overcome this problem, for a molecule with N atoms and 3N degrees of freedom, 3N so-called
normal coordinates

Qi, i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 3N (2.6)

are introduced. Each normal coordinate represents a group of atoms which reach maximal
displacement and equilibrium at the same time. The normal coordinate then describes the
effective mass m∗

i of this group and its maximum displacement from its equilibrium position
d⃗i.
The introduction of normal coordinates allows to diagonalize the Hamiltonian which describes
the whole molecule Ĥ and to split the Schrödinger equation Ĥ|Ψ⟩ = E|Ψ⟩ into 3N distinct
equations. Since three of these equations describe rotational modes, and three describe
translational modes, 3N − 6 equations remain to describe the vibrational modes. (For linear
molecules only 2 rotation axes can be defined and therefore 3N − 5 vibrational modes can be
differed.) The total vibrational energy of the molecule can consequently be written as the
sum of all eigenenergies

Evib = Evib,1 + Evib,2 + · · · + Evib,3N−6. (2.7)

Practically, this means that each fundamental mode described by normal coordinates—the
fundamental normal mode —brings in its own typical energy and does not influence other
vibrational modes.
The energies of fundamental vibrational modes in organic molecules are in the range of 50 to
500 meV and can be excited by absorption of photons from the mid infrared (MIR). Overtones
have higher energies in the near infrared (NIR) regime. Consequently, vibrational modes are
typically detected by infrared (IR) spectroscopy, which will be introduced in more detail in
Section 3.4.1.

Absorption

Similar to the excitation of excitons, vibrational modes can be excited if a photon with a
corresponding energy is absorbed. The intensity can be determined by Fermi’s golden rule
(compare Equation (2.1)), where we now have to introduce a third factor Ψvib to the molecular
wavefunction in Equation (2.2). This factor considers the atomic nuclei, whose interaction
with the electric dipole operator was neglected before, because it is much smaller than the
contribution of the electronic clouds. Therefore, it is reasonable to expand the contribution
of the atomic nuclei by a Taylor series. We will skip this lengthy mathematical description,
which is described in more detail e.g. in the textbook by Califano [56] and directly come to
the practical interpretation:

1. Planck’s law, expressed in the density of final states (cf. Equation (2.5)), states that
a vibrational mode can only be excited if the energy of the incoming light equals the
energy of the vibrational mode. In reverse, each peak in an absorption spectrum can
be assigned to a characteristic fundamental vibration.

2. A vibration can only be excited if it changes the molecular dipole moment, that is, if it
has a non-zero transition dipole moment. This is in contrast to Raman spectroscopy,
which detects a change of the molecule’s polarizability. Therefore, the intensities of
Raman and IR spectra are usually complementary [3].

3. The intensity of an excitation becomes maximal if the electric field of the incoming light
is parallel to the molecule’s transition dipole moment, and zero if they are perpendicular
to each other.
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Vibrons and Phonons

As we have seen, the molecular vibrations are quantized in their energy and therefore also
called vibrons. Vibrons describe intramolecular vibrations, in contrast to phonons, which
represent lattice vibrations and may dampen charge transport at increased temperatures (cf.
Section 2.3). In organic crystals, the phonon energy corresponds to the energy of light in the
far infrared [54].

Electronic Coupling to Excited States

The distance between two neighboring atoms determines the distribution of electrons and
therefore the wavefunction of the molecule. Consequently, the vibration of atomic nuclei
influences not only the absorption spectrum in the IR, but also the energy distributions
of the ground and excited states, which get dependent on the normal coordinates. This
so-called „vibronic coupling“ is displayed in Figure 2.3. For small displacements around the
equilibrium position, the potential curve shown in Figure 2.3 can be approximated by a
quadratic potential, thereby describing a typical quantum-mechanical harmonic oscillator
with quantized energies.

Figure 2.3 Electronic coupling of vibrational modes. The ground and excited states (here S1 is
exemplary shown) depend on the normal coordinate. The relation can be approximated to a quadratic
dependence at small displacements ∆Qi as exemplary shown for S1 (blue curve). Vibrational ground
states and overtones are indicated by horizontal lines and some possible transitions between S1 and S0
by red arrows. Adapted from Reference [3].

For optical excitations, this means that an electron can be excited from each vibrational
mode in the ground state S0 into each vibrational mode in the singlet or triplet excited
state and lose its energy radiationless from the n-th to the 0th vibrational state (internal
conversion). The resulting absorption spectrum in the visible range is a superposition of all
possible transitions, leading to a broadening of the absorption or emission peaks.

2.1.4 Properties of PDI1MPCN2

In this work, the electrical and optical properties of the small molecule N,N’-di((S)-1-
methylpentyl)-1,7(6)-dicyano-perylene-3,4:9,10-bis(dicarboximide) (PDI1MPCN2) are investi-
gated. PDI1MPCN2 can be processed from solution to atomically flat, mono- to bilayer-thin
films with comparably large grains, in which mobilities up to 4 cm2

Vs could be detected [53].
Its role in field-effect transistors has been investigated in References [48,58, 59] and Publica-
tion P5, thereby using it as a model material for perylene diimides (PDIs) in general.
The structure of PDI1MPCN2 with a total length of 23.5 Å is shown in Figure 2.4. The
PDI core has a length of 11.5 Å and is twisted, resulting in a dipole moment of 1.70 Debye
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normal to the molecular plane (calculated using density functional theory [48]). The twisting
is originated in the strongly electron-withdrawing cyanide groups at the bay-positions, which
are also responsible for the low LUMO level of 4.15 eV and good air stability [60]. The
molecular packing and the good solubility of the material can be drawn back to the twisted
alkyl chains at the imide positions.
After thin-film formation of PDI1MPCN2 from solution (also compare Section 2.2.1 for the
theory on thin-film formation and Section 3.1 for experimental details), the molecules stand
in an upright position tilted by 38◦ with respect to the surface normal; one monolayer then
measures around 1.8 nm, as displayed in Figure 2.4 [48, 53,61].

Figure 2.4 Electronic structure of the small molecule PDI1MPCN2 consisting of C = carbon,
O = oxygen, N = nitrogen.

2.2 Organic Thin-films
If organic molecules condense to a solid, they can either arrange randomly and form isotropic
bulk-like structures, or in a periodic lattice, forming an organic crystal [54]. Crystal-like
areas with different orientations or stacking arrangements—so-called grains—are separated
by grain boundaries.
If speaking of organic semiconductors, we have to understand how the energetic properties
change if single molecules condense to form a solid and how different structural arrangements
impact the energy levels. While organic films often consist of a high density of grain
boundaries and are considered as polycrystalline, this work focuses on highly-crystalline
organic thin-films. This section therefore starts with the presentation of two different thin-film
application-techniques and the emergence of grain boundaries in Section 2.2.1. Afterwards,
we will present how intermolecular interactions impact the energy levels of a neutral molecule
in Section 2.2.2.

2.2.1 Formation of Organic Thin-films

There are mainly two different possibilities to process organic molecules into films: from the
vapor phase and from solution. While evaporation techniques allow to apply films of a certain
thickness and at well-defined conditions, the resulting films consist of much smaller grains
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than solution-based applied films.
Grain growth during film application can be explained by nucleation theory which will be
shortly introduced with a focus on film growth from the vapor phase, but also holds for
crystallization out of a solution. Films with larger grains (crystalline films) of PDI1MPCN2 are
applied by a specific solution-based technique, whose theoretical principles will be presented
afterwards. This section concludes discussing structural differences of grain boundaries and
their emergence.

Vapor-based Thin-film Application and Nucleation Theory

A common way to apply organic films is to evaporate the organic material in a vacuum
chamber, where the molecules condensate on a substrate. The process of film formation
can be divided into the three steps diffusion, adsorption, and nucleation. An evaporated
molecule diffuses across the surface of a perfectly smooth substrate and adsorbs with a certain
probability. If, during diffusion, a molecule meets another diffusing or already adsorbed
molecule (or molecular group), the adsorption probability increases, which is why existing
grains tend to grow before new grains are formed (the grain growth is sketched in Figure 2.5a).
Since the diffusion energy and therefore the probability to meet other molecules or crystals
during diffusion increases for increasing substrate temperatures T , the mean grain size can be
increased by heating the substrate. However, larger temperatures also increase the probability
for diffusing molecules to reevaporate. In sum, the crystallinity of the resulting film depends
on the deposition flux, the substrate temperature, the surface properties of the substrate,
intermolecular interactions, and interactions between the molecules and the surface [62,63].
When an evaporated molecule crystallizes on a substrate, the first thermodynamic step is
called nucleation. Nucleation is a thermodynamic process, describing the energy change upon
condensation by the Gibbs free energy G. It represents the competition between

• the energy gained by nucleation due to beneficial intermolecular interactions, given by
the chemical potentials in the crystalline and the vapor phase

∆µc = µcrystal
c − µvapor

c ,

and

• the energy penalty due to the creation of new interfaces between the crystal and the
surrounding gas (ACG) and the crystal and the substrate (ACS). This energy penalty
has to be smaller than the energy gained by reducing the interface between the gas and
the substrate (AGS). The total energy penalty is therefore

γA = γCGACG + γCSACS − γGSAGS (2.8)

with γi the surface tensions of the contributing interfaces, which fulfill∑
i

γi = 0 (2.9)

in the thermal equilibrium.

The change in the Gibbs free energy for a system with N molecules is consequently

∆G = −N∆µc + γA.

∆G becomes maximal at a critical nucleus size N∗ and at larger N∗, grain growth is
energetically favored. To reach the critical grain size at reasonable temperatures and time
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scales, it is usually reduced by oversaturating the surrounding gas with the molecule. This
can e.g. be achieved by reducing the gas pressure in a vacuum chamber. [62–64]

Surface Mediated Crystallization

If the organic molecule under investigation is solvable, it can also be applied by solution-
based techniques, such as spin coating [42,65], various blading techniques [66,67], solution
casting [68], and other, more specified techniques [33,69–71]. Recently, a special drop casting
method was developed for PDI1MPCN2, with which highly-crystalline monolayer- to bilayer-
thin films can be applied [53]. (In Thesis T2 it was modified for a similar perylene-diimide
derivative.) In this method a droplet with the solved molecule is placed onto a substrate
and allowed to dry. In contrast to other solvent-based methods its underneath lying physics
ensures the growth of molecular monolayers, which we will shortly summarize in the following
according to Reference [53].
The crystallization of the molecule can be described by a nucleation process of the solid
molecule on top of a liquid surface. Hence, it is driven by the interplay of the surface free
energies γ at the liquid-gas (LG), crystal-liquid (CL), and the crystal-gas (CG) interface. If

Figure 2.5 Grain growth for different preparation methods and emergence of grain
boundaries. a, If the organic film is evaporated, grains adsorb on random sites on the substrate and
grow radially from the nucleation sites. b, If the film growths via surface-mediated crystallization, the
nucleation starts at the droplet border and grains grow from the pinning line of the droplet toward its
center. The arrows in a,b indicate in green the vector normals of propagating fronts of neighboring
grains, and in orange the emergence direction of the grain boundary. The sketches are inspired by
Reference [42]. c, AFM image of a polycrystalline film of PDI1MPCN2 prepared from the vapor
phase. d, Polarized optical microscopy image of a monolayer-thin film of PDI1MPCN2 prepared from
solution. The orange lines mark some exemplary grain boundaries.
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the surface free energies fulfill

γLG ≥ γCL + γCG,

the area of the liquid-gas interface is energetically less favored and becomes minimized by
the crystallization of a monolayer of the solved molecule on the droplet’s surface [53].
The nucleation starts at the border of the droplet, where the solvent evaporates faster than
in its center, and the solution gets oversaturated. The grains grow consequently from the
droplet border radially to its center (compare Figure 2.5b and the supplementary movie of
Reference [53]). The evaporation rate of the solvent, determined by its viscosity and surface
free energy, therefore determines whether the crystallization can take place at all, but also
the shape and crystallinity of the resulting films. The film shape is influenced by the shape
of the droplet, determined by its contact angle to

cos(θeq) = γSG − γSL
γLG

(this is a direct consequence of Equation (2.9)). θeq remains constant during evaporation
if the substrate is perfectly smooth and the droplet is completely homogeneous. However,
a constant angle comes in with a decreasing droplet circumference, which leads to thick
molecular clusters with random orientation. On the contrary, smooth crystalline films covering
the whole contact area grow if the contact line is pinned by e.g. a rough surface, and if the
droplet is sufficiently small, flat, and viscous [72–74].

Grain Growth and Emergence of Grain Boundaries

Figure 2.5c and d display images of PDI1MPCN2 thin-films applied by thermal evaporation
and from solution. The grains in the evaporated film are visibly much smaller than in the thin
films applied from solution, which can be explained by the differences in grain growth for the
different processing methods. This difference and the resulting impact on charge transport
across grain boundaries is e.g. investigated by Lee et al. using conductive AFM (c-AFM) [42].
They find that grain boundaries in films from the vapor phase are much wider and have
higher resistivities than grain boundaries in films deposited from solution and explain the
different extent of structural disorder by fundamental differences in the film formation.
In evaporated films, grains grow simultaneously with molecular condensation and empty
spaces are progressively filled when neighboring grains grow together. Grain boundaries may
then contain voids on the sub-µm length scale and reach down to the substrate, forming
crevices (compare Figure 2.6). In contrast, if films are applied from a solution, the organic
material is applied all at once on top of the whole area where film formation is supposed
to take place. Hence, the molecule only gets in touch with the substrate when it is already
crystallized. This results in smooth films, in which even high-resolution AFM in tapping mode
is not capable of detecting grain boundaries [42]. Hence, measurement methods that probe
the relative orientation of the molecules like transverse shear microscopy [75], polarized optical
microscopy [67,76], or photoluminescence spectroscopy [59] have to be used to visualize them.
This finding is consistent with the measurements presented in Publication P2 (Chapter 4).
The growth conditions consequently determine the structure or morphology of grain boundaries
and the following different grain-boundary types have been suggested before (also compare
Figure 2.6):

• crevices (three dimensional), accompanied by a change in film thickness, are assumed
to originate from vapor-based film-application [42]
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• voids (two dimensional), can be formed upon growth from the vapor phase [42], but
are also expected in films made from solution if the distance between two molecules
of different grains is larger than the normal lattice constant and too small to fill in
another molecule [48]

• voids (two dimensional) that are filled either with impurities [51] or a molecule of the
same kind that is squeezed in [42,48]

• the interface of neighboring grains with different molecular orientation (one dimensional)
[51], assumed in monolayer-thin films made from solution

While this differentiation is of structural kind, grain boundaries can also be differed by
their energetic distribution. They can either act as energy barriers or valleys on electron
transport, as proposed by simulations [48]. These energy differences and their impact on
charge transport are discussed in Section 2.3.

Figure 2.6 Structurally different grain boundary types as presented in the main text.

2.2.2 Energy Levels of Crystalline Films

In organic solids and films, the organic molecule is no more isolated, but interacts with its
neighbors. While the intermolecular interactions influence the energy levels, the changes are
only small, since the intramolecular forces are much stronger. Hence, the main properties
described for the single molecule in Section 2.1 will also account for the organic thin-films. To
get a feeling for the impact of intermolecular interactions, a system formed by two molecules,
a so-called dimer, will be presented before advancing to a solid made of many molecules. The
following description is according to the textbooks by Köhler and Bässler [3] or Schwoerer
and Wolf [54].

Dimer Interaction

A dimer (subscript D in the following) is a system of two interacting molecules. It is described
by the Schrödinger equation ĤD|ΨD⟩ = ED|ΨD⟩ with the wavefunction of the dimer in the
ground state. The dimer wavefunction can be composed of the wavefunctions of the two
non-interacting molecules 1 and 2,

|ΨD⟩ = |Ψ1⟩|Ψ2⟩, (2.10)

and the Hamiltonian Ĥ can be written as

ĤD = Ĥ1 + Ĥ2 + V̂12. (2.11)

Ĥ1,2 are the operators of the isolated molecules and V̂12 their interaction potential. If the
electronic overlap between the molecules is small, the interaction is weak, i.e. the interaction
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potential is sufficiently small to solve the problem by perturbation theory. The energy of the
system in the ground state is then described by

ED = E1 + E2 + Epol (2.12)
with Epol = ⟨Ψ1Ψ2|V̂12|Ψ1Ψ2⟩ < 0. (2.13)

Equation (2.12) shows that the dimer’s energy is lowered compared to the total energy of
the two single, non-interacting molecules by the interaction energy Epol. It is also called
polarization or Coulomb interaction energy, since it is caused by zero-point oscillations of the
molecules that induce dipoles in the environment and polarize the adjacent molecule.
If one of the molecules is excited (indicated by an asterisk ∗), the wavefunction of the dimer
rewrites to the linear combination

|Ψ∗
D±⟩ = 1√

2
(|Ψ∗

1Ψ2⟩ ± |Ψ1Ψ∗
2⟩) . (2.14)

Without interaction, the energies of the symmetric (+) and antisymmetric (-) dimer excited
state are the same, and can be expressed by E0, the energy of molecule 1 or 2 in the ground
state, and the energy of one of the molecules in the excited states E∗ to

E∗
+ = E∗

− = E0 + E∗. (2.15)

Hence, the excited state of the dimer is two-fold degenerate. However, if the interaction is
turned on, the energy of the excited dimer changes to

E∗
± = E0 + E∗ + E′

pol ± ϵ. (2.16)

E′
pol again describes the polarization energy between the excited molecule 1 and molecule

2 in the ground state, or vice versa. Compared to the ground state, we find an additional
term ϵ that lowers the energy of the excited state and splits the energies of the symmetric
and antisymmetric wavefunction by 2ϵ. ϵ is called resonance interaction energy, because it
describes the resonant coupling of the two possible excited configurations |Ψ∗

1Ψ2⟩ and |Ψ1Ψ∗
2⟩.

To summarize, the interaction of the dipole moments of adjacent molecules has two effects on
the energetic states of a dimer: an overall shift to smaller energies as well as a splitting of
the excited state.

Intermolecular Interactions in Organic Crystalline Films

We now advance to an organic solid with many molecules. The intermolecular interaction
qualitatively has the same effects as observed for the dimer. The properties of organic films
with respect to the organic molecule are characterized by [54]:

• a shift of absorption/emission peaks to smaller energies: Each molecule can be considered
to be surrounded by a solvent medium, composed of molecules of the same kind. This
surrounding polarizes the molecule and shifts its energy levels. The observed shift of
absorption and emission peaks to smaller energies is therefore also called „solvent shift“.

• a broadening of discrete energy levels and formation of bands: A system with N non-
interacting molecules is N -fold degenerate, according to Equation (2.15). If interactions
are turned on, the energy levels of the excited states split and form a band with a width
of 4ϵ. These states are called Frenkel-exciton states.

• violation of quantum-mechanic selection-rules of the single molecule: The formation of
a crystal leads to new symmetries and new selection rules.
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• splitting of absorption/emission peaks into maximal M sub peaks if M molecules are
in the unit cell of the crystal. This splitting is called „Davydov splitting“.

Density of States in Disordered Crystals

As we have seen, intermolecular interactions can lead to the formation of broad energy bands
with well-defined band edges, but only if each molecule in the solid is exposed to the same
interactions. This is the case in a perfect crystal, or crystalline grain, where all molecules
have the same orientation and distance to its neighbors. In contrast, in a solid with randomly
oriented molecules, impurities or thermal fluctuations, each molecule interacts with a slightly
different surrounding. As a consequence, localized states form within the band gap and the
band edges smear out.
If the variations are only small and the film can still be considered crystalline, like in grains,
the density of states (DOS) can be described by a Gaussian distribution

g(E) = 1√
2πσ

exp
(

−(E − E0)2

2σ2

)
(2.17)

with the standard deviation σ and the band edge energy E0 [48, 77, 78]. In contrast, at grain
boundaries the DOS is better modeled by an exponential function as [3, 48,79]

g(E) = 1
σ

exp
((E − E0)

σ

)
. (2.18)

2.3 Charge Transport in Organic Semiconductors
This work examines the impact of grain boundaries on charge transport in thin films of
PDI1MPCN2. Therefore, the basics of charge transport in organic semiconductors are
introduced in this section, according to the textbook by Köhler and Bässler [3].
To enable charge transport, free charge carriers are injected into the semiconductor, which can
move from one molecule to another. Section 2.3.1 introduces how additional charges change
the electrical and optical properties of an organic molecule. In Section 2.3.2, one method to
induce free charges into the semiconductor, will be presented, namely by optical excitation.
The movement of free charge carriers through the crystalline areas of the semiconductor is
presented by different transport models in Section 2.3.3. Existing models for charge transport
across grain boundaries will finally be discussed in Section 2.3.4.

2.3.1 Electronic Properties of Charged Molecules and Films

The energy levels of a charged molecule can be described by the electron affinity (EA), which
is the energy gained by the uptake of a single electron, and the ionization potential (IP), the
energy needed to remove an electron from the molecule. When electron-electron interactions
are neglected, the ionization energy corresponds to the HOMO and the electron affinity to
the LUMO level of a molecule, which are therefore considered as the transport levels.
Advancing to organic films, the interaction of a charged molecule with its neighboring
molecules has to be considered. Similar to the excited molecule described in Section 2.2.2,
the charged molecule induces a dipole moment in an adjacent molecule. While the interaction
range of the charged molecule is larger than that of the excited molecule, it also leads to a
lowering of the energy levels, as well as to a broadening into transport bands. These can
be compared to the valence band (HOMO) and the conduction band (LUMO) in inorganic
materials.
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Since transport bands with a finite width, as well as localized states within the gap between
HOMO and LUMO are created by disorder in the film, it is reasonable to define a Fermi
energy EF . It describes the energy level from which charge carriers (specifically electrons) can
be thermally excited into a transport level (into the LUMO) [52]. If an organic semiconductor
likely conducts electrons, the Fermi level is assumed slightly below the LUMO level. Injecting
a small amount of electrons into the semiconductor corresponds to shifting the Fermi level
into the LUMO.
The difference between the Fermi level and the vacuum energy of an organic molecule is
described by its work function

W = Evac − EF .

It is widely understood as the energy needed to remove an electron from the bulk material [80].
While it is originally defined for metals, it can be attributed to semiconducting materials as
well [81].

2.3.2 Photoexcitation of Electric Currents

By photon absorption free charge carriers can be generated in a material, that lead to a
photoexcited current (or photocurrent). Depending on the energy of the absorbed photons
and the band gap of the material, photoexcitation can be described by three different effects:
The outer photoelectric effect (or Hallwachs effect) is observed in metal surfaces if they
are illuminated by ultraviolet light. Electrons are released out of the material, but only if the
photon energy is larger than the material’s work function [82]. A similar case to the outer
photoelectric effect occurs if electrons are emitted from semiconducting surfaces, molecules
or atoms. Since these materials are ionized upon electron emission, this process is called
photoionization. It requires photon energies larger than the ionization potential and is the
basis for photoemission spectroscopy [3, 83].
On the contrary, the inner photoelectric effect is observed in semiconductors by an
increase in conductivity when photons with energies larger than the optical band gap are
absorbed. Absorption creates an exciton, which can be separated by e.g. exothermic transfer
to electron-accepting sites such as impurities, dopants, internal interfaces or electrodes.
Exciton separation can also be achieved by processes that supply high enough energies, or
high enough electric fields to break the binding energy of the electron-hole pair. Subsequent
spatial separation of the free electron and hole, which builds up a voltage, is the basis of the
photo-voltaic process used in organic solar cells [3].
Besides optical injection, free charge carriers can also be injected into a semiconductor
electrostatically, which is the case for e.g. OLEDs and OFETs. The working principle of the
latter will be presented in Section 2.4.

2.3.3 Transport Models in Single Grains

If a sufficient amount of free electrons is injected into a semiconductor, it gets conductive
and the charges move from molecule to molecule. The transport of charges in crystal-like,
well-ordered semiconductors is commonly quantified by the mobility µ. It depends on the
relative energetic distance of states, spatial arrangement of molecules, temperature, and the
trap-state density. The most common models to describe their relation are band transport,
hopping transport and the multiple-trapping-and-release model, which will be presented in
the following in accordance with Figure 2.7.

• Band transport takes place if electrons (holes) move in the LUMO (HOMO) and the
bands are spatially extended over many molecules (cf. Figure 2.7a). As presented in
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Section 2.2, the HOMO and LUMO are well distributed, if the semiconductor is well
ordered. However, the ordering is difficult to quantify. Therefore one typically considers
band transport to be the main transport mechanism if µ > 5 cm2

Vs , and if the mobility
decreases with increasing temperature as

µ ∝ T −n, 0 < n < 3.

The mobility reduction stems from enhanced scattering by acoustic phonons, impurities,
and/or electron-electron interactions. Especially the latter is specific for organic
semiconductors.

• Hopping transport: If the dynamic or static disorder in the organic semiconductor is
high and homogeneously distributed, the HOMO and LUMO are localized on a single
or few molecule(s). In this case, free charge carriers hop from one localized state to
another, as sketched in Figure 2.7b, whereby energetically higher or further distant
states can be reached at higher temperatures. Consequently, the mobility increases as

µ ∝ T.

• Multiple trapping and release: When the defect density is significantly smaller than
the total density of states, a mixture of the above introduced models is considered. In
fact, in typical organic semiconductors it is observed that the mobility increases upon
cooling (at high temperatures) and decreases if the temperature is further decreased to
low temperatures. To describe this temperature dependence, the multiple-trapping-and-
release model was developed as an empirical model. It assumes that a charge carrier can
be excited into a delocalized band, from which it can be trapped into a localized state,
then hop to another localized state or be released into the band by thermal activation
(cf. Figure 2.7c). The required energy is called activation energy EA defined by the
relationship [51]

µ = µ0 · nt · exp
(−EA

kBT

)
, (2.19)

with the trap-free mobility µ0 and the trap-state density nt [85].
The activation energy EA can be extracted by an Arrhenius approach, that is, rewriting

Figure 2.7 Different transport models for charge transport in organic semiconductors. a,
Band transport, b, Hopping transport, c, Multiple trapping and release. Figure according to [84].
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Equation (2.19) to

log(µ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
y-axis

= log(µ0)︸ ︷︷ ︸
y-intersept

+ 1
T︸︷︷︸

x-axis

·
(−EA/kBT

ln 10

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

slope

, (2.20)

plotting log(µ) over 1/T , and extracting the activation energy from the slope of a linear
fit [3]. Recently, Meier et al. suggested by Monte-Carlo simulations, that the activation
energy is affected by the type and height of grain boundaries (cf. Section 2.3.4). A
short investigation on the relationship between the grain-boundary density and the
activation energy in OFETs of PDI1MPCN2 is therefore presented in Appendix A.

Most organic materials only conduct either holes or electrons and are referred to as p- or
n-conductive, respectively. Which type of charge carriers is the main contributor to charge
transport, is mainly determined by two effects. Either charge transport within the organic
semiconductor is limited due to a non-sufficient overlap of π or π∗ orbitals and a confined
HOMO (bad hole conductor) or LUMO (bad electron conductor), or charge-carrier injection
into the HOMO (LUMO) is hindered by a large offset to the work function of the electrode
material (contact resistance, cf. Section 2.4.4).

2.3.4 Charge-transport Models at Grain Boundaries

The multiple-trapping-and-release model describes well experimentally observed charge
transport in crystalline or polycrystalline films on relatively large length scales. In contrast,
the local transport processes at grain boundaries are not completely understood yet. It is
widely accepted that grain boundaries limit charge transport in the sense that mobilities are
reduced by one to two orders of magnitude if grain boundaries are introduced into otherwise
crystalline films with a low defect density (compare e.g. Reference [52] or, for PDI1MPCN2,
Thesis T1 in Appendix H). Grain boundaries are therefore often considered as sites where
trap states are highly concentrated [45,70], or as electrically isolating walls [86]. Vladimirov et
al. suggest according to theoretical simulations that both types can even coexist in the same
organic semiconductor and describe them as energetic valleys (traps) or barriers (walls) [48].
Meier et al. use these findings and simulate the transport paths and mobilities for different
grain boundary heights and widths by kinetic Monte Carlo calculations. They find that the
energetic distribution at a grain boundary determines the transport mechanism in organic
films and distinguish four cases:

1. Deep valleys form a transport path for electrons. Charge transport within the semicon-
ductor is therefore confined to the grain boundaries.

2. Shallow valleys trap electrons. The trapped electrons have to be thermally excited back
into the grains to contribute to charge transport. Meier et al. conclude that shallow
valleys are therefore less beneficial for charge transport than deep valleys.

3. Energetic barriers backscatter electrons independent of their height. The barrier height
only impacts the activation energy needed to overcome those barriers.

4. At narrow grain boundaries tunneling can be observed.

While describing grain boundaries as energetic barriers or valleys helps to understand the
transport processes across grain boundaries, their structural origin is not considered. In
Section 2.2 a summary of structurally different grain boundaries was introduced, whose
impact on charge transport is investigated by Verlaak and Heremans [51] by calculating
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the polarization energy of the different sites. They find that especially voids act as scatter
centers and therefore can be understood as energetic barriers. Voids are therefore described
as „intrinsic“ barriers, in contrast to grain boundaries that trap electrons, get charged, and
consequently withdraw following electrons. Electron trapping is observed at sites where grains
with different orientations meet [51]. For these grain boundaries, it is widely assumed that
increasing orientational mismatch also increases the grain boundary resistance, or the valley
depth, respectively [42,48,65,87].

2.4 Organic Field-effect Transistors
The mobility of a semiconducting thin-film can be determined by electrical transport mea-
surements in a FET. The structure and working principle of organic FETs will be explained
within this section (Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2), before introducing the parameters extracted
from transport measurements in Section 2.4.3 and deviations from the ideal behavior in
Section 2.4.4. The introduced basics follow the textbooks by Köhler and Bässler [3] and
Stallinga [88]; for a more detailed theoretical derivation the interested reader is referred to
the textbook (for inorganic FETs) by Sze and Ng [80].

2.4.1 Structure of Organic Field-effect Transistors

The structure of an OFET is sketched in Figure 2.8a. Its centerpiece is the organic
semiconductor under investigation. It is contacted by the two electrodes source (S) and drain
(D) with distance L, defining the length of the conductive channel, and width W , defining
the channel width. A third electrode, the gate (G), is separated from the semiconductor by
an insulator with thickness dox.
The structure of the displayed OFET is called bottom-gate top-contact (BGTC) structure.
The position of the gate and the source and drain contacts with respect to the semiconductor
can also be switched, or all three are located on the same side of the semiconductor. The
resulting structures are correspondingly called top-gate bottom-contact (TGBC), bottom-gate
bottom-contact (BGBC) or top-gate top-contact (TGTC).
BGTC and BGBC devices are the used geometries within this work, where the sample
substrate acts as gate (highly doped silicon (Si)) and insulator (SiO2or Al2O3), respectively.
(For preparation details cf. Chapter 3.)

2.4.2 Working Principle of Organic Field-effect Transistors

Figure 2.8b displays the working principle of an OFET for the case of an n-conductive
semiconductor such as PDI1MPCN2, with all relevant voltages. The source electrode is
connected to ground, while positive voltages VDS and VGS are applied to the drain and gate,
respectively. The gate voltage injects positive charge carriers into the gate material, and a
positive charge sheet builds up at the gate-insulator interface. This induces an electric field
in the organic semiconductor that leads to an accumulation of negative charge carriers at the
semiconductor-insulator interface. Consequently, the gate-insulator-semiconductor ensemble
can be regarded as plate capacitor with the area-normalized capacitance

ĉ = ε0εr

dox
(2.21)
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Figure 2.8 Structure and working principle of an organic-field effect transistor. a, Structure
of an OFET with all important dimensions and specification of coordination axes. S = source, D =
drain, G = gate. b, Sketch of the working principle including applied voltages and accumulation of free
charges as discussed in the text. c,d, Transfer and output curves of an ideal OFET, respectively. The
parameters SS (sub-threshold slope), Von (turn-on voltage) and Vth (threshold voltage) are discussed
in Section 2.4.3. Compare e.g. References [3, 80,89].

with ε0 the vacuum permittivity, εr the dielectric constant of the insulating layer, and the
area-normalized charge in the semiconductor can be written as

Q = ĉVGS.

If the density of accumulated charge carriers is high enough to form a conductive path, which
is represented by a so-called threshold voltage Vth (discussed in Section 2.4.3), a voltage
between source and drain VDS accelerates the charge carriers, leading to a current IDS. The
amount of mobile charge carriers contributing to IDS can be written as

Q(x) = ĉ(VGS − Vth − V (x)), (2.22)

whereby Vth accounts for the fact that not all injected charge-carriers also contribute to a
current. Even more, Q depends on the position within the channel, according to the voltage
drop of VDS from |VDS| at x = L to zero at x = 0 (cf. Figure 2.8a). This voltage drop can
be assumed linear if charge-carrier diffusion is neglected and the electric field induced by the
gate is much larger than the drain field (gradual-channel approximation). In this case,
the absolute drain current is according to Ohm’s law

IDS = WQ(x)µdV (x)
dx

. (2.23)
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Inserting Equation (2.22) and partial integration results in the gradual-channel expression
for the drain current

� L

0
IDSdx = Wµĉ

� VDS

0
(VGS − Vth − V (x))dV

⇐⇒ IDS = W

L
ĉµ

[
(VGS − Vth)VDS − 1

2V 2
DS

]
. (2.24)

Hence, the drain current depends on the interplay of the drain and the gate voltage, which is
why two sets of measurements are usually performed to characterize the FET.
On the one hand, the drain current is detected while keeping VDS fixed and sweeping VGS.
This so-called transfer curve, whose course is displayed in Figure 2.8c allows e.g. to
determine the mobility (cf. Section 2.4.3). On the other hand, a sweep of the drain voltage
with a set of fixed gate voltages gives the so-called output characteristics of the FET,
displayed in Figure 2.8d. The output curves are usually detected to assess the quality of
the FET, e.g. in terms of leakage currents or contact resistance (cf. Section 2.4.4), and to
find the different working regimes of a transistor depicted in Figure 2.8d. The different
regimes are the linear regime and the saturation regime, separated by the so-called pinch-off
point, and are defined by the relation between VGS and VDS as follows:

1. The linear regime: If VDS ≪ VGS, Equation (2.24) can be approximated to

I lin
DS = W

L
µĉ(VGS − Vth)VDS, (2.25)

i.e. the drain current depends linearly on the drain voltage. If additionally VGS > Vth,
it is also proportional to the gate voltage.

2. The pinch-off point: If VDS is increased to reach VDS = VGS − Vth, all charges induced
by the gate are collected by the drain electrode. The channel is said to be „pinched off“.
The pinch-off point denotes the transition from the linear to the saturation regime.

3. The saturation regime: If VDS is increased above the pinch-off point, the voltage
at the drain electrode remains constantly VGS − Vth and only the pinch-off position
shifts closer to the source electrode, thereby decreasing the effective channel length.
Equation (2.24) simplifies to

Isat
DS = W

2L
µĉ(VGS − Vth)2, (2.26)

i.e. the drain current depends no more on the drain voltage and quadratically on the
gate voltage.

2.4.3 Device Parameters

Depending on the relation between VDS and VGS, the transfer curve can be detected in the
linear or in the saturation regime. As can be deduced from Equations (2.25) and (2.26), the
regime determines how IDS depends on VGS, and therefore also how the device parameters,
such as the aforementioned mobility, are extracted. Hence, all parameters important for this
work and how they are calculated from the transport measurements, will be presented and
shortly discussed in the following.
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Mobility µ

The mobility is the most common way to describe the quality of a semiconductor [3]. It can
be easily extracted from the transfer curves measured in the linear or saturation regime by
rearranging Equations (2.25) and (2.26) to

µlin = L

ĉWVDS
· ∂I lin

DS
∂VGS

, or (2.27)

µsat = 2L

ĉW

∂
√

Isat
DS

∂VGS

2

. (2.28)

Since I lin
DS ∝ VGS and Isat

DS ∝ V 2
GS in the ideal case, Equations (2.27) and (2.28) indicate

that the mobility should be independent of the gate voltage. In real OFETs, however, an
increased number of charge carriers induced by an increased gate voltage leads to a change in
transport mechanism such as tunneling between localized sites or polaron hopping [85,90].
This deviation often leads to an overestimation of mobilities [23, 91]. Frisbie, Sirringhaus,
Podzorov and coworkers therefore suggest calculating a reliability factor r to quantify the
deviation from the theoretical behavior [92].
For all results presented in this work, the mobility is calculated from the linear regime and
compared at fixed charge-carrier densities n.

Sub-threshold Slope SS, Turn-on Voltage Von and Threshold Voltage Vth

As long as VGS is small enough that no free charge carriers are induced into the semiconductor,
the transistor is in its „off“-state. If the gate voltage is increased, the transistor is in its
sub-threshold regime, which is characterized by an exponential increase over several orders
of magnitude of the drain current, as visible if plotted on a logarithmic scale (cf. Figure 2.8c).
The inverse tangent of this exponential increase is the sub-threshold slope [80]

SS = ln 10 · dVGS
d(ln IDS) in mV

decay . (2.29)

It describes how much voltage has to be applied to increase the drain current by one order of
magnitude, i.e. how „fast “ the transistor can be turned on. The intercept of this tangent
defines the turn-on voltage Von [3]. It denotes the gate voltage above which free charge
carriers are within the channel. A non-zero turn-on voltage can be attributed to traps
at all relevant interfaces, i.e. between the electrodes and the semiconductor, within the
semiconductor, and at the semiconductor-insulator interface.
If the gate voltage is increased further and the charge-carrier density is high enough to form
a conductive path, the threshold voltage Vth is reached, above which the transistor is in its
operation regime. The threshold voltage can be extracted e.g. by extrapolation in the linear
regime (ELR). In this method, the linear part of IDS is extrapolated to the VGS-axis, whose
intercept is added to VDS/2 to determine Vth, as sketched in Figure 2.8c. If the course of
the drain voltage is not perfectly linear, due to deviations discussed in Section 2.4.4, the
tangent at the maximum slope of IDS is taken to find the intercept with the VGS-axis [80,93].
The turn-on and threshold voltage of OFETs made of PDI1MPCN2 are discussed in more
detail in Chapter 5.
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Charge-carrier Density n

When Vth is known, the density of charge carriers contributing to the drain current can be
calculated using Equation (2.22) to

n = ε0εr

qdox
· (VGS − Vth) (2.30)

with q, the elementary charge of positive charge carriers.
If the turn-on voltage Von is taken as a reference (substitute Vth by Von in Equation (2.30)),
the density refers to free charge carriers and is denoted with nfree.

2.4.4 Deviations from the Ideal Behavior

The transfer and output characteristics introduced in Section 2.4.2 and displayed in Fig-
ure 2.8c,d represent an ideal FET. In real devices, however, several effects can deviate this
ideal behavior, decrease the device performance, and even change the qualitative dependencies
of the output and transfer curves. The most important effects for this work are summarized
in the following.

Contact Resistance

Charge carriers are injected from the electrodes into the semiconductor, whereby the difference
between the contact material’s Fermi level and the semiconductor’s transport level (LUMO
for electrons, HOMO for holes) defines the injection barrier. Since it impedes charge-carrier
injection, and consequently dampens the drain current, it is related to the contact resistance
RC . In organic semiconductor devices, the contact resistance is one of the main parameters
to be minimized to increase the device performance. While investigation or manipulation
of the contact resistance is beyond the scope of this thesis, a short summary of the most
important properties is presented according to the detailed References [25,26].
Depending on the relation between the semiconductor’s transport level and the metal’s Fermi
level, the contact can be either Ohmic or Schottky like (cf. Figure 2.9a,b). The contact
resistance is Schottky like, if the transport level of the semiconductor has a higher energy than
the contact material’s Fermi level. In this case, the bands bend and form a Schottky barrier,
whose width decreases at positive gate voltages, enabling tunneling-mitigated transport
through the barrier. This leads to an S-swing at small drain currents (cf. Figure 2.9a).
If, on the contrary, the semiconductor’s transport level lies energetically below the contact
material’s Fermi level, the injection barrier is Ohmic, and the linear regime looses its VGS-
dependence, as displayed in Figure 2.9b [88].
A common way to quantify the contact resistance is the so-called transfer-length measurement
(TLM). The total resistance Rtot = (IDS/VDS)−1 is detected at a fixed VGS for varying
channel lengths L and extrapolated to L = 0. This approach makes use of the gradual-
channel approximation, within which Rtot can be regarded as a series connection of the
contact resistances of source and drain RC and the resistance of the channel, given by the
sheet resistance of the organic semiconductor Rch = Rsh · L/W . The width-normalized total
resistance can therefore be written as

Rtot · W = Rsh · L + RC · W (2.31)

and plotted as a function of the channel length L. The intercept of a linear fit with the
x-axis finally gives RC = Rtot(L = 0) · W/2 [26]. While the TLM method is easy to conduct
on a sample with an assembly of parallel contacts with stepwise increasing distance (TLM
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structure), and well established in inorganic materials [94, 95], its usefulness is limited due to
a large device-to-device variability that organic devices often suffer from [27,39,96].
As a consequence, four-point measurements are often performed, where two probes are used
to apply a current and two more probes to detect the voltage drop [97]. This technique
allows to extract all influences of the electrodes on the detected current and to investigate
solely the semiconducting behavior of the organic film. A specific four-point technique is the
so-called van der Pauw method [98], which is introduced in the Supporting Information of
Publication P1 (presented in Chapter 7).

Figure 2.9 Characteristic output and transfer curves representing deviations from the
ideal behavior of an OFET. a, Schottky-like contact resistance, b, Ohmic contact resistance, c,d,
leakage currents, e, bias-stress or air degradation, f, hysteresis (upper and lower back-sweep current
(BSC)). Adapted from Reference [88].

Leakage

The derivation of the expressions for the drain current presented in Section 2.4.2, assumed
that the channel has a well-defined length and width. However, the organic semiconductor
often surrounds the drain and source contacts (this stems from the processing conditions, cf.
Chapter 3), enabling leakage currents to flow at the edges of the electrodes. To reduce them,
the semiconductor is usually scratched as close as possible to the electrodes.
While leakage currents between source and drain can easily be reduced, leakage from the
gate to the drain is harder to eliminate. It gets visible by a fan structure at small drain
voltages in the output characteristics, or a reduction of IDS at higher gate voltages in the
transfer curve, as displayed in Figure 2.9c,d. Both effects represent a drain current that is
at least partially raised by a gate current IGS flowing from the gate to the source electrode.
A gate current can either be attributed to insufficient thickness or dielectric constant of the
FET dielectric, or to cracks and fractures in the dielectric. Hence, the gate current can be
minimized by improving the insulating behavior of the dielectric and/or by reducing the
contact size of the source and drain electrodes.
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Degradation

An important quality of an electric device is its stability in air, under illumination, as well as
under bias stress. Device degradation can be observed as a decreasing current at constant or
increasing voltages, as depicted in Figure 2.9e [99, 100]. Whether a device is principally
stable is mainly defined by the organic material itself. Perylene diimides are in general stable
under ambient conditions, which is one of the many advantages of PDI1MPCN2 [60]. However,
grain boundaries can reduce the stability of devices and act as degradation sites [40].

Hysteresis

If the magnitude of IDS depends on the sweep direction of the gate voltage, one speaks of
hysteresis, of which two types can be differed (cf. Figure 2.9f). On the one hand, the
lower back-sweep current (BSC) hysteresis, which comes in with a decrease in the threshold
voltage, is caused by charge-carrier trapping at the semiconductor-insulator interface. On the
other hand, the upper BSC hysteresis with a decreased global threshold voltage occurs if free
ions in the dielectric are released by increasing gate voltages, which then contribute to the
back-sweep current [100].

2.5 Introduction to Metal-organic Frameworks
So far, this work only considered charge transport within single grains and across grain
boundaries in organic semiconductors. However, grain boundaries are not a feature unique
for organic semiconductors, but can be found in nearly all materials that show a specific
degree of order, such as inorganic crystals [101–103], perovskites [104], or mixtures of organic
and inorganic compounds, e.g. MOFs [105–107].
MOFs are crystals made of building blocks comprised by metal nodes and organic linkers [105].
Since their development in the late 1990s/early 2000s, they have largely increased in interest,
because of their tunability in chemical and physical properties. MOFs stand out over e.g.
organic materials because they are porous, a property that makes them predestined for
applications in e.g. gas sensors or storage [105,108,109].
In this work, the structural and charge-transport properties of a newly developed two-
dimensional conductive MOF (2D c-MOF) are investigated. Hence, this section will focus
on the charge-transport mechanism in MOFs, starting with a short summary on the most
important chemical binding mechanisms in Section 2.5.1 (chemists may want to skip this
section). The following sections present the structural (Section 2.5.2) and charge-transport
properties (Section 2.5.3) of MOFs. Finally, Section 2.5.4 gives a short overview over different
synthesis methods and device integration.

2.5.1 Binding Mechanisms in Metal-organic Frameworks

The organic components of a MOF are bound by intramolecular covalent and intermolec-
ular van der Waals bonds, as presented for purely organic materials in Section 2.1. In
contrast, the organic molecules bind to the metal nodes—this connection is called linkage,
cf. Figure 2.10c—by a special case of a covalent bond, the coordinate covalent bond
or coordination bond. Like in a normal covalent bond, the binding partners share two
electrons, but in a coordinate covalent bond both of these electrons are provided by one of the
binding partners. The partner that provides the electron is called a ligand. If a molecular
complex can even offer several electron pairs and thereby bond to a central metal ion via
several coordination bonds, one speaks of a chelating compound or chelation (sketched
in Figure 2.10c) [83].
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2.5.2 Structure of Metal-organic Frameworks

In MOFs, the organic linkers are always ligands, that donate an electron pair to a metal cation
and form a coordinate covalent bond [109]. MOFs can therefore be defined as „intrinsically
porous extended solids formed by coordination bonding between organic ligands and metal
ions or clusters“ [108]. The metal nodes usually consist of transition metals such as iron (Fe),
cobalt (Co), nickel (Ni), copper (Cu), tin (Zn), palladium (Pd) or platinum (Pt).
Three-dimensional MOFs built by carboxylate linkers were in the focus for the first twenty
years after their first development, but since carboxylates lead to nearly ionic bonds and
therefore to large band gaps, these MOFs are always insulating [108]. In the last ten years,
2D c-MOFs have attracted more and more interest, where ligands with a good ability to
exchange electrons are connected with square-planar complexes of metals [109].
The choice of the metal and organic linker allow to tune the properties of a material, even
beyond the electronic properties, such as e.g. the optical band gap, the magnetic properties,
or the pore size and geometry, as sketched in Figure 2.10. This work has its focus on the
transport mechanism in a 2D c-MOF, therefore the impact of the chemical structure on the
properties of the MOF crystal will be presented in the following according to Reference [109].

Influence of the Ligand Choice

As sketched in Figure 2.10a,b, the ligand geometry mainly affects the dimensionality
and porosity, as well as the shape of the unit cell, and thereby the energy bands of the
MOF [109,110]. Even more, its functional groups affect the bond strength and length to the
metal nodes, which indirectly also affects the pore size and the crystal geometry.
In two-dimensional MOFs, the interaction of functional groups influence the stacking order
(e.g. eclipsed, serrated, inclined, compare Figure 2.10d) and distance, thereby changing
the band structure with respect to the monolayer band-structure [111]. In a 2D c-MOF, the
ligand is mostly chosen such that the π orbitals of the ligands match well with the d orbitals
of the transition metals. If the overlap is large enough, π-d hybridization and therefore
delocalization of charge carriers is reached, enabling good out-of-plane charge-transport.

Influence of the Metal Choice

Equivalent to the ligand type, the choice of the metal affects the bond strength and length,
the geometries in the MOF, the π-d hybridization, and as a consequence the choice of its
binding partner. Tuning the properties of a MOF to specific properties therefore requires
good matching of the organic and inorganic parts. The choice of the metal can also affect the
spin and magnetic properties of the MOF.

Influence of Redox-activity in the Linkage

By partial oxidation of organic ligands during the synthesis, the fractional amount of metal
nodes can be reduced, which leads to mixed valencies and therefore an increased number
of unbound charge carriers in the MOF crystal. If a sufficient amount of charge carriers
is provided thereby, the system can even be biased toward the formation of π-π or π-d
mixed orbitals [108] with delocalized electrons. Partial oxidation of ligands is eased by using
redox-active compounds, meaning that the two-electron transfer at a linkage is chemically
beneficial.
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Figure 2.10 Structure of metal-organic frameworks (MOFs). a, MOFs are always comprised
of metal nodes (M) and organic linkers (org) which are connected by coordinate covalent bonds. b,
The geometry of the linker mainly defines the geometry of the resulting material. c, The connection
between the organic linker and the metal node is referred to as linkage [109] and is mostly obtained
by the metal binding to O = oxygen, N = nitrogen, or S = sulfur. If the organic molecule binds
via two or more bonds to the central atom, as shown here, one speaks of chelation. d, Different
stacking geometries for a simplified 2D c-MOF; eclipsed, inclined, and serrated. Figure inspired by
References [109,110].
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2.5.3 Charge Transport Models in Metal-organic Frameworks

In MOFs, equivalent to organic crystals, one usually differentiates between hopping and band-
like transport (cf. Section 2.3) [108]. For band-like transport a high delocalization of electrons
spatially extended over different areas of the crystalline MOF is required. Depending on the
extension, the following different pathways have been introduced (also cf. Figure 2.11a-c):

• Through-bond pathways: Charge transport only takes place between metals and
the ligands’ functional groups, but not through the organic cores of the linkers, as
depicted in Figure 2.11a. Only if the network of coordination bonds is dense enough,
a continuous route for charge transport can be formed by the linkages.

• Extended conjugation: The metal nodes and ligands are chosen such that the π-d
conjugation is increased and includes the linkages and the organic cores (cf. Fig-
ure 2.11b). For this purpose, ligands with chelating functional groups (to increase
the number of bonds) and redox-active aromatic cores (to increase the number of free
charge carriers) are combined with transition metals.

• Through-space pathways: In contrast to the aforementioned pathways, here only the
interaction between organic linkers is considered which are assumed to interact by their
π-π-stacking interaction (cf. Figure 2.11c). Hence, the spatial separation determines
the transfer integral and therefore the charge mobility. In MOFs where through-
space pathways are dominant, e.g. in layer-stacked 2D c-MOFs, charge transport is
highly anisotropic, i.e. preferred in the direction perpendicular to the stacks (also cf.
Publication P1 in Chapter 7).

Figure 2.11 Different transport models for metal-organic frameworks, as discussed in the
main text. a-c represent band-like transport models, d,e represent hopping transport.
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Hopping transport is assumed to be predominant in disordered films, at defects (e.g. missing
linkers), across grain boundaries [106], as well as at low temperatures [108]. Hopping transport
can be provided by the framework itself (so-called redox hoping), or by guests hosted within
the framework:

• Redox-hopping: If the components of the MOF are redox active, but separated by
distances too large to form overlapping orbitals and transport bands, electrons will likely
hop from site to site. Depending on which parts of the MOF are redox-active, hopping
can occur from metal to metal, from linker to linker (depicted in Figure 2.11d), or
from metal to linker.

• Guest-promoted transport: Hopping can also take place by guest molecules as
displayed in Figure 2.11e, that are deposited post-synthetically into the MOF, thereby
making use of its high porosity. One speaks of guest-promoted transport, if the main
transport path is formed by the guest molecules, which can be formed by guest-guest
interaction or enabled by guest-framework interaction. The guest materials can be
single gas molecules, metals, or even conductive oxides or polymers. Guest-promoted
transport makes MOFs especially attractive for application in sensors, since an increase
in conductivity of up to 11 orders of magnitude could be demonstrated by introducing
fullerene into the pores of a hexa-zirconium(IV) framework [112].

2.5.4 Synthesis and Device Integration

The synthesis of MOFs is still at the heart of the development of new MOF materials. One
of the main challenges is to synthesize smooth and thin films on insulating substrates with a
low defect and grain-boundary density [105]. Even more, in π-stacked MOFs, where charge
transport is anisotropic, the possibility to control the film orientation is highly advantageous.
Publication P1 (Chapter 7) presents a novel approach to synthesize a 2D c-MOF with
a predefined stacking direction. Other established methods are shortly introduced in the
following, according to Reference [105].

• The most classic way to synthesize a MOF is by hydro-/solvo-thermal syntheses,
where a substrate is immersed in a precursor solution, if necessary in a washing solution
to rinse off solvent residues, and subsequentially heated to enable the chemical reaction
and film nucleation (compare Figure 2.12a) [109].

• Layer-by-layer growth or liquid-phase epitaxy describes the sequential immersion
of a substrate into a solution containing the metal salt, a washing solution to remove
excess metal precursor, and a solution containing the organic linker, as depicted in
Figure 2.12b.

• In wet-interface assisted syntheses, the interplay of different interfaces is used
to grow films of a MOF on a wet surface (e.g. water). Controlled growth of films
with a predefined orientation can be achieved by choosing an organic molecule with a
specific combination of hydrophobic and hydrophilic functional groups, as displayed in
Figure 2.12c. If it is solved in water, the hydrophilic end of the molecule sticks to
the water surface, while the hydrophobic end points away from its surface (Langmuir-
Blodgett method, cf. e.g. Reference [54]).

• In the electrochemical approach, a metal electrode is placed in a linker solution.
This solution contains an electrolyte, that dissolves the metal source if an appropriate
voltage or current is applied. The metal ions release near the surface of the electrode
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and react with the organic linkers in the solution to the desired compound that grows
directly on the electrode (compare Figure 2.12d).

• Besides synthesis from a solution, MOFs can also applied by gas-phase syntheses.
These techniques consist of three steps: (i) precursor vaporization, (ii) precursor
transport through the gas phase, and (iii) MOF deposition on the substrate. The most
common gas-phase syntheses are chemical vapor deposition (CVD), where the metal and
the organic linkers are separately vaporized and the MOF grows during film formation,
or physical vapor deposition (PVD), where already-synthesized MOF complexes are
applied from the gas phase onto the substrate (cf. Figure 2.12e).

After the synthesis, the achieved material is integrated into devices for application in e.g.
charge or gas storage, separation, catalysis, proton conduction, and sensors [108,109]. For
charge-transport measurements, MOFs are often used as pellets, since these are easier to
synthesize, but also consist of a high defect and grain-boundary density. If charge-transport
measurements are performed in electric devices, thin films are integrated into the otherwise
equivalent FET structures discussed in Section 2.4 by exfoliating thin nanosheets, or direct
growth onto the substrate [109].
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Figure 2.12 Common syntheses for MOFs, as described in the main text: a, General procedure
of hydro-/solvo-thermal syntheses. Adapted from Reference [113]. b, Layer-by-layer growth, where
the procedure for applying the first monolayer is shown. By repeating the steps, several layers of the
MOF can be grown. Inspired by Reference [114]. c, Langmuir-Blodgett method as an example for
wet-interface assisted syntheses. Adapted from Reference [54]. d, Principle of the electrochemical
approach. Adapted from Reference [115]. e, If grown from the gas phase, MOFs can be either
applied via chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or physical vapor deposition (PVD). Adapted from
Reference [116].
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3 Experimental Methods

This chapter presents the experimental methods used in this work in four sections: First, the
different techniques of sample fabrication are presented in Section 3.1. The setups and mea-
surement techniques used to characterize the samples are presented in Section 3.2 (structural
characterization), Section 3.3 (electric characterization), and Section 3.4 (characterization by
spectroscopic methods).

3.1 Device Fabrication
Organic field-effect transistors with thin films of PDI1MPCN2 are fabricated from bottom to
top. In this order the preparation steps to build devices in BGTC structure will be presented,
according to the flow chart in Figure 3.1. Devices in BGBC structure (cf. Section 2.4) differ
from BGTC devices only in the order in which the organic semiconductor and the contacts
are applied.

3.1.1 Substrate Preparation

The basis of sample preparation and of the OFET is the substrate. It consists of highly doped
silicon, the gate material, and an insulating layer of 30 nm Al2O3 (BASF or Fraunhofer ISIT)
or 300 nm SiO2 (ABC GmbH) on top. The substrate is cut or broken from wafers into pieces
of 1 × 1 to 3 × 3 cm2 and cleaned successively in acetone and isopropanol in an ultrasonic bath
for 7 min each. The substrate surface is functionalized by using an octadecyltrichlorosilane
(ODTS) self-assembled monolayer (SAM) on SiO2 or a tetradecylphosphonic acid (TDPA)
SAM on Al2O3. To apply the respective SAM, the wet-cleaning steps are followed by an oxygen-
plasma etching step of 7 min at 50 W and 10 sccm gas flow, after which the highly-reactive
substrates are immersed into a solution of the desired SAM (compare Table 3.1). Afterwards,
the substrates are rinsed to get rid of adsorbed molecules, impurities or other residues, and
annealed to finalize the bonds between SAM molecules and substrate material [57,117]. Upon
SAM functionalization, the substrate’s surface gets more hydrophobic, a property that is used
to define circular areas for thin-film application on the substrate as displayed in Figure 3.1.
These areas are obtained by a second plasma-etching step, removing the SAM through a

Table 3.1 Processing conditions for the different SAMs ODTS and TDPA. IPA: isopropanol,
tol: toluene. For details on SAM application also compare e.g. Thesis T6 in Appendix H.

SAM molecule ODTS TDPA
substrate SiO2 Al2O3

solution 1 mM in tol 1 mM in IPA
immersion duration 17 min ≥ 120 min

post- rinse with tol & rinse with
processing 10 min ultrasonic bath in tol IPA
annealing 7 min, 150 ◦C
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poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) shadow mask at the desired spots. To keep these spots clean
from PDMS residues, the substrates are finally rinsed with acetone, isopropanol and distilled
water.

3.1.2 Thin-Film Application

In BGTC FETs, the gate and insulating layer are covered by a semiconducting layer. Mono-
layers of PDI1MPCN2 are applied by a drop-casting method, the theory of which is presented
in Section 2.2.1. Since solution-based application methods require good solvability of the
material, organic molecules are applied more often from the gas phase, a procedure that
has been used within this work to prepare polycrystalline multilayers of PDI1MPCN2. The
technical details of both techniques will be presented in the following.

Thin-film Application of PDI1MPCN2 From Solution

A 1-mMolar solution of PDI1MPCN2 (obtained from BASF) in dimethylphthalate (DMP)
or toluene (Tol) is weighed, stirred at 40 ◦C and 600 rpm for at least 6 hours, and filtered
with 0.2 µm pore size. The solutions are mixed with ratios of DMP:Tol 1:3 or 3:1. 2 µl of
the mixtures or pure DMP solutions are drop-cast onto the SAM-free areas of the prepared
substrate (compare Figure 3.1), which is placed on a hot plate at 70 ◦C, and let dry overnight.
The exact parameters can be varied such that droplets pin on the substrate and dry with a
constant contact area (surface structured by SAMs, pure DMP solution) or don’t pin and
dry with a constant contact angle (drop casting on pure substrates without SAM), described
in more detail in the Supporting Information of Publication P2 (Chapter 4).

Figure 3.1 Flow chart for the fabrication of FETs in BGTC structure. The Figure displays
the case for devices with monolayers of PDI1MPCN2 applied from solution. More details on sample
fabrication are given in Sections 3.1.1 to 3.1.3.
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Application of PDI1MPCN2 from the Gas Phase by Thermal Evaporation

If PDI1MPCN2 is applied from the vapor phase, the substrates are fully coated with the
respective SAM (cf. Section 3.1.1 and Table 3.1). The SAM saturates dangling bonds
and smoothens energetic disorder on the substrate surface and thereby supports a more
uniform film growth. Since both effects result in a reduced trap-state density at the insulator-
semiconductor interface, it acts as a passivation layer.
The passivated substrates are placed into an evaporation chamber (BesTec) at ≈ 10−6 mbar
and heated to 90 ◦C (this temperature has been observed to result in the largest grain
sizes for PDI1MPCN2 [61]). Below the substrates, a crucible with the organic molecule
in powder form is placed. If an electric current in the order of 50 to 100 A is applied to
the crucible, the molecule evaporates and nucleates on the substrates (cf.Section 2.2.1 for
a theoretical background). By adjusting the current, the evaporation rate is held constant
at ≈ 0.3 to 0.5 Å/s, which is monitored by an oscillating quartz crystal. The evaporation
time consequently determines the film thickness, which is chosen to ≈ 25 nm, if not stated
otherwise.

3.1.3 Contacting

The source and drain electrodes are applied via thermal evaporation (BesTec, pressures
of approx. 10−6 mbar) at currents up to 200 A (i.e. at much higher currents than organic
semiconductors), or by electron-beam physical vapor deposition (e-beam PVD) (pressures
of approx. 10−7 mbar), where the material is not heated by a current, but by a focused
electron beam. While the smaller pressure in e-beam PVD is supposed to lead to cleaner
contacts, thermal evaporation is assumed to be less destructive on the underneath lying
organic semiconductor. A detailed study on this relation is beyond the scope of this thesis,
but was investigated for devices with PDI1MPCN2 in Thesis T5 (Appendix H).
The contacts are evaporated through shadow masks as displayed in Figure 3.1. The design
of the shadow mask was chosen according to the requirements of the respective experiment.
(An overview is given in Appendix B.) For top contacts, 30 to 50 nm gold (Au) are evaporated
with a rate of 1 Å/s, while for bottom contacts an additional layer of 1 to 2 nm titanium
(0.1 Å/s) as adhesion layer between the substrate and the gold contacts is necessary.
A finalized sample in BGTC structure is presented in Figure 3.2. For in-operando KPFM
measurements presented in Chapter 4, as well as for Fourier transform photoelectric current
(FTPC) measurements presented in Chapter 6, the sample is fixed on a mountable sample
holder and the source and drain contacts are bonded as shown in Figure 3.2 to bring them
into a closed system (KPFM: glove box; FTPC: vacuum). Since a normal wedge bonding
machine was observed to break the underneath lying semiconductor, the top contacts are
connected to gold wires with silver (Ag) conductive paint. The other end of the wire is then
connected with a sample holder.

3.1.4 Preparation of FETs with MOFs

For the project presented in Chapter 7, FETs with a 2D c-MOF as the active layer are
prepared. The films are synthesized as described in Publication P1 (Chapter 7) and applied
on substrates with 300 nm SiO2 and flakes of hexagonal boron nitride (hBN). hBN is a
two-dimensional insulator with a hexagonal lattice [118,119] which can be exfoliated onto the
substrate to form an atomically-flat surface and reduce the defect density at the insulator-
semiconductor interface of the FET.
FETs with PDI1MPCN2 on hBN substrates revealed accordingly higher mobilities compared
to hBN-free devices [Publication P5], and we implemented hBN into FETs with the 2D
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Figure 3.2 Finalized BGTC OFET on a mountable sample holder to enable electrical
connection to a connection box. The image shows the bonded devices on top of a sample holder
that can be mounted to a fixed sample holder and thereby electrically connected to a connection box.
The sample is glued with silver (Ag) conductive paint onto the sample holder to connect the gate
with one of the gold (Au) pins. A photograph of the real sample holder is presented in Figure D.6c
in Appendix B.

c-MOF after hBN-free devices broke already at small gate voltages. After applying the
MOF film, gold contacts are designed in structures for TLM measurements by electron beam
lithography (Raith e-LINE system) in an ultrahigh vacuum.
The MOF films have been synthesized by cooperation partners from the TU Dresden, exfoliation
and contacting of hBN flakes by L. Renn as stated in Publication P5.

3.2 Structural Characterization
The finalized devices are characterized, first structurally, then electrically (cf. Section 3.3)
and/or by spectroscopic methods (cf. Section 3.4). Especially in BGTC devices, the structure
of the organic films is investigated by optical microscopy after crystallization to localize grain
boundaries and contact specific sites right after. Polycrystalline films and contact electrodes
were analyzed by AFM, which enables the detection of step heights with a high resolution.
This section presents the working principle of both techniques, starting with polarized optical
microscopy (POM) in Section 3.2.1, followed by the basics of AFM in Section 3.2.2.

3.2.1 Polarized Optical Microscopy

Polarized optical microscopy is a special method of optical microscopy, where a polarizer
and an analyzer are included in a standard optical microscope (Zeiss) and set orthogonal to
each other as displayed in Figure 3.3. Since grains are structurally anisotropic, they reflect
incoming polarized light while turning its direction. Therefore, part of the reflected light
transmits the analyzer and the grains appear bright (compare Figure 3.3a,b), in contrast
to the structurally isotropic grain boundaries, which do not turn the polarization direction
of the reflected light. Polarized light reflected at grain boundaries therefore is completely
filtered out by the analyzer (compare Figure 3.3c) and the grain boundaries appear as dark
lines [74,120].
POM allows not only to differentiate between grains and grain boundaries, but also to
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Figure 3.3 Principle of polarized optical microscopy at grains and grain boundaries. a,b,
Optically anisotropic grains turn the direction of polarized light, whereby the absorption intensity
is determined by the orientation relation between the electric field of the incoming light E⃗ and the
molecular dipole moment D⃗. Therefore, grains with different orientations may appear in different
brightness. c, Optically isotropic grain boundaries do not turn the direction of polarized light and
appear as dark lines.

qualitatively investigate the orientation of molecules within a grain [76]. If the molecular
dipole moment is parallel to the direction of the incoming light, the absorbed and reflected
intensity is increased (cf. Section 2.1) and the respective sites appear brighter, as sketched
in Figure 3.3a and b. Consequently, the continuous transition from bright to dark areas
that can be observed within a single grain of PDI1MPCN2 (cf. Figure 2.5d in Chapter 2)
indicates that the molecules turn from one grain boundary to the next. This behavior is
investigated in more detail in Reference [59] by photoluminescence spectroscopy and explained
by the molecule’s chirality.

3.2.2 Atomic Force Microscopy

The centerpiece of an atomic force microscope is a cantilever, fixed at a piezo to move it
in z direction and excite it to an oscillation. The other end of the cantilever is fixed to
an (ideally) atomically-sharp tip, whose interaction with a sample surface is used to detect
short-range and long-range forces of the sample. The interaction can be measured by a laser
beam reflected at the back side of the cantilever onto a four-quadrant diode, which generates
no voltage if the cantilever is in its equilibrium state. If, however, the tip is attracted or
retracted by the sample-surface, the cantilever bends and the laser beam is displaced, thereby
generating a deflection voltage Ud [121,122].
This is the general working principle of AFM, which will be explained in more detail within this
section, and advanced to special AFM techniques, such as conductive AFM and Kelvin probe
force microscopy, in Section 3.3. The following description is according to Reference [122].
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Force-distant Curves and Tip Calibration

AFM detects the interaction strength between tip and sample. It can either be detected at
constant tip-sample distance while scanning over the surface, or depending on the distance at
a fixed position. The latter case is the so-called quasi-static mode, in which force-distance
curves are detected by slowly approaching and retracting the tip to/from the surface and
measuring the interaction force by the deflection voltage Ud. The course of a typical force-
distance curve is sketched in Figure 3.4, which is usually read from right (large distance) to
left (tip and sample are in touch).
If the tip and the sample surface are far away from each other, they do not interact and the
cantilever deflection does not change, even if the tip is brought closer. However, as soon

Figure 3.4 Force-distance curve detected by atomic force microscopy. The deflection voltage
Ud is a measure of the interaction force Fts and the piezo-position z can be translated into the
cantilever deflection d. Figure according to [122].

as the tip-sample distance is small enough, the tip feels the long-range attractive forces of
the sample (e.g. capillary forces) and snaps into the surface. This is visible by a sudden
decrease of the deflection voltage. From now on, the tip cannot be brought closer to the
surface, and moving the z piezo with the fixed end of the cantilever further down, only
bends the cantilever and/or deforms the substrate. This behavior is represented by a linear
increase of the deflection voltage. While the cantilever bending is reversible and follows
Hooke’s law, deformation is non-reversible and makes the deflection voltage dependent on
the sweep-direction. The resulting hysteresis is therefore a measure for the dissipative forces
on the substrate and can e.g. give information about the mechanical properties of a sample
(cf. e.g. Publication P3 or Reference [59]).
If the sample surface is hard enough to neglect deformation (e.g. SiO2), the linear dependence
between the cantilever deflection d and the deflection voltage Ud represents the optical
lever sensitivity S in units of nm/V. It depends on e.g. the diode, the laser alignment, the
piezos, etc., and allows to translate the detected deflection voltage Ud into the physically
more interesting interaction force Fts between tip and sample. For this purpose, Hooke’s law
is used with

F
Hooke’s law= kd = kUdS , (3.32)

where k is the cantilever’s spring constant.
The spring constant can either be calculated from the cantilever’s dimensions and using the
Young’s modulus, which is a simple, but inaccurate method [122], or detected by a so-called
„thermal tune“. If the cantilever is far away from any interaction partner, it slightly vibrates
due to thermal fluctuations. The oscillation can be described by the simplified equation of
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motion

m∗d̈(t) + ηḋ(t) + kd(t) = F (t) (3.33)

with d : deflection of the cantilever,
m∗ : effective mass of the cantilever-tip collective,

k : spring constant of the cantilever,
η : damping coefficient,

F (t) : the sum of all external forces acting on the tip and the cantilever,

which represents the vibration of a classical harmonic oscillator with the eigenfrequency ω0 if
F (t) = 0. According to the equipartition theorem, the mean square deflection ⟨∆d2⟩ is

1
2k · ⟨d2⟩ = 1

2kBT ⇒ k = kBT

⟨d2⟩
(3.34)

with kB the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. Consequently, the intensity of the
thermal noise of the tip allows to determine the spring constant k.
To summarize, detecting the thermal noise and a single force-distance curve on a hard
substrate allow to fully calibrate the measurement system and calculate interaction forces
acting on the tip.

Contact Mode vs. Tapping Mode

In the dynamic mode, the tip is scanned over the sample surface, which can be conducted in
two different modes, the contact and the tapping mode. In contact mode, the cantilever is
approached toward the surface, like in the quasi-static mode, until a predefined maximum
interaction force, the set point, is reached. This force is held constant by a feedback loop
while scanning over the surface. To avoid any impact of the scanning direction on the detected
cantilever deflection, contact mode AFM is usually conducted with a scan angle of 90◦.
Since in contact mode, the tip is constantly in touch with the surface, the topography is
detected mainly mechanically, which makes it a technically easy method, but may also damage
soft or weakly-bound samples. In contrast, tapping mode AFM is less destructive, but also
more complex.
To conduct AFM in tapping mode, the cantilever is excited to an oscillation with a frequency
ωdrive at or close to its eigenfrequency ω0 by an external drive force

F (t) = Fdrive(t) = Adrive · sin(ωdrivet) (3.35)

(Adrive is the drive amplitude).
Combining Equations (3.35) and (3.33) results in a differential equation that describes a
driven harmonic oscillator and is solved by

d(t) = A · sin(ωdrivet − Φ). (3.36)

Both, the amplitude A and phase Φ depend on the drive frequency ωdrive, whose relation is
sketched in Figure 3.5 and will be discussed in a bit (cf. attractive vs. repulsive regime) [122].
If the tip is brought close enough to the surface, tip and sample interact and the right side of
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Equation (3.33) becomes

F (t) = Fdrive(t) + Fts(t).

Fts is the sum of all conservative (e.g. electrostatic) and dissipative interaction forces (e.g.
damping) between tip and sample. The tip-sample interaction leads to a shift in the resonance
frequency ω0, which can be tracked by a feedback system (so-called frequency modulated
(FM)-AFM). Alternatively, the feedback acts on the amplitude A. This means that the
system tracks the changes in height that have to be applied to keep the amplitude constant
(so-called amplitude modulated (AM)-AFM).
Usually, when speaking of a set point, one means an amplitude set point that is the reference
amplitude one wants to keep constant. The regulation of the z-piezo then gives the height
profile of the detected sample. The phase can be detected simultaneously, which is sensitive on
dissipative forces and can give additional information if a sample is smooth but has different
mechanical properties.

Attractive vs. Repulsive Regime

The amplitude A(ωdrive) and phase Φ(ωdrive) sketched in Figure 3.5 are the solution of
Equation (3.35) for a non-interacting tip. An additional force Fts shifts these curves, and
therefore also the resonance frequency of the driven oscillation. Repulsive forces shift the
resonance frequency to higher values, while attractive forces reduce the resonance frequency,
as sketched in Figure 3.5b. If the drive frequency ωdrive is kept constant, the corresponding
phase shifts, e.g. to values < 90 ◦C, if the tip feels repulsive forces. In this case, the tip
is in (hard) contact with the surface during some time of the oscillation. On the contrary,
attractive forces are more gentle to the tip and the sample, but harder to detect, since they
are usually very weak and short range [123].

To measure e.g. in the attractive regime, one can either choose the set point such that
the phase is constantly above 90◦, or choose the drive frequency slightly below resonance,
as sketched in Figure 3.5 [123]. Additionally, the drive frequency should always be chosen
slightly different from the resonance frequency, to make sure that the phase does not jump
between the different regimes, i.e., to keep the measurement stable. However, it should also
still be chosen as close as possible to the resonance frequency to maintain a high amplitude,
i.e. measurement signal (cf. Figure 3.5a).
Since detecting organic semiconductors is a challenge, because the films are relatively soft
and extremely smooth, an instruction on how nice pictures can be obtained is given in
Appendix C.

3.3 Electric Characterization
In the previous section, the basics of AFM are presented, which is used to characterize the
structure of organic films. To investigate the electrical properties, more advanced modes of
AFM are used, that is, c-AFM presented in Section 3.3.1 and KPFM presented in Section 3.3.2.
Even more, transport measurements of FETs as described in Section 2.4 are conducted at a
probe station presented in Section 3.3.3.

3.3.1 Conductive Atomic Force Microscopy

c-AFM is a specific contact mode, which allows to simultaneously detect the height and
conductivity of each sampling site on the investigated surface. Since the AFM tip acts as
one of the electrodes, it has to be conductive, which is achieved e.g. by coating it with a
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Figure 3.5 Amplitude A (a) and phase Φ (b) of a driven harmonic oscillator without
interaction forces. The exact relations are given e.g. in Reference [122]. Figure according to
Reference [123].

platinum iridium (PtIr) alloy. After the tip is brought into contact with the surface, a voltage
is applied between the sample chuck and the tip and the resulting current is detected [124].
c-AFM usually probes the vertical conductivity of samples on a very local area; the resolution
is given by the tip diameter which is normally in the range of some nm (cf. Table C.1 in
Appendix C). If the current-voltage dependence is detected between the tip and a second
fixed electrode on top of the device, instead of the sample chuck, also horizontal currents
can be detected, as e.g. performed across grain boundaries in sexithiophene [125, 126] or
triethylsilylethynyl anthradithiophene [42].
In this work, c-AFM has been used to measure the local out-of-plane conductivity of MOF
films, the results of which are presented in Publication P1 (Chapter 7).

3.3.2 Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy

In 1898, Lord Kelvin observed that a current flows between two different metals if they are
brought into contact [127]. This current flows from the metal with the higher Fermi level to
the material with the lower Fermi level, according to the aim of electrons to minimize their
energy. This effect is used by a Kelvin probe, a material with a known work function, used
to non-destructively measure the work function of a sample [128].
In 1991, Nonnenmacher et al. were the first to use a Kelvin probe as an AFM tip and thereby
detect the topography and the work function of a sample surface, which is the concept of
Kelvin probe force microscopy [129]. The measurement signal of KPFM is the so-called
contact potential difference (CPD) defined as

eUCPD = Etip
F − Esample

F , (3.37)
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which can be understood as the bias voltage to nullify the current between tip and sample [130].
While KPFM was introduced here as a method to detect metallic surfaces in direct contact,
actually all kinds of materials can be detected contactless by the measurement techniques
introduced in the following according to References [81,130,131].

KPFM modes

The contactless detection of the CPD is based on electrostatic interactions between the
sample surface and the vibrating cantilever. The cantilever is excited to an oscillation by
applying an alternating current (AC) voltage to the z piezo at a frequency ωdrive (tapping
mode, cf. Section 3.2.2). Additionally, an AC voltage with a frequency ωE is applied to the
conductive tip, which induces oscillations to the cantilever at ωE if the CPD is non zero.
These oscillations depend on the electrostatic interaction strength between tip and sample
FE and are nullified by an additional direct current (DC) voltage. The total voltage applied
to the tip is consequently

Utip = UDC + UAC · sin(ωEt) (3.38)

and the potential difference between tip and sample is ∆U = Utip − UCPD, if the sample is
set to ground. Note that, if the tip is set to ground and the sample is biased, the definition
of the CPD changes in signs and the interpretation of the measurement signal turns around.
The potential difference between tip and sample, which act as a plate capacitor with capaci-
tance C and distance z, exerts an electrostatic force FE on the cantilever:

FE = 1
2

∂C

∂z
(∆U)2 = 1

2
∂C

∂z
(Utip − UCPD)2 . (3.39)

Inserting Equation (3.38) into Equation (3.39) and expanding it, yields one static and two
dynamic modes of the force acting on the cantilever:

Fstat = 1
2

∂C

∂z
·
(

[UDC − UCPD]2 + U2
AC
2

)
, (3.40)

Fdyn,ωE
= ∂C

∂z
· (UDC − UCPD) · UAC sin(ωEt), (3.41)

Fdyn,2ωE
= 1

4
∂C

∂z
· U2

AC cos(2ωEt). (3.42)

Equation (3.41) represents the basic idea of amplitude modulated KPFM, since the amplitude
of the response signal at ωE vanishes if UDC = UCPD.
The most common AM-KPFM mode is the so-called lift mode (used in the Bruker Icon and
Asylum Jupiter, cf. Table C.1 in Appendix C). Here, each line of the surface is scanned
twice: first, the tip detects the topography in usual AFM tapping mode, then it is lifted
and scans this topography again from a certain distance (5 to 50 nm). During the second
scan, the mechanical excitation is turned off and only the surface potential is detected. This
procedure decouples the electrostatic response from any short range interactions, but the
resolution and sensitivity are low and the measurement takes twice the time.
A higher sensitivity can be obtained by tracking the frequency instead of the amplitude in
FM-KPFM. As depicted in Figure 3.5b, the cantilever’s eigenfrequency shifts due to the
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tip-sample interaction Fts by

ω0 −→ ω̃0 ≈

√√√√√√√√ 1
m

k − ∂Fts
∂z︸ ︷︷ ︸

∝ ∂2C/∂z2

 (for small amplitudes A(ω)). (3.43)

Consequently, FM-KPFM detects the force gradient, instead of the absolute interaction force,
which is more sensitive to changes in the tip height than AM-KPFM.
The sensitivity increases even further, if sideband frequencies are tracked, which result
from mixing of the mechanical drive frequency ωdrive and the electric frequency ωE to
ωdrive ± ωE [131]. Sidebands can easily be separated from the main frequencies and noise
bands [130], but have usually also smaller amplitudes.
A special case of sideband detection, that overcomes the problem of reduced signal response,
is called heterodyne detection [132]. In FM heterodyne KPFM, the cantilever is excited to
an oscillation with a frequency close to its eigenfrequency ωdrive ≈ ω0 (tapping mode), and
the electric excitation is set to ωE = ω1 − ωdrive, where ω1 refers to the first overtone of the
cantilever vibration. This shifts the sideband frequency into resonance with the first overtone.
The resonance amplifies the response signal without limiting the detection bandwidth. This
offers a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) with high measurement speed at the same time.
So far, the grain boundaries investigated in this work could only be detected using FM
heterodyne KPFM while lift mode was not able to display them. Obviously, the measurement
requires a high resolution and sensitivity.

KPFM at Organic Semiconductors

In Chapter 4, the surface potential of organic semiconductors is detected. Usually, the sample
is set to ground, and as a consequence the Fermi level is assumed to be constant over the
whole measurement system. Equation (3.37) can then be translated into

eUCPD = −
(
W tip − W sample

)
= −

(
Etip

vac − Esample
vac

)
[46, 133–135]. (3.44)

To determine absolute values for the work function, it is necessary to exactly determine the
tip’s work function first [136]. Furthermore, measurements in vacuum or at least in an inert
atmosphere are advantageous such that the electrical properties of the tip don’t change during
measurement. For a qualitative description, general knowledge about the work function or
Fermi level of the material is required. In the specific case of PDI1MPCN2, which is an
n-type semiconductor, the Fermi level is assumed to lie close below the LUMO level and
therefore we translate areas with a higher CPD to lower LUMO levels (cf. Chapters 4 and 5).

3.3.3 Probe Station

While KPFM can be used to characterize the LUMO-level distribution of PDI1MPCN2 thin-
films, its transport characteristics are detected in FETs using two different probe stations,
both following the same principle.
Probe needles are mounted to precision positioners and connected with source-measure units
(Keithley 2450). One probe needle is placed on each electrode—source, drain, and gate—
to apply VGS to the gate and VDS to the drain. The voltages are applied using the two
source-measure units, which also measure the resulting drain current IDS and gate current
IGS. The source electrode is set to ground.
For standard measurements, a setup at ambient conditions is used, while temperature-
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dependent measurements are conducted in a commercial Lakeshore CRX-VF vacuum probe-
station. The vacuum probe-station can be pumped down to ≈ 2 × 10−7 mbar and the sample
stage can be cooled or heated to temperatures between 5 and 400 K. To improve thermal
coupling between the sample stage and the sample, it is glued with silver conductive paint on
the sample stage.

3.4 Spectroscopic Methods
To detect photocurrents in organic thin-films of PDI1MPCN2, a setup was reassembled from
a commercial Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer. This section will shortly
introduce the general principles of FTIR spectroscopy before describing the modified setup
for FTPC spectroscopy.

3.4.1 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy

A detailed description on FTIR spectrometers and their working is given in References [57,137],
on which this section orients contentwise.
FTIR spectroscopy is a special method of IR spectroscopy, which uses light in the range of
780 nm − 1 mm (also compare Table 3.2 for frequencies or energies). The IR spectrum can
be divided into the following subdivisions: the MIR, which corresponds to the energetic range
of fundamental vibrational modes of organic molecules, the NIR, corresponding to overtones
and combination bands, and the far infrared (FIR), where rotational properties of organic
molecules, as well as vibrational modes of inorganic materials lie (compare Table 3.2 and
Figure 3.8).

The centerpiece of an FTIR spectrometer is a Michelson interferometer, which transforms
the spectrum of a broad-band light-source into an interferogram (the working principle will
be presented in the following). After its interaction with the sample, it is detected and
translated back using a Fourier Transformation. The use of an interferometer yields an
intrinsic higher wavenumber scale („Connes advantage“), higher throughput of radiation
(„Jacquinot advantage“) and faster measurement („Fellgett advantage“) than using dispersive
methods [137,139]. In this work, a Bruker IFS-66v/S spectrometer was used. Its construction
and working principle are sketched in Figure 3.6 and will be presented in the following in
the order of the beam path, which corresponds to the labels in the figure.

a) Light-source Compartment

The light source defines the range of the achievable wavelengths. For measurements in the
MIR, a silicon carbide (SiC) heating element, called „globar“ (composed of glow + bar) is
usually used. If it is heated to temperatures between T = 980 ◦C and 1650 ◦C, it is nearly a
perfect black body radiator. Its emission intensity sketched in Figures 3.6a and 3.8 can be

Table 3.2 Definition of the IR spectrum and the subdivisions NIR, MIR and FIR [138] in terms of
wavelength λ, frequency ν, and photon energy E.

λ ν E

IR
NIR 780 nm - 3 µm 385 THz - 100 THz 1.6 eV - 400 meV
MIR 3 µm - 50 µm 100 THz - 6 THz 400 meV - 25 meV
FIR 50 µm - 1 mm 6 THz - 300 GHz 25 meV - 1 meV
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Figure 3.6 Setup of a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer. The compartments a-e
are presented in the corresponding paragraphs in the main text. GLB = Globar, APT = Aperture,
SCN = Scanner, BMS = Beamsplitter, LAS = Laser, DET A/B = Laser Detector A/B, S = Sample,
DET = Detector, FFT = Fast Fourier transform. The calibration laser is coupled into the spectrometer
from its backside (indicated by the dashed arrow) and split by a second beamsplitter into two parts,
one reaching for DET A and DET B, the other one following the beam path of the infrared light-source.
The inset graphs display the emission (transmission) spectrum of the light source (sample) depending
on the wavenumber ν̃ = 1/λ. Figure inspired by References [57,139].

described by Planck’s law of black-body radiation

I(T ) = 2ν2

c2 · hν

ehν/kBT − 1
(3.45)

with h Planck’s constant, c the speed of light (in vacuum), kB the Boltzmann constant and ν
the frequency [137]. Behind the light source, an aperture is used to collimate the light beam,
whose size determines the illuminated area of the sample. The larger the area, the larger the
absorbance, but the higher the influence of random orientation of different grains.

b) Interferometer Compartment

The spectrum I of a broad-band light-source is transformed into an interferogram Ĩ using a
Michelson interferometer. It consists of a beamsplitter, whose material defines the accessible
range (compare Table D.2 in Appendix D), and two mirrors, one of which is movable (called
„scanner“, cf. Figure 3.6b). The beamsplitter splits the light beam into two parts, and
leads them to either one of the mirrors. In their default position, both mirrors have the same
distance from the beamsplitter and the reflected beams interfere constructively. If the scanner
is displaced by δ, the corresponding beam path is increased by 2δ and the two beams have to
travel different distances, leading to destructive or constructive interference depending on the
relation between 2δ and the wavelength. Consequently, by continuously moving the scanner
the resulting intensity is modulated to a cosine wave, described by

Ĩ(δ) = I(ν̃) cos(2πν̃δ) (3.46)

with I(ν̃) the intensity of the light source at a specific wavenumber ν̃ = 1/λ (the wavenumber
is more common in IR spectroscopy than wavenumbers or frequencies) [137].
FTIR spectrometers use this modulation of a single wavenumber into a cosine interferogram
as depicted in Figure 3.7b to detect the exact scanner position at a given time. (For example,
a vanishing intensity I = 0 can be attributed to δ = 0.)
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Figure 3.7 Generation of interferograms of different light sources. a,b, Spectrum and
interferogram of a monochromatic light source, as e.g. the calibration laser. c,d Spectrum and
interferogram of a source with two distinct wavelengths. e,f, Spectrum and interferogram of a broad-
band light-source, such as the globar. g,h, Spectrum and interferogram of a monochromatic light
source for a limited mirror displacement length. MI = Michelson Interferometer, FFT = Fast Fourier
Transform. For more details cf. main text. Figure according to Reference [137].
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Therefore, a calibration laser (630 nm), is coupled into the spectrometer from its back and
divided by a second beamsplitter into two parts. One part follows the beam path of the
infrared light-source to ease the calibration of the optics and the sample in the beam path
and is used to detect the scanner position. The other part is lead to two photodetectors
(DET A and DET B in Figure 3.6b), which turn on the mirror movement (driven by air
bearing) if the incoming signal is high enough, i.e. when the Michelson interferometer is well
aligned.
If a second discrete wavenumber is added to the emission spectrum of an (imaginary) light
source, the interferometer modulates both of them by different modulation frequencies,
according to Equation (3.46). The resulting interferogram can be modeled as the sum of
both cosine waves, as displayed in Figure 3.7c,d. If more and more wavelengths are added
to the emission spectrum, it becomes clear that the interferometer simply Fourier transforms
each spectrum, and the interferogram of a broad-band light-source can be written as

Ĩ(δ) =
� ∞

−∞
I(ν̃) cos(2πν̃δ)dν̃. (3.47)

It has its maximum at δ = 0, the only mirror position where all wavelengths interfere
constructively (compare Figure 3.7f).

c) Sample Compartment

The modulated beam in form of an interferogram is led to the sample, which is, depending
on the reflectivity of the substrate, oriented such that either the reflected (e.g. Au) or the
transmitted (e.g. glass) interferogram Ĩsample(δ) can be detected. (The measurement geometry
can be varied by several sample holders displayed in Appendix D.) To reduce contributions
from air molecules in the detected spectrum, as well as prevent the semiconductor from
degradation, the whole FTIR spectrometer is evacuated to approximately 1 mbar.

d) Detector Compartment

After interaction with the sample, the interferogram Ĩ(δ̃sample) is detected, usually by detec-
tors made of mercury cadmium telluride (MCT) or deuterated L-alanine doped triglycine
sulfate (DLATGS). DLATGS detectors are thermal detectors which measure the change in
temperature upon absorption. While they show a constant response for each wavelength, the
response time is usually too small to resolve high frequencies.
On the other hand, MCT is a mixture of the two semimetals mercury telluride (HgTe) and
cadmium telluride (CdTe) which build up a p-n-junction. At this junction, photoexcited
excitons can be separated and the resulting photovoltage can be detected. This is the principle
of so-called quantum detectors.
MCT detectors have a higher sensitivity than DLATGS detectors, but have to be cooled
and show a non-linear behavior (the sensitivity increases with increasing wavelength) which
requires additional calibration measurements. The bandgap also defines a certain cut-off
wavelength; incoming wavelengths below this value cannot be detected.

e) Electronics Compartment

The detector signal is finally translated back from an interferogram into the spectrum of the
sample by a fast Fourier transform (FFT):

FFT (Ĩsample(δ)) =
� ∞

−∞
Ĩsample(δ)e−2iπν̃δdδ

Eq. (3.47)= Isample(ν̃).
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So far, it was assumed that the interferogram reaches from δ = −∞ to ∞, while it is actually
cut at −l/2 and l/2 due to the limited range of the movable mirror. To account for this, the
detected interferogram is repeated indefinitely often before computing the FFT. However,
this procedure leads to discontinuities in the interferogram, which result in additional peaks
in the final spectrum, as indicated in Figure 3.7d. While these features can be ruled out by
an apodization function [137], the limited detection range also cuts certain wavenumbers,
and therefore produces a discretized version of the original spectrum with a finite resolution.
The resolution of the spectrum is consequently given by ∆ν̃min = 1/l. Vice versa, the mirror
path l can be determined from the spectral resolution of the spectrometer. In the Bruker
IFS used for this work, the wavenumber resolution can be chosen as low as 1 cm−1, i.e. the
maximum mirror displacement can be determined to l = 1 cm.

3.4.2 Fourier-Transform Photocurrent Spectroscopy in the Far Infrared

To measure photocurrents in thin films of PDI1MPCN2, the above introduced FTIR spec-
trometer was modified as described within this section. While the spectrometer is specifically
designed to measure vibrational modes in the MIR, the energies relevant for grain boundaries
lie in the range of 10 to 100 meV, i.e. in the FIR (cf. Table 3.2 or Figure 3.8). Therefore,
the modifications applied to the setup have two aims: First, make the FIR range accessible,
while blocking contributions from the MIR range to not enhance vibrational modes that
would disturb the current (or at least the analysis). And second, electrically connect the FET
devices within the setup such that voltages can be applied and currents can be measured
with a high accuracy and sufficient time resolution. All technical changes applied to the
spectrometer are summarized at the end of this section in Figure 3.10. The measurement
concept will be presented in Chapter 6.

Detection in the FIR Range

Figure 3.8 displays an overview of the optical properties for all relevant parts of the
photocurrent setup. The different ranges are presented in terms of wavelength λ, wavenumber
ν̃ (common in IR spectroscopy), and frequency ν (common in FIR or terahertz spectroscopy),
as well as energy E (convenient to describe the energetic landscape of the organic film under
investigation).
As can be seen from the figure, the emission spectrum of a mercury arc lamp (Hg-arc),
which is typically used for measurements in the FIR, fits exactly to the desired range of
10 to 100 meV. However, its intensity is smaller than that of the globar and only yields
higher signals at wavenumbers below 150 cm−1 [140]. Since the intensity is expected to be
directly correlated with the magnitude of the excited photocurrent, the globar is chosen for
photocurrent measurements. On the contrary, KBr is no longer suitable as beamsplitter
material and has to be changed to a 6 µ-Mylar beamsplitter. „Mylar“ is the tradename for
thin films of poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET), where the thickness (here 6 µm) determines
the accessible spectral range [137].
The modulated beam is focused on the sample using a lense made from polymethylpentene
(TPX). The choice of TPX as material is stringent, as it is transmittive in the FIR as well
as in the visible spectrum [141] and therefore allows precise adjustment of the sample using
the beam of the calibration laser at 630 nm. Since the laser beam is needed to start the
scanner movement, which produces the interferogram, it cannot be turned off after calibration.
However, to rule out undesired interactions with the sample substrate (compare Chapter 6),
it is blocked by a 1 nm-thick plate of high-density polyethylene (HD-PE), a material that
serves as an optical window for FIR light [141,142].
Finally, the incoming light is supposed to increase the mobility of the organic semiconductor
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Figure 3.8 Energetic ranges relevant for infrared spectroscopy and photocurrent spec-
troscopy across grain boundaries in organic thin-films. The spectral ranges are according
to References [137, 138, 140, 141, 143]. For the beamsplitters the transmittive ranges are indicated
according to Table D.2 in Appendix D.

and therefore the detectable current, such that the sample can be interpreted as the detector
for photocurrent measurements. This requires an electrical connection of the sample, which
will be explained in the following.

Electric Acquisition

FTIR spectrometers have been modified for photocurrent measurements and used to analyze
a variety of different materials or devices, such as InAs/AlSb quantum dots [144], ZnO
films [145], bilayer or trilayer graphene [146,147], polycrystalline silicon [148,149], or laser-
diode arrays [150]. While the main idea is easy to understand, the electrical and optical
properties of the samples lead to specific requirements in sample design and electrical wiring.
The samples analyzed in this work contain several field-effect transistors with thin films of
PDI1MPCN2 that show lowest degradation and bias stress in vacuum. Therefore, a sample is
placed in the evacuable (1 mbar) sample compartment of the spectrometer, in a sample holder
that enables electric connection to a connection box and to move it such that each transistor
channel can lie in the beam path (compare Figure 3.2 and Figure D.6c in Appendix D).
To increase the measurement sensitivity, the beam amplitude is modulated with a frequency
fch by an optical chopper that is inserted between the interferometer and the sample.
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Table 3.3 Settings made to the lock-in (LI) amplifier and the SuperFunAnalyzer (SFA)
for photocurrent experiments. The given explanations are according to Reference [152].

name meaning chosen setting

Notch filter removes peaks at 50 and 100 Hz
in the incoming signal ON

Highpass filter removes DC offsets
in the incoming signal OFF

Synchronous filter removes outputs at harmonics
of the reference frequency ON

Time constant defines the bandwidth of the RC filters ≥ 1/fch

Delay time SFA: time between applying settings
and recording measurement data > 10× time constant

Free charge carriers are induced into the semiconductor by applying a DC voltage VGS to
the back gate of the sample using a source-measure unit (Keithley 2450). A second source-
measure unit (Keithley 2450) is used to apply a DC voltage VDS to the drain. The resulting
current IDS detected at the source electrode, filtered and amplified in a pre-amplifier (Femto,
DLPCA-200), and finally analyzed using a lock-in amplifier (Stanford SR860, bandwidth
500 kHz, maximum sampling rate 1.25 MHz) or an oscilloscope (Rohde&Schwarz RTB2000,
bandwidth 300 MHz, maximum sampling rate 2.5 GHz).
FTPC spectroscopy is based on the idea that the incoming light in form of an interferogram
creates a continuous photocurrent interferogram Ĩph(δ). Since each mirror displacement δ
can be assigned to a certain time, the current interferogram can be measured as a function
of time, and transformed back into the contributions of single wavelengths by an FFT. In
contrast to normal FTIR spectroscopy, where the originally continuous spectrum gets digitized
during the FFT, in FTPC spectroscopy it is the interferogram that gets digitized during the
measurement because of the finite time-resolution of the measurement devices:

Isource(ν̃) MI−−→ Ĩsource(δ) sample−−−−→ Ĩph(δ)=̂Ĩph(t) meas.−−−→ Ĩph(∆t) FFT−−−→ Iph(∆ν̃)

Scheme 3.9 Principle of Fourier transform photocurrent spectroscopy, according to Refer-
ences [144,146–148]. MI: Michelson interferometer.

To maintain the shape of Ĩph, the time resolution ∆t has to be equal or smaller than
the distance (in time) of the narrowest features ∆δmin (Rayleigh criterion), which originate
from the smallest detected wavelength λmin. With a constant speed of the movable mirror
vmirror = 0.633 cm/s [143] and the minimum desired wavelength λmin = 12.4 µm (compare
Figure 3.8), the time resolution has to fulfill the condition

∆t = ∆δmin
vmirror

!
≤ λmin/4

vmirror
= 498.7 µs, (3.48)

which corresponds to approximately 2 kHz and can be resolved by both the lock-in amplifier
and the oscilloscope.
The lock-in amplifier enables a fully-automated measurement, as it detects, processes (settings
are presented in Table 3.3) and Fourier transforms the measurement signal [151]. It can be
controlled and coordinated with the source-measure units using a home-made python-based
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software (SuperFunAnalyzer, [152]). However, the communication with the measurement
devices requires additional time (defined by the delay time, cf. Table 3.3) and thereby
decreases the time-resolution of the measurement procedure.
A faster measurement with a better time resolution can be achieved by a less automated
measurement procedure, i.e., without using the SuperFunAnalyzer. In this case, the procedure
implemented in the lock-in amplifier is conducted by hand, i.e., VGS and VDS are applied
manually to the source-measure units, the time-dependent photocurrent is detected using an
oscilloscope and finally transformed by an FFT using the software Origin [153]. The time
resolution is then only limited by the bandwidth and the sampling rate of the oscilloscope.

Figure 3.10 Modified light-source and sample compartment of the FTIR spectrometer
displayed in Figure 3.6a,c for FTPC spectroscopy at grain boundaries in organic thin-films. S, D,
and G refer to source, drain, and gate electrodes, respectively, for the sample only sketched here. (A
detailed sample view is e.g. given in Figure 3.2, the sample holder is depicted in Figure D.6c in
Appendix D.)
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4 Revealing and Controlling Energy Barriers and
Valleys at Grain Boundaries in Ultrathin Organic
Films

L.S. Walter, A. Axt, J.W. Borchert, T. Kammerbauer, F. Winterer, J. Lenz, S.A.L. Weber,
and R.T. Weitz

The previous two chapters presented the theoretical and technical basics of detecting charge
transport across grain boundaries in organic thin-films. Grain boundaries in monolayer-thin
films of PDI1MPCN2 can be considered as one-dimensional interfaces of grains with different
molecular orientations (cf. Chapter 2). Since these structural differences cannot be resolved
with standard AFM techniques, in this chapter KPFM is used to investigate the surface-
potential difference between grain boundaries and adjacent grains.
The chapter starts with a general introduction (1.), and presents the results in four steps,
starting with the investigation of the surface potential within a single crystal grain (2.),
before presenting the surface potential at grain boundaries (3.). Afterwards, the impact of
charge-carrier density on barrier height and valley depth (4.) is presented. Finally, results
that lead toward controlling energetics at the grain boundary through processing (5.) are
presented, before the results are summarized in a conclusion (6.). The chapter closes with an
experimental section (7.).
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1. Introduction

Organic semiconductors (OSCs) have ena-
bled a variety of (opto-)electronic devices 
including organic field-effect transistors 
(OFETs), organic light emitting diodes 
(OLEDs), and organic photovoltaics 
(OPV). Critical performance metrics of 
these devices are strongly affected by the 
physical processes that occur at interfaces 
between layers of different materials, or, 
different phases within the same mate-
rial. Examples are the interface between 
the organic layer and contact metal [1–3]; 
between the OSC and the gate insulator in 
an OFET,[4] or between different OSCs at 
donor–acceptor interfaces in organic solar 
cells.[5] While such interfaces have been 
studied in great detail, an interface that 
is comparably not well understood is the 
interface between individual (nano-)crys-
talline domains within an OSC layer of an 
OLED, OFET or organic solar cell, known 
as grain boundaries. Inevitable defects 

at each of these interfaces can act as sources of trap sites for 
mobile charge carriers,[6] leading to losses in efficiency of 
transformation of energy excitations in devices,[7–10] initial and 
time-dependent degradation,[11–13] hysteresis,[14,15] and reduced 
charge-carrier mobilities.[4,14,16–18]

Advances in the fundamental understanding of the physical 
processes at these interfaces and their potential impacts on 
charge-carrier transport have therefore been essential for ena-
bling improvements to the performance of all optoelectronic 
devices based on OSCs. However, the detection and simulta-
neous electrical characterization of grain boundaries has been 
challenging due to their inherently statistical nature, small 
scale, and the fact that they are typically hidden within the 
organic layer.

The most direct impact of grain boundaries on charge trans-
port is typically investigated in FET devices, which is why most 
impact of grain boundaries on device performance is reported 
for FETs.

It has been observed that the existence of grain bounda-
ries affects air and bias stability,[11,13] the on–off ratio,[14] the 
threshold voltage,[14,19] and leads to hysteresis effects.[14] How-
ever, the greatest consensus is on the finding that grain bound-
aries lead to charge-carrier density-dependent,[20,21] and overall 
reduced mobilities.[16–18,22–24]

In organic electronics, local crystalline order is of critical importance for the 
charge transport. Grain boundaries between molecularly ordered domains 
are generally known to hamper or completely suppress charge transfer and 
detailed knowledge of the local electronic nature is critical for future minimiza-
tion of such malicious defects. However, grain boundaries are typically hidden 
within the bulk film and consequently escape observation or investigation. 
Here, a minimal model system in form of monolayer-thin films with sub-nm 
roughness of a prototypical n-type organic semiconductor is presented. Since 
these films consist of large crystalline areas, the detailed energy landscape at 
single grain boundaries can be studied using Kelvin probe force microscopy. By 
controlling the charge-carrier density in the films electrostatically, the impact of 
the grain boundaries on charge transport in organic devices is modeled. First, 
two distinct types of grain boundaries are identified, namely energetic bar-
riers and valleys, which can coexist within the same thin film. Their absolute 
height is found to be especially pronounced at charge-carrier densities below 
1012 cm–2—the regime at which organic solar cells and light emitting diodes 
typically operate. Finally, processing conditions by which the type or energetic 
height of grain boundaries can be controlled are identified.

ReseaRch aRticle

© 2022 The Authors. Small published by Wiley-VCH GmbH. This is an 
open access article under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 
License, which permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, 
provided the original work is properly cited.
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Of course, this mobility reduction does not only influence 
the performance of FETs but also of OLEDs and OPV because 
here free charge carriers have to diffuse from(to) the electrodes 
before(after) exciton recombination (dissociation). Moreover, 
traps in general have been observed to decrease the efficiency of 
OLEDs by increasing the rate of nonradiative recombination of 
electron–hole pairs,[8,10] and analogously, the efficiency of OPV 
by increased recombination rates of excitons, i.e., decreased 
exciton dissociation.[7,9,12] While this general impact on recom-
bination rates and device efficiency can likely be attributed to 
grain boundaries, it is rarely reported[25–27] and grain bounda-
ries are mostly avoided in OLEDs and OPV without further 
explanation.[28]

In this work, we present a model system to study the local 
contribution of grain boundaries in organic semiconducting 
devices using Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM).[29–31] 
KPFM has proven useful to locally characterize grain bounda-
ries both structurally and energetically,[32–35] but until now 
solely applied to films that are several tens of nm thick and/
or exhibiting a high density of grain boundaries. Recently, we 
have demonstrated a drop-casting method for surface-mediated 
crystallization yielding monolayer-thin films of the prototypical 
small-molecule OSC N,N′-di((S)-1-methylpentyl)-1,7(6)-dicyano-
perylene-3,4:9,10-bis(dicarboximide) (PDI1MPCN2) with 
sub-nm roughness even across well-defined grain boundaries 
and large areas that can be understood as single crystalline thin 
films.[36] While this drop-casting method in its current form is 
not suitable for large-scale processing, it is sufficient for the 
current investigations where sample dimensions below 1  cm2 
are required. The high purity of the resulting films is compa-
rable to recent works focusing on low-dimensional organic 
crystals as the active layer in, e.g., OFETs,[37–40] and allows pre-
cise examination of the surface potential of individual grain 
boundaries. In particular, this allows detailed local electrostatic 
examination of grain boundaries and thereby enables identifi-
cation of the mechanisms by which grain boundaries can affect 
charge transport. In addition, using electrostatic gating, the 
charge-carrier density in the monolayer-thin films can be tuned 
in situ up to ≈1012  cm–2, allowing measurements of the ener-
getics at grain boundaries at charge-carrier densities relevant 
in organic solar cells (operated typically at charge-carrier densi-
ties of 109–1010 cm–2),[41,42] OLEDs (1010–1011 cm–2),[7] and OFETs 
(109–1012 cm–2).[4]

2. Surface Potential Within A Single Crystal Grain

A schematic of the measurement setup and the devices under 
investigation is shown in Figure 1a. The samples consist of a 
PDI1MPCN2-covered Si/Al2O3 wafer (see the Experimental Sec-
tion for fabrication details). The organic films are characterized 
by large, highly crystalline grains, separated by well-defined 
grain boundaries (e.g., cf. Figure 2).[36] According to X-ray dif-
fraction measurements, films of 1.8  nm thickness correspond 
to monolayers.[36] In the shown setup, the charge-carrier den-
sity n in the PDI1MPCN2 thin films can be tuned precisely by 
the gate voltage VGS. Its impact on the surface potential USP 
is detected after reaching electrostatic equilibrium, that is, no 
additional electric field is applied parallel to the molecular layer 

and we have not performed time-dependent measurements on 
electric charging or current flow. The surface potential USP is 
the sum of the potential induced by VGS and the contact-poten-
tial difference (CPD) UCPD measured at VGS =  0 (see the Sup-
porting Information for details). If VGS = 0, no external charge 
carriers are induced in the OSC and we refer to zero external 
charge-carrier density n = n0. In the following, measurements 
at n0, where USP = UCPD, serve as reference for measurements 
with increased charge-carrier density.

As baseline for our measurements, we first discuss the sur-
face potential within a crystalline grain of the PDI1MPCN2 mon-
olayer-thin film. A typical topography and surface-potential map 
of such a region including a monolayer-trilayer step is shown in 
Figure 1b,c. The topographical smoothness of the clean solution-
deposited thin-films can be discerned by the small values for the 
rms roughness of 0.6 nm. To quantify the variation of the surface 
potential within a single grain, the rms(USP) was extracted, e.g. 
to 15 mV for the scan at n0 (dashed line in Figure 1d). Since the 
detected potential landscape does not change during subsequent 
scans and is well above the noise level of 8 mV (Figure S1, Sup-
porting Information), it can be attributed to defects or charge 
inhomogeneities at the semiconductor-dielectric interface. This 
is consistent with the observation that OSC films on Al2O3 show 
smaller rms(USP) than films on SiO2 (see Table S1, Supporting 
Information), highlighting the role of the substrate.

The surface-potential variations can be understood as ener-
getic disorder which may hinder charge-transport even within 
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Figure 1. Detection of the surface potential under varying charge-carrier 
density. a) Scheme of the device geometry and the measurement setup. 
b,c) Topography and surface potential at zero external charge-carrier 
density n0, respectively, with profiles across the indicated lines and indi-
cated position of monolayer (ML) and trilayer (TL). d) Charge-carrier 
density-dependent rms(USP). Data were extracted from the scans shown 
in Figure S2 in the Supporting Information. The gray dashed line is the 
mean value of rms(USP) at n0 taken from (c) and serves as a reference. 
The black dotted line is the resolution limit taken from Figure S1 in the 
Supporting Information. Data points are the rms value extracted from a 
slab of 0.5 µm in the y-direction; the errors are estimated to 1.5 mV due 
to extraction uncertainties in the choice of the slab width. All scale bars 
are 2 µm.
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single grains and thereby lead to a reduction of charge-carrier 
mobility. To study the impact of the observed surface-potential 
variations on charge transport, we increased the charge-car-
rier density by electrostatic gating and detected the change in 
rms(USP), shown in Figure  1d. If n is increased above n0 (by 
application of a positive VGS), the rms(USP) is found to decrease 
until saturating above n ≈ 2 × 1012 cm–2 to the resolution limit, 
while it increases significantly if n is reduced to zero due to the 
absence of screening caused by the depletion of charge carriers 
within the film. Since we are able to tune the charge-carrier 
density between n =  0 and above 1012  cm–2, our investigations 
are performed under conditions in which OLEDs, OFETs and 
organic solar cells typically operate. Especially in the density 
region below 1012  cm–2 (typical for OLEDs and organic solar 
cells), notable surface-potential variations are present, even 
though our films are highly crystalline. It can be expected that 
the potential landscape of OSCs in OLEDs and organic solar 
cells shows even higher energetic disorder and therefore a 
stronger impact on charge-carrier mobility, as these films are 
typically disordered.

In passing we note, that at the step edge, no spike in the sur-
face potential is present as has been found by KPFM in bulk 
single crystals.[43] Instead, the trilayer shows an overall smaller 
surface potential than the monolayer (cf. Figure S4, Supporting 
Information). This can be attributed to screening of the built-
in gate potential by the sheet of mobile charges that forms in 
the molecular layer close to the insulator.[44] This is further  

confirmed by the observation that in the absence of screening, 
i.e., at n = 0, the potential step at the monolayer-trilayer transi-
tion disappears (cf. Figures S2, S4, Supporting Information).

3. Surface Potential at Grain Boundaries

In Figure  2, we show a polarized optical microscopy (POM) 
image and a KPFM scan at n0 of two exemplary monolayer-
thin regions of the PDI1MPCN2 film including grain bound-
aries. The corresponding topography scans are displayed in  
Figure S5a,b in the Supporting Information. From the given 
line profiles in Figure  2c,d across four representative grain 
boundaries, it becomes clear that the grain boundaries observ-
able in POM are not accompanied by a change in film height. 
This is in direct contrast to OSC films evaporated onto insu-
lating substrates, which predominantly display some degree of 
3D island growth with a high density of step edges during the 
sub-monolayer growth stage before connected monolayers can 
grow to cover a significant area.[32,34,35] Here, only the KPFM 
scans in Figure 2 clearly reveal the grain boundaries by a con-
trast in the CPD and a dip or a peak in the line profile. The 
CPD contrast can be translated into a local work-function 
variation and therefore to the bending of the semiconductor’s 
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoc-
cupied molecular orbital (LUMO). Moreover, a clear differentia-
tion can be made between grain boundaries showing a smaller 
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Figure 2. Kelvin probe force microscopy at grain boundaries. a,b) POM image (left) and surface potential (right) at two positions of a monolayer film 
displaying (a) barriers and (b) valleys at n0. The insets show the schematic of HOMO and LUMO for the barrier and valley, respectively. The visible 
shadow of the cantilever highlighted by the yellow dashed line is discussed later in the main text. c,d) Extracted profiles of topography (cf. Figure S5, 
Supporting Information) and surface potential along the shown lines in (a) and (b), respectively, with Lorentzian fits and calculated barrier heights (fit 
error 0.7 meV) and valley depths (fit error 2.7 meV), respectively. The graphs are artificially offset for clarity. All scale bars are 20 µm.
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CPD than surrounding grains (called barriers in the remainder, 
Figure  2a,c) and those with higher CPD (called valleys, 
Figure 2b,d). Finally, we would like to point out that in thicker 
films on the same substrate (bottom of Figure 2b) even though 
grain boundaries are visible in the POM images, they are not 
visible in KPFM (compare also Figure S5c, Supporting Infor-
mation). Hence, grain boundaries in films that are several tens 
of nm thick and therefore suitable for OLEDs and OPV cells, 
will likely not be identifiable with this technique. This finding 
underlines that monolayer films are an ideal model system to 
investigate energetics at grain boundaries.

Grain boundaries of different type (i.e., barriers and val-
leys) have been theoretically predicted, e.g., for pentacene thin 
films,[45] and monolayers of PDI1MPCN2,[46] but have not been 
observed in experiment. Specifically, the HOMO and LUMO 
at grain boundaries bend in an inverted manner,[46] i.e., bar-
riers are characterized by upward(downward) bending of the 
LUMO (HOMO), resulting in an increased band gap (cf. inset 
of Figure 2a), and vice versa for valleys (inset of Figure 2b). This 
is the reason for the above assignment of barriers(valleys) to 
grain boundaries with a smaller(higher) CPD than surrounding 
grains (see the Supporting Information for a full derivation). In 
experiments however, it has not been clear if measured differ-
ences in CPD at grain boundaries are due to processing con-
ditions,[6,23,47] the sign of trapped charges,[17,19] the n- or p-type 
character of the semiconductor,[32] or variations in the film 
thickness.[34] Our measurements reveal that none of these con-
ditions can be the only determining factor for the existence 
of barriers or valleys, since all our films are deposited under 
similar conditions and are smooth across the grain bounda-
ries. Figure 3 even displays both types in the same film. To our 
knowledge, this is the first time that the theoretically predicted 
coexistence of two distinguishable types of grain boundaries 
was experimentally proven.

To quantify the differences between valleys and barriers, we 
determined valley depths and barrier heights by extracting the 
difference of the CPD between grain boundaries and neigh-

boring grains[48] (for evaluation details see Section C in the Sup-
porting Information). While valleys act as traps thereby leading 
to a reduction of the mobility,[6,49] just recently it was shown 
that barriers impede charge transport more significantly than 
valleys due to a back-reflection of charges.[46] Because of these 
different mechanisms of trapping and backscattering, pre-
vious reports on “barrier heights” or “trap depths” determined 
by c-AFM,[19] or activated charge-transport,[50] can only refer to 
trap-like grain boundaries, that is, valley depths. As indicated in 
Figure 2 and Figure 4, we find valley depths around 10–20 meV 
and barrier heights from 30 to 60 meV. Note that the valley 
depths and barrier heights given here, in contrast to transport 
measurements, do not include transport-limiting factors such 
as contact resistance or trapping at the semiconductor-insulator 
interface. Additionally, it is per se unclear how the process of 
backscattering of charge carriers at barrier-like grain bounda-
ries will show up in activation measurements.

4. Impact of Charge-carrier Density on Barrier 
Height and Valley Depth
OLEDs and organic solar cells operate at different charge-car-
rier densities (109–1011  cm–2),[7,41,42] than OFETs (1012  cm–2).[4] 
Since absolute values of the observed barrier heights and valley 
depths have been predicted to decrease with increasing charge-
carrier density,[21] a careful analysis of the barrier height/valley 
depth at different charge-carrier densities is required. This 
investigation will help to assess the respective relevance of 
grain boundaries for charge transport in the different device 
types. To this end, we have used two strategies of charge-carrier 
density control, namely electrostatic gating and photoexcitation. 
Please note that the influence of only one type of charge carrier 
is investigated within one experiment (electrons in electrostatic 
gating and holes via optical excitation, cf. Section D, Supporting 
Information), so that the results are relevant to transport pro-
cesses in OFETs and in OLEDS(OPV) before(after) exciton 
formation(separation). Even more, both injection strategies are 
assumed to be reversible processes, that is, the surface potential 
reaches its original distribution after discharging the thin film.

Figure  4 displays KPFM scans of areas with a barrier 
(Figure  4a) and three valleys (Figure  4c), where the charge-
carrier density was increased electrostatically, analogously to 
the measurements for the single grain shown above. The bar-
rier heights and valley depths clearly decrease with increasing 
charge-carrier density, and completely disappear in the noise 
floor at the highest investigated charge-carrier densities. We 
anticipate that the processes leading to the disappearance of 
valleys and barriers differ for the two types: In valleys, the elec-
trons are trapped due to the band bending where they act as 
repulsive sites for subsequently injected electrons,[45] thereby 
making the valley itself energetically less favorable. This is 
equivalent to the flattening of the LUMO and a decrease of the 
CPD contrast between grain and grain boundary, i.e., a reduc-
tion of the valley depth up to its complete disappearance as 
seen in Figure  4b,d (for line profiles see Figures S6 and S7, 
Supporting Information). Conversely, electrons are backscat-
tered from barriers and remain within the energetically more 
favorable grains,[21,51] and raise the LUMO levels of the grains 
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Figure 3. Coexistence of barriers and valleys. a) Surface potential of 
two barriers. b) Surface potential of two valleys. c) POM image of a thin 
film of PDI1MPCN2, where the areas of (a) and (b) and the courses of 
the respective grain boundaries are marked. A large-scale scan was per-
formed to exclude degradational effects, shown in Figure S11 in the Sup-
porting Information.
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until the bands are flat,[52] and the energetic landscape for all 
following electrons is the same for grains and valleys.

Notably, the barriers and valleys are only screened if the elec-
trostatically induced charge-carrier density increases to values 
above 1012  cm–2. While OFETs are typically operated at such 
high charge-carrier densities, OLEDs and organic solar cells 
typically operate at n < 1011 cm–2 and therefore barriers and val-
leys, as well as charge inhomogeneities within the film, will sig-
nificantly impact charge transport in these devices.

So far, we have successfully demonstrated the impact of elec-
trons on the energetic landscape by injecting them electrostati-
cally. Since in OLEDs and organic solar cells it is also possible 
that small densities of holes accumulate in the electron-con-
ducting film, which then act as recombination sites for subse-
quently injected electrons, we further studied the impact of a 

small density of holes on the potential distribution. However, 
the electrostatic injection of holes into PDI1MPCN2 is hindered 
by the high hole-injection barrier of gold, the small HOMO-
overlap in PDI1MPCN2, as well as deep hole traps at 6.0  eV 
(the EHOMO of PDI1MPCN2 is 6.74 eV[53]) localized in clusters 
of residual water,[54] small amounts of which can be present in 
our inert atmosphere.[55] Therefore, we illuminated our sam-
ples with a standard halogen lamp (150 W) to form excitons in 
the OSC thin film (cf. Table S2, Supporting Information), part 
of which are separated into electrons and holes by the built-in 
potential at the insulator–semiconductor interface or within the 
semiconductor. Since our data are consistent with no additional 
electrons in the film, as we will discuss below, we anticipate 
that the optically induced electrons are drained by water ions.[56] 
To directly compare the pristine to the slightly hole-doped film, 
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Figure 4. Charge-carrier density dependent barrier height and valley depth. a) KPFM scan of a barrier at n0 (top) and varying electron density as indi-
cated (bottom). The arrow corresponds to the scan direction; scale bars are 1 µm. b) Barrier height extracted from (a) as function of electrostatically 
induced charge-carrier density. The dashed line is the mean barrier height at n0. The dashed-dotted line serves as guide to the eye. c) Surface potential 
of three valleys at n0 (top) and varying charge-carrier density as indicated (middle, bottom). Arrows indicate the scan direction; scale bars are 2 µm. A 
plane level fit was done for the figures with varying n, but further evaluation was conducted with nonflattened images. d) Valley depth of gb3 as func-
tion of electrostatically induced charge carrier density. The dashed line is the mean valley depth at n0. The dashed-dotted line serves as guide to the 
eye. Each data point was extracted from Lorentzian fits at line profiles leveled over a) 15 or c) 35 lines; errors are calculated from fit errors using error 
propagation. For evaluation details see the Supporting Information.
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we have shadowed part of the film with the approached canti-
lever during illumination and mapped the potential landscape 
in the dark subsequently (Figure 2a and Figure S8, Supporting 
Information). Notably, the surface potential increases by 20 mV 
in the illuminated part, while neither the rms(USP) nor the bar-
rier height seem to be affected by the small density of induced 
charge carriers (cf. Figure S9, Supporting Information). The 
increased USP, the sharpness, as well as the observed stability 
of the potential difference over several hours in the dark, are 
consistent with an increased density of immobile positive 
charge carriers generated by light (that are most likely trapped 
in deep traps in the film). We assume that these hole traps 
are the same that have previously been identified by transport 
measurements,[54] now first observed in real space by our meas-
urements. Since those traps are presumably located not in the 
OSC molecules and deeper in energy compared to the potential 
irregularities within single grains or at grain boundaries, the 
density of trapped holes increases homogeneously in the entire 
organic thin film and the barrier heights remain constant. Our 
measurements thus reveal that while trapped minority carriers 
will act as recombination sites for majority carriers, they do not 
change the energetics at the grain boundaries.

5. Toward Controlling Energetics at the Grain 
Boundary Through Processing
A final point pertains the question how the grain boundaries 
acting as valleys or barriers emerge physically. Identifying 
the structural cause and/or the parameters in film formation 
leading to valleys or barriers would be helpful to improve future 
OSC devices. It is known, that the direct surrounding of each 
molecule changes its polarization energy,[6] and consequently, 
structural changes such as differences in local packing and/or a 
change in the distance of the molecules across a grain boundary 
can lead to locally varying HOMO-LUMO gaps. While the reso-
lution of our measurements is not high enough to resolve the 
local molecular orientation within a grain, we have found exam-
ples in which noticeable dips in the topography of about 0.5 nm 
were visible (Figure S10, Supporting Information) going along 
with barriers in the energetic landscape (none were found for 
valleys). This indicates that larger intermolecular distances 
can lead to barriers, which is consistent with results obtained 
by simulations of the polarization field and charge-quadrupole 
interaction energies across grain boundaries in pentacene 
films.[45] However, we also found barriers in other parts of the 
film without such dips in the topography, indicating that also 
changes in molecular orientation, lowering the orbital overlap 
between neighboring molecules, can lead to both types of grain 
boundaries as proposed by theoretical calculations.[45,46]

In order to find a link between the film formation and the 
emergence of valleys and barriers, we have investigated the 
surface potential at 30 positions on 12 individual thin films, 
and related it to the processing conditions (Section E, Sup-
porting Information). Doing so, we found a relation between 
the nature of the grain boundaries within a thin film and its 
shape, emerging from the thin-film fabrication. During the 
deposition process, a solution of PDI1MPCN2 is drop-cast onto 
the substrate where the outline of the droplet can pin at its ini-

tial position due to the surface energy contrast on a patterned 
substrate.[36] While circular spots with a homogeneous outline 
are obtained from such pinned droplets, a smeared noncircular 
film with wavy or uneven borders can emerge if the droplet 
does not pin but moves or shrinks while drying. Using these 
definitions, we found solely valleys in perfectly pinned films 
and only barriers in depinned (smeared) films. Even more, both 
types of grain boundaries could be observed within the same 
organic thin film (Figure 3) in a region between a pinned and 
a smeared part (cf. Figure S11, Supporting Information). This 
implies that the complex and not yet fully understood dynamics 
of thin film crystallization during the PDI1MPCN2 deposition 
determines the type of the grain boundary. Summarizing, we 
can a priori control if a thin film will contain only one type of 
grain boundary by choosing the processing conditions such 
that the drop-cast solution will pin or smear while drying.

In this context, the substrate only plays a minor role: as men-
tioned before, we observed that the roughness of the film only 
impacts the energetic disorder and therefore the rms(USP) of 
the crystalline areas of the films (also compare Table S1, Sup-
porting Information). However, we could observe both pinned 
and smeared films, and therefore also the emergence of barriers 
and valleys, on two different insulators, that is, silicon oxide 
and aluminum oxide (cf. Table S3, Supporting Information).

Finally, we observed that the solvent choice impacts the ener-
getics at grain boundaries. Overall, less pronounced valleys and 
barriers at grain boundaries were measured in films produced 
from toluene-containing solutions (see Figures S12 and S13 and 
Table S3, Supporting Information).

In passing we note that an idealized thin-film fabrication can 
be formulated by the aim to achieve films without barriers (as 
they hinder charge transport more effectively than valleys[46]), 
as few valleys as possible with the smallest possible depth, and 
as smooth as possible crystal grains. According to our obser-
vations, these films are obtained by perfectly pinned drop-
lets containing toluene on smooth substrates. This summary 
matches with the preparation methods originally suggested for 
this molecule, as such films have consistently shown increased 
mobilities.[36]

6. Conclusion

By using high-sensitivity heterodyne KPFM imaging of grain 
boundaries within a monolayer thin, highly crystalline organic 
semiconducting PDI1MPCN2 film, we were able to identify 
energetic barriers and valleys at grain boundaries, define thin-
film processing conditions under which they emerge, and 
investigate their behavior under electrostatically controlled 
charge-carrier density. The use of monolayer-thin films was 
essential to characterize the highly pure, well-defined single 
grain boundaries in a minimal model system under inert and 
reversible conditions. By tuning the charge-carrier density elec-
trostatically, we could simulate the impact on charge transport 
during the operation of organic semiconductor devices. From 
the different energetic distributions of the two grain-boundary 
types, we were able to separate the different mechanisms of 
trapping at valleys and backscattering at barriers at charge-car-
rier densities less than 1012 cm–2. This importantly corresponds 
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to the density range where OLEDs and OPV cells typically 
operate, thus highlighting the role of grain boundaries as well 
as potential irregularities in the thin films that lead to a sup-
pression of charge transport in these systems. Likewise, OFETs 
will be significantly impacted in the transition between the “on” 
and “off” states of the transistor where low charge-carrier densi-
ties are also present.

We have focused our work on a prototypical perylene-diimide 
semiconductor, an organic dye which is often used in opto-
electronic devices, but the general concept of valleys and bar-
riers and their presence in thin films may also hold for other 
materials used as transport layers in OLEDs, OPV, and OFETs. 
In addition, the insights from this work may prove useful for 
researchers investigating charge transport in other optoelec-
tronic materials systems such as perovskites,[57] metal oxides,[58] 
and transition metal dichalcogenides,[59,60] where grain bounda-
ries might occur and lead to loss in transport or energy trans-
formation processes.

7. Experimental Section
Sample Preparation: The n-type OSC used in this work is the core 

cyanated perylene diimide N,N′-di((S)-1-methylpentyl)-1,7(6)-dicyano-
perylene-3,4:9,10-bis(dicarboximide) (PDI1MPCN2) shown in Figure  1a, 
whose crystallization behavior, mechanical, and electrical properties have 
been investigated before.[4,36,46,61,62] The preparation of monolayer-thin 
films by drop-casting was presented and established in previous work[36] 
and accordingly used here as follows: 15 × 20 mm2-sized substrates of 
highly doped silicon with 30 nm Al2O3 or 300 nm SiO2 were cleaned in 
acetone and isopropanol for 10 min each and by a subsequent etching 
step in an oxygen plasma at 50 W for 7 min (Diener Pico Plasmacleaner). 
The substrates were coated with a tetradecylphosphonic acid (TDPA, 
used for Al2O3 substrates) or octadecyltrichlorosilane (ODTS, used for 
SiO2 substrates) SAM, respectively, from which circles of 5 or 6  mm 
diameter were etched away using the same conditions as before. A 
solution of 0.1 wt% PDI1MPCN2 (BASF) in DMP or DMP:Toluene 
mixtures was dissolved, stirred, filtered, and drop-cast onto the etched 
circles. The samples were dried on a hotplate at 70 °C over night. Also 
see Figure S13 and Table S3 in the Supporting Information for details on 
how to achieve pinned or smeared films. As proposed by previous XRD 
measurements (cf. the Supporting Information of ref. [36]), to assure 
mono- (1.8 nm thickness) to bilayer (3.6 nm) thin films, the step height 
was measured down to the substrate for some samples using AFM 
(Bruker Dimension 3100) in tapping mode. 40  nm Au were thermally 
evaporated before(after) dropcasting in order to build bottom gate 
bottom(top) contact devices.

Optical Characterization: Grain boundaries were located using POM 
(Zeiss Axio Scope.A1) and a complete spot of the organic thin film was 
mapped. Large crystallites at the border and in the middle of the drops 
as well as thicker layers served as guides during KPFM measurements 
and for assembling the taken pictures to the overview images.

KPFM Measurements: All KPFM measurements were performed 
as sketched in Figure  1a in an Argon glove box at 26  °C to avoid bias 
stress and degradational effects (while perylene diimides are generally 
known to show minimal air degradation,[63] stability under bias stress 
has been observed to increase with the number of grain boundaries and 
can be assumed to be small at measurements in solution processed 
thin films[11,13]). An Asylum research MFP3D SFM and a PtIr coated tip 
(SCM-PIT-V2, with spring constant k = 3.0 N m−1, tip radius r = 25 nm) 
were used. The KPFM signal was detected in FM heterodyne mode 
using a Zurich Instruments HF2 Lock-in amplifier with AC and DC 
voltage applied to the tip (tip bias). For the exact circuit diagram cf. 
ref. [31]. The gate voltage was applied via Output 3 of the HF2 Lock-in 

amplifier. Source and drain as well as all outer conductors and the glove 
box casing were set to the same ground. For measurements at n0, the 
gate was set to ground as well. For the light-dependent measurements, 
samples were used without evaporated contacts, but grounded by 
silver paste at the border of the sample. The samples with the built-in 
halogen lamp (150 W) of the AFM camera were illuminated with the 
tip approached to the surface, then it was turned off and scanning 
was started. To reduce effects of the ambient light, the glovebox was 
covered with a curtain. Impact of the detection laser was excluded with 
a wavelength of 860 nm, as it was turned on all the time, such that the 
cantilever shadow would not be observed in Figure 2. An overview over 
differences in the conducted experiments is shown in Figure S8 in the 
Supporting Information.

Statistics: Within the scope of this work, the surface potential was 
investigated at 30 positions on 12 individual thin films (Table S3, 
Supporting Information). All presented AFM data were preprocessed 
using the software Gwyddion,[64] by the following procedure: 1) Rows of 
KPFM scans were aligned by the mean of differences. If necessary, the 
plane was leveled additionally by mean plane subtraction for a better 
view of the scans, but data were extracted from nonleveled scans. The 
lowest point was set to zero. Line-profiles were extracted with a width 
slightly smaller than the number of lines with constant gate voltage to 
account for the time-dependent charging effect of the semiconductor. 
rms(USP) values were extracted using the statistics tool of Gwyddion 
for areas with a corresponding slab width, by varying this width 
slightly, the error was estimated to 1.5  mV for all extracted rms(USP) 
values. 2) Topography scans were leveled by mean plane subtraction. 
For large scans (>50 × 50 µm2) a polynomial background of 2nd order 
was subtracted additionally. The rows were aligned by a polynom of 
2nd order while extracting high features by a mask tool. The lowest 
point was set to zero. Line profiles were extracted at the exact same 
conditions as for the corresponding KPFM scan and compared to 
them by position. 3) Extracted line profiles across grain boundaries 
were fitted by a Lorentzian using the software Origin, the mathematical 
details are described in Section C in the Supporting Information. The 
given barrier heights or valley depths refer to the fit values, errors are 
fit errors using error propagation. 4) Charge-carrier densities have been 
calculated from the applied gate voltage using a plate capacitor model 
for the field-effect transistor, detailed in Section B in the Supporting 
Information.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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5 Grain Boundaries Influence Global Device
Parameters of Organic Thin-film Transistors

The previous chapter presented the finding that grain boundaries in thin films of PDI1MPCN2
can act as energy barriers, that backscatter electrons, or energy valleys, that trap electrons
(compare Chapter 4). This chapter investigates the impact of both grain-boundary types on
FET device-parameters, such as the turn-on and threshold voltage, as well as hysteresis effects
by time-resolved KPFM. It is structured as follows:
Section 5.1 introduces and motivates the time-dependent surface-potential measurements,
while Section 5.2 presents experimental details on sample fabrication and the measurement
setup. Section 5.3 presents and discusses the results in four steps, which are concluded and put
into the context of future experiments in Section 5.4. Supporting Information are presented
in Appendix F.
The experiments and results of this chapter were prepared in collaboration with A. Axt,
J.W. Borchert, J. Pöhls, S.A.L. Weber, and R.T. Weitz.

5.1 Motivation
Organic semiconductors have been implemented in a wide variety of optoelectronic devices,
such as OLEDs [10], organic solar cells [7, 8], and organic field-effect transistors [5, 6]. The
performance of these devices strongly depends on the intrinsic and extrinsic properties of
the organic semiconductor(s) used as the active layers. The charge transport in organic
semiconductors, in particular, is sensitive to the morphological properties, e.g. crystallization,
and the energetic properties, i.e. the frontier highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) levels. It is often very difficult to control these
properties precisely, leading to a notable persistent challenge in device-to-device reproducibility
and variability [27–29]. This can be drawn back to a variety of imperfections, including local
variations such as inhomogeneities or grain boundaries between crystallites in a thin film, which
can adversely change the energetic landscape in an uncontrollable way [39,96]. Particularly
notable examples of the effects of morphology arise in organic transistors in the form of
significant threshold voltages and turn-on voltages, both in magnitude and variability, and
poor charge-carrier injection into the semiconductor [39,43,154,155]. Detailed characterization
of the microscopic properties that lead to these effects is essential for advancing the efficiency
of organic electronics and for expanding them into greater varieties of applications.
We recently presented a method for characterizing the detailed effects that grain boundaries
have on the energetic landscape in highly-crystalline monolayer organic semiconductors
using Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy [Publication P2]. Here, we present an expansion of
this method to include local, time-resolved measurements that allow the observation of the
charging and discharging at different sites in the organic semiconductor.
Our measurements give a first indication that grain boundaries act as deep traps, independent
of them being a valley or a barrier. While valleys mainly trap charge carriers within the organic
semiconductor due to their smaller LUMO level compared to their surrounding, barriers, that
were so-far only assumed to backscatter electrons, trap charge carriers due to band bending at
the semiconductor-insulator interface. However, it is mainly the lower-lying LUMO levels of
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valleys that are found to influence the global device parameters, mainly the turn-on voltage,
since they form an energetically favored pathway in the channel. Hence, we propose that it is
not the number of grain boundaries that affects the device performance [39,40,70,156], but
the type and depth (or height). To support these findings, more measurements are needed,
and we conclude this chapter with an outlook on possible investigations in the future.

5.2 Experimental Details
Organic thin-film transistors (TFTs) of PDI1MPCN2 were prepared in a BGBC structure as
displayed in Figure 5.1a. Substrates of highly-doped silicon and an aluminum oxide layer
with a thickness of 30 nm acted as global back-gate electrode and insulating layer, respectively.
Gold source and drain contacts were thermally evaporated (BesTec) through a shadow
mask. Highly-crystalline monolayers of the organic semiconductor small molecule N,N’-
di((S)-1-methylpentyl)-1,7(6)-dicyano-perylene-3,4:9,10-bis-(dicarboximide) (PDI1MPCN2)
were deposited from solution using a drop casting method described in previous work [53].
PDI1MPCN2 is an n-type semiconductor that has shown maximum mobilities up to 4 cm2/Vs
[53], [Publication P5]. The finalized TFTs are tested in a probe station at ambient to
evaluate the global device parameters (results are presented in supplementary Table F.3,
Appendix F).
To determine the local surface potential USP in the channel region of the organic TFTs, KPFM
was detected using an Asylum research MFP3D SFM and a PtIr coated tip (SCM-PIT-V2,
compare Table C.1 in Appendix C. The circuit diagram for frequency-modulated heterodyne
KPFM is displayed in Reference [131]. In previous work, we have presented the local surface
potential of PDI1MPCN2 at electrostatically or optically injected, varying charge-carrier
densities, but in the electrostatic equilibrium [Publication P2]. In this work, we present
time-dependent measurements to account for the charging and discharging effect in TFTs
and their dependence on local impurities and grain boundaries. For this purpose, the AFM
tip was held at a constant position, i.e. scanning was turned off, and the time-resolved
(resolution 1 second) change of the surface potential upon different gate voltages was detected.
All measurements were taken in an Argon glove box to avoid bias stress or degradation
effects [40,41].

Figure 5.1 Measurement setup and electric characterization. a, Scheme of the KPFM
measurement setup at a BGBC device with source (S), drain (D) and gate (G) electrode, built of the
organic small molecule PDI1MPCN2. b,c, Output and transfer characteristics of a device identical in
construction.
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5.3 Results and Discussion

5.3.1 Time Dependence of the Surface Potential as a Function of Gate
Voltage

The surface potential USP was detected for three different classes of sites within the channel
region of an organic TFT, which were chosen according to the findings of our previous work:
We showed that crystalline grains are characterized by medium and relatively uniform surface
potential, separated by grain boundaries that can either act as energetic valleys or barriers.
While energy valleys are defined by smaller LUMO levels and higher surface potentials than
the grain regions, barriers act vice versa. Regions of different surface potential can also be
distinguished in the representative potential scan shown in Figure 5.2a, taken at a gate
voltage of zero volts, i.e. with no external charges in the semiconductor. Within this scan,
we chose three representative sites; one within a grain, a valley and a local impurity with a
smaller surface potential than its surrounding, i.e. acting like a barrier for charge carriers.

Figure 5.2 Time dependent surface potential of three different sites and at varying
gate voltage. a KPFM scan at VGS = 0 V displaying the positions of the three different sites
investigated within this work. The image was leveled by a plane fit for the ease of view. b, Surface
potential USP at different gate voltages VGS (grey) detected within a grain (black), at an energy valley
(green) and an energy barrier (red). c, Schematic course of the detected surface potential (black)
and the corresponding density of electrically induced free charges n (blue) as response to a changing
gate voltage. d, Screening times τ extracted from exponential curves in b and the curves shown in
supplementary Figure F.7 at 400 < t < 500 s. Constant curves without definable screening time are
considered by crosses to visualize the transition between the different time dependencies.
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The density of (negative) charge carriers in the semiconductor can be increased by applying
a (positive) gate voltage VGS, which allows to investigate the process of charging/discharging
at the different sites within the semiconductor channel. We applied gate voltages between 0
and 7 V and detected the surface potential until it stabilized, then increased/decreased the gate
voltage in steps of 1 V. The complete measurement took 750 seconds, within which we applied
two cycles of increasing and decreasing gate voltages. Supplementary Figure F.7 displays
the complete measurement as well as the simultaneously detected signal noise (corresponds to
the resolution limit) and height, which underline the stability and precision of the procedure.
First, we investigate the transition from the „off“ to the „on“ state of the TFT, represented
by a successive increase of the gate potential within the first 160 seconds. The measured
surface potentials are presented in Figure 5.2b, revealing not only an increase in absolute
value, but also a change in the time dependence for increasing gate voltages at all three sites.
At gate voltages below 3 V, the surface potential is nearly constant and increases by steps of
approximately 1 V, in accordance with the increasing gate voltage. On the contrary, gate
voltages above 3 V reveal an exponential behavior at each site analogous to the response
of an RC-circuit. Such an RC-like behavior represents the charging of a plate capacitor, a
common model to explain the working principle of field-effect transistors [85]. Hence, the
exponential time dependence of the surface potential as a response to the increasing gate
potential displays the charging of the semiconducting layer by the induced charge carriers.
This behavior is in clear contrast to the observed time independence at small gate voltages,
which represents the off-state of the TFT. In this operation regime, the gate potential is
completely detected by the AFM tip, since no free charge carriers are induced into the
semiconductor to screen the gate potential. The absence of charge carriers can be due to
contact resistance [25], mismatch between the gate’s work function and the transport level of
the semiconductor [58], and/or (positively charged) traps at the interfaces between layers or
in the semiconductor itself [39]. In organic TFTs, these effects are summarized in a turn-on
voltage Von, which has to be overcome by a sufficient VGS to induce free charge carriers into
the semiconductor, and a threshold voltage Vth, above which a conductive channel is formed
between source and drain [90,154,155,157]. Analogously, we introduce a local turn-on voltage
V local

on and a local threshold voltage V local
th for each site to describe the transition from no

charge carriers (i.e. constant surface potential) to accumulated charges within the channel.
In our previous work, we observed that electrostatically-injected charge carriers smoothen
the energetic distribution at gate voltages above the threshold voltage, resulting in a constant
surface potential across grain boundaries and impurities. Since remarkable differences between
the grain, the valley and the barrier are visible in Figure 5.2b, we attribute the transition
from constant surface potential to RC-like time-dependence to a local turn-on voltage V local

on
as

USP(t, VGS) ∝
{

t : VGS < V local
on ,

exp
(
− t

τ

)
: VGS > V local

on .
(5.49)

The time constant τ can be regarded as „screening time“ and corresponds to the time-
dependent density of charge carriers in the channel as n ∝ 1 − exp

(
− t

τ

)
(sketched in

Figure 5.2c).

5.3.2 Extraction of Screening Times and Local Threshold Voltages

Different time dependencies of the surface potential could be observed previously by KPFM
in polymer transistors [158], but were not explicitly investigated for energetically different
sites. To describe the site and time dependence of the surface potential, and to extract values
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for V local
on and/or V local

th , we introduce a „screening factor“ β with 0 ≤ β ≤ 1 and express the
surface potential by

USP = UCPD + (1 − β)VGS. (5.50)

UCPD is the contact potential difference (CPD) arising from different work functions of the
AFM tip and the organic semiconductor [131,134,135], while the second term of Equation (5.50)
describes the unscreened part of the back-gate potential [135, 159,160]. The gate potential is
completely detected by the AFM tip if no external charge carriers are within the semiconductor
and β = 0, while its contribution vanishes if β = 1, and charges are accumulated within
the transistor channel, i.e. VGS > V local

th . While we have introduced β as site-dependent
parameter, it also contains global device parameters, such as contact resistance, capacitive
effects or trapping at the semiconductor-insulator interface, which suppress optimal charge
injection and screening. The ideal case of β = 1 is therefore unlikely in real devices and β
will more likely remain at values below 1.
Since β is related with the charge-carrier density, it exhibits the same time and VGS dependence
and the above introduced values have to be understood as saturation values reached after
the screening time τ . This screening time can only be defined reasonably if VGS > V local

on
(according to Equation (5.49)), and we expect it to decrease with increasing VGS down to a
minimum value reached as soon as VGS > V local

th and β = βmax.
We used these relationships (summarized by supplementary Figure F.8) and extracted
the screening times for each curve of the surface potential at a constant gate voltage by
an exponential fit using the software Origin. The extracted screening times are plotted for
different gate voltages in Figure 5.2d, where we additionally indicated gate voltages at
which no exponential distribution could be fitted to the surface potential. Since these curves,
characterized by a constant behavior, represent the off state of the transistor (VGS < V local

on ),
the corresponding data points are labeled „off“. Smallest screening times, representing
gate voltages above the local threshold voltage (VGS > V local

th ), are found at approximately
5 seconds, since τ does not fall below this value once reached, even if the gate voltage is
increased further.
The presentation in Figure 5.2d allows a rough estimation for the local turn-on and
threshold voltages. While we can observe the expected transition from non-defined to medium
to minimal time constants for the grain and the barrier, the resolution of the gate voltage
is not sufficiently small as to extract exact values for V local

on and V local
th . However, we clearly

find the smallest global turn-on and threshold voltage at the valley, since it reaches its
minimal screening time already at VGS = 4 V, where the grain is still represented by a medium
screening time and the barrier’s surface potential is even time independent.
To place the local parameters in a context of global device performance, we compared the data
in Figure 5.2d to global turn-on and threshold voltages. These were extracted from twelve
devices identical in construction on three different semiconducting films to Von = (1.9 ± 1.4) V
and Vth = (2.9 ± 0.8) V (mean value and standard deviation). While the large deviations
underline the poor reproducibility of device performance, the single data points (listed in
supplementary Table F.3) reveal that devices on the same semiconducting film vary much less.
Hence, better statistics and comparability will be achieved if global and local measurements
are performed on the same organic thin-film, which has so far not been possible due to
restrictions on the sample design (cf. Supporting Information, Appendix F).
Apart from these technical details, comparing the local and global device parameters indicates
that the local threshold voltage of the valley fits best to the global threshold voltage, leading
to the assumption that the global threshold voltage mostly detects the electrical properties of
the more conductive points (i.e. valleys) and disguises variations in the energetic landscape.
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Figure 5.3 Trapping and detrapping of charge carriers at different investigated by the
time-dependent local surface potential. a, Surface potential USP at decreasing gate voltages
VGS (grey) detected within a grain (black), at an energetic valley (green) and an energetic barrier
(red). b, Screening times τ extracted from the surface potential detected at 6 V and 0 V in a and from
the surface potential detected at 4 V (160 s< t < 200 s) in supplementary Figure F.7. The arrows
indicate the corresponding change in gate voltage. Open symbols repeat the maximum screening
times at increasing gate voltages displayed in Figure 5.2. c, Shift of the contact potential difference
(corresponds to USP(VGS= 0)) before (open symbols) and after (filled symbols) two complete cycles of
applied gate voltages.

However, measurements at more sites within a channel region and with a smaller resolution
in VGS are necessary to clearly prove the first indication that valleys have the smallest local
threshold voltage and mainly define the global threshold voltage.

5.3.3 Charge-carrier Detrapping at Zero Gate Voltage

After two cycles of increasing and decreasing gate voltages (cf. supplementary Figure F.7),
we set the gate voltage back to 0 V and detected the surface potential, as displayed in
Figure 5.3a at t > 675 seconds. Since a gate voltage of 0 V induces no more external
charge carriers in the organic semiconductor, the time dependence of the surface potential
now represents withdrawing charges from traps in the channel region. The discharging-
time constants of approximately 40, 50, and 65 s for the valley, the grain, and the barrier,
respectively, are much higher than all time constants found for the charging process (cf.
Figure 5.3b). This implies that charge carriers escape from deep traps—independent of the
energetic distribution at the specific site.

Besides the time dependence, also the absolute value of the surface potential is affected
by the previously applied gate voltages. Figure 5.3c displays the initial and final surface
potential (i.e. before and after the gate-voltage sweeps) for each site, revealing a downshift of
the surface potential, which represents, in the case of VGS = 0 V a change of UCPD (compare
Equation (5.50)). Since we exclude any degradation effects due to the inert atmosphere, the
change in the CPD can be attributed to an additionally detected potential induced by the
trapped charges. Using the relationship

nt = ĉ · ∆UCPD, (5.51)

and the width-normalized capacitance of the insulating layer ĉ (here 229 nF
cm2 ), the trap-state

density nt of the different sites can be calculated [158]. We result with (1.3 ± 0.5) · 1011 cm−2

for the grain, (10.6 ± 0.5) · 1011 cm−2 for the valley, and (4.4 ± 0.6) · 1011 cm−2 for the barrier.
These trap-state densities have to be interpret by two different effects, namely trapping
within the organic semiconductor due to the band bending at grain boundaries and impurities
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Figure 5.4 Scheme of two different trapping mechanisms within organic TFTs. a, Sketch
of a TFT defining the directions of x and z. b, Trapping within the organic semiconductor due to
the band bending at grain boundaries or impurities, which may act as energetic valleys (green) or
barriers (red). Electrons (blue) get mainly trapped within valleys or at impurities within grains. c,
Trapping at the semiconductor-insulator interface for sites with different LUMO levels (black: grains,
red: barriers, green: valleys). S = source, D = drain, G = gate, OSC = organic semiconductor, Ins =
insulator.

[Publication P2], and trapping at the semiconductor-insulator interface [58], [Publication P5]
(compare Figure 5.4). Trapping within the organic semiconductor was investigated by
electrostatic KPFM [Publication P2], finding that valleys trap electrons, while barriers
backscatter them , such that no trapped charges should be detected at the barrier at all.
We conclude that trapping at the semiconductor-insulator interface has to play a similarly
important role, defined by the different transport levels of grains, barriers and valleys. The
energy mismatch between the transport levels and the Fermi level of the gate material thereby
lead to a trap-state density that is highest for barriers and smallest for valleys (Figure 5.4c).
The above calculated local trap-state densities therefore add up from both contributions, i.e.
trapping at the interface and within the organic semiconductor,

ni
t = ni

t,interface + ni
t,semiconductor,

where i denotes the specific site.
In passing we note that the CPD of the valley is close to the one for the grain in the beginning,
and close to the CPD of the barrier in the end, indicating that trapped charges act as repulsive
sites on additional charge carriers, in accordance with theoretical predictions [45,51].

5.3.4 Investigation of Hysteresis Effects

To investigate whether and how trapped charges within the semiconductor and at the
semiconductor-insulator interface influence the local threshold voltages, we finally analyze the
transition from the „on“ to the „off“ state of the TFT. Successively decreasing gate voltages
are thereby interpreted as a down-sweep, analogous to the dashed current in Figure 5.1c.
The resulting surface potentials and related time constants are displayed in Figure 5.3a and
b, respectively.
Decreasing the gate voltage from 7 to 6 V maintains the minimal time constants we found
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for the turning-on process, since the gate voltage is still above the respective local threshold
voltage at all three sites. Differences for the different sites can be observed for the step from
5 to 4 V, where the time constants for the barrier and the valley start to increase to medium
values. However, while the time constant at the grain remains smaller for the turning-off than
for the turning-on process (displayed by open symbols), the valley shows a time constant
increased by more than three times. These changes of the time constants suggest a downshift
of the grain’s local threshold voltage and an upshift of the valley’s local threshold voltage.
This contradictive behavior of the two sites can be explained by hysteresis effects of which
two different types exist, that is, the lower back-sweep current (BSC) hysteresis caused by
trapped charges which increase the global threshold voltage, and the upper BSC hysteresis
with a decreased global threshold voltage caused by free ions in the dielectric [100]. The
lower BSC hysteresis is observed in electrical measurements in TFTs of PDI1MPCN2 with
a shifting global threshold voltage from 3.4 to 5.3 V (compare Figure 5.1c), which again
mainly represents the local behavior at the valley. In contrast, we assume that free ions
decrease the local threshold voltage at the barrier, since Figure 5.3b reveals a decrease of
its local threshold voltage from approximately 5 V to below.
We conclude that locally trapped charge carriers shift the local threshold voltage and thereby
influence the global threshold voltage and/or global turn-on voltage, whereby again, the
valley represents the global device performance best.

5.4 Conclusion and Outlook
Time-resolved, local KPFM measurements were performed on monolayer-thin organic films
implemented in field-effect transistors to investigate the impact of charge-carrier trapping and
detrapping at local impurities, such as grain boundaries, and their impact on global device
parameters. While grain boundaries generally act as deep traps, the different LUMO level
distributions for energy valleys and barriers are responsible for different trapping processes.
Energy valleys are assumed to trap charge carriers within the semiconducting layer due to
their smaller LUMO level compared to their surrounding; barriers trap them due to the
presence of the semiconductor-insulator interface. However, energetic barriers and valleys do
not equally influence the global threshold voltage or turn-on voltage, but the global device
parameters resemble more to the smallest local threshold voltages which are defined by valleys,
i.e. sites with the smallest LUMO level. We assume that this relation is specific for the
here-investigated n-type semiconductor, where electrons aim to find the energetically most
favorable way into and through the semiconductor as previously proposed by conductive
AFM measurements [126] and theoretical simulations [52]. In this case, not the number of
grain boundaries, but their type and depth define the global device parameters.
However, especially the device-to-device variability, responsible for the large errors in the
stated global threshold and turn-on voltages, demand for more measurements on an increased
number of samples and sites, with an improved device design as suggested in supplementary
Figure F.9, as well as with a lower resolution in the gate voltage sweeps. Additional
measurements could also help to test whether the turn-on or threshold voltage can be
decreased by including sites with a smaller (higher) LUMO level into an n-type (p-type)
semiconductor. The findings on how local distributions such as grain boundaries or impurities
define the global device parameters will then help to understand the origin of variations in
the device-to-device performance.
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6 Can Charge Transport Across Grain Boundaries
Be Manipulated with Light?

In the last two chapters, the influence of grain boundaries on charge-carrier transport (Chap-
ter 4) and device parameters (Chapter 5) have been presented. While energy barriers seem
to limit charge transport more effectively than valleys (they have a larger absolute barrier
height, cf. Chapter 4, and a larger trap-state density, cf. Chapter 5), valleys are assumed
to define e.g. the global threshold and turn-on voltage of OFETs (cf. Chapter 5). As a
consequence, controlling the density, type, and absolute height of grain boundaries plays an
important role for high mobilities, device efficiencies, and small device-to-device variations.
However, since controlling the emergence of grain boundaries still remains a challenge, this
chapter presents an alternative by introducing a technique to manipulate charge transport
across grain boundaries: Trapped electrons are expected to be excited over grain boundaries
upon illumination with light from the FIR and to contribute to a photocurrent.
This chapter presents the motivation and basic principles for measurements of this pho-
tocurrent in Section 6.1. Details on the sample fabrication and characterization prior to
photocurrent measurements are presented in Section 6.2. Section 6.3 presents and discusses
preliminary results, while Section 6.4 presents further steps that have to be taken to realize
their detection.
The results presented in this chapter were prepared with the help from C. Eckel, L. Kühner,
A. Seiler, F. Geisenhof, and F. Winterer.

6.1 Motivation
Organic semiconductors are built of organic molecules weakly bound by van der Waals
interactions [54]. The weak binding forces allow to process organic semiconductors from
solution or thermal evaporation at much smaller energies than inorganic materials, which
increases their economical and ecological advantages [163,164]. Especially thermal evaporation
is often the method of choice for large-scale applications, since the film thickness and
morphology can be tuned easily [3, 84]. However, films prepared from the gas phase always
consist of a high density of grain boundaries and these mainly affect the device performance
of organic field-effect transistors (OFETs), organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), and
organic solar cells, since they reduce, among others, the effective mobility of charge carriers
[39, 42, 68, 156, 165, 166]. While this impact of grain boundaries on charge transport is a
fundamental property of grain boundaries, independent of the material class [104,167,168],
just recently a decrease in grain-boundary resistance upon illumination with above-bandgap
light could be observed in polycrystalline ceramics [169]. This observation was explained by
enhanced ionic transport due to interband absorption at the grain boundaries. In organic
semiconductors, on the contrary, hopping between localized states is assumed to be the
prevailing transport mechanism across grain boundaries [45,49,51,52] (also cf. Section 2.3).
We suggest the hopping rate to equivalently increase upon illumination with light at or above
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)-level difference between grains and grain
boundaries.
We use the results of Chapter 4 (Publication P2), where this LUMO-level difference was
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quantified in terms of barrier heights or valley depths using Kelvin probe force microscopy.
Since they were found to range from approximately 10 to 100 meV, which corresponds to
light in the far infrared (FIR), the light source of a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer
and the setup is modified for Fourier transform photocurrent spectroscopy (FTPC). This
technique has already been proven powerful to investigate a variety of different materials,
such as InAs/AlSb quantum dots [144], ZnO films [145], bilayer or trilayer graphene [146,147],
or polycrystalline silicon [148,149].
Here, we present the necessary modifications to the setup for Fourier transform photocurrent
(FTPC) spectroscopy in monolayer-thin crystalline films and thicker polycrystalline films of
PDI1MPCN2, implemented in OFETs. We aim for investigating the photocurrent at different
charge-carrier densities, tuned by electrostatic gating in the sub-threshold regime, the range
where charge transport takes place, but energy barriers or valleys at grain boundaries are
still present [Publication P2].
With these investigations we hope to be able to answer the following questions in the future:
1. Can FTPC spectroscopy be used to identify grain boundaries and quantify their impact
on charge transport, especially in bulk-like materials, where grain boundaries typically act as
„hidden interfaces“? If yes, FTPC spectroscopy could support Kelvin probe force microscopy
(KPFM), which is able to detect grain boundaries, but only at the surface of bulk materials
or in thin layers. FTPC spectroscopy will then also be complementary to KPFM, since it
probes the optical properties of grain boundaries, especially the existence and lifetime of
excited states.
2. What are the prevalent excitation and transport mechanisms? The temperature dependence
of photoexcitation could give information about whether the states near grain boundaries are
really localized, as widely assumed, or if intraband absorption takes place.
3. Can the resistance of grain boundaries effectively be manipulated similar to the observations
made in the polyceramic material [169], and as a consequence, can light from the FIR help to
tune a device’s threshold voltage, mobility, stability, and/or efficiency?

6.2 Experimental Details
Sample Preparation

Monolayer-thin films of PDI1MPCN2 applied from solution or 25 nm-thick polycrystalline
layers of PDI1MPCN2 applied via thermal evaporation were integrated into bottom-gate
top-contact (BGTC) FETs as presented in Section 3.1. The extreme differences in grain size
of approximately three orders of magnitude between the two preparation methods are visible
in Figure 6.1. The large grain sizes in monolayer-thin films allow to apply source and drain
contacts such that a specific number of grain boundaries lies within the channel orthogonal
to the charge-transport direction, that is, zero, one, or several grain boundaries.

Electrical Characterization

The finalized samples were mounted on a sample holder, bonded and inserted into the
sample compartment of the spectrometer. After evacuating the sample compartment (approx.
1 mbar), the transfer curves were detected without illumination (i.e. the spectrometer light
beam was blocked) up to five times until the currents were stabilized and charges possibly
induced by the room light were extracted.
The following devices were used for electrical and photocurrent measurements: Two source-
measure units Keithley 2450 were used to apply DC voltages and measure small DC currents
down to 10−10 A. A preamplifier (Femto, DLPCA-200) was used to transform small currents
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Figure 6.1 Transistor channels of two selected devices. a, Polarized optical microscope (POM)
image of a monolayer-thin film applied from solution with 4 grain boundaries within the channel. b,
Polarized optical microscope image of a 25 nm-thick film applied via thermal evaporation. c, Atomic
force microscope image of the film shown in b.

into voltages with amplifications of 103 to 106 V
A . Either the full bandwidth of the signal

can be amplified, or frequencies above 10 Hz can be cut off by a low-pass filter. Even more,
DC offsets can be filtered out (so-called AC coupling). A lock-in amplifier (Stanford SR860)
was used to apply, measure and analyze alternating voltages, with possible frequencies up
to 500 kHz. Alternatively, an oscilloscope (Rohde&Schwarz RTB2000) was used to detect
time-dependent voltages with possible frequencies up to 300 MHz. Finally, an optical chopper
(Thorlabs MC2000B-EC) was used to modulate the intensity of the Fourier transform infrared
(FTIR) spectrometer’s light source with possible frequencies between 4 Hz and 10 kHz.
The electric setup for photocurrent measurements is presented in Section 6.3.

FTIR Spectroscopy

In this work, the light source and interferometer of a Bruker IFS66v/S were used and
the spectrometer was modified for photocurrent spectroscopy measurements as presented
before [144–150]. Its main principle, explicitly the generation of an interferogram, is described
in Section 3.4. For all FTIR and photocurrent measurements, a mirror velocity vmirror =
0.633 cm/s, spectral resolution of 1 cm−1 and aperture diameter of 12 mm was chosen.
The modifications applied to the setup are part of this work and presented in the following.

6.3 Toward Photocurrent Spectroscopy of Grain Boundaries in
Organic Thin-films

The principle of Fourier transform photocurrent spectroscopy is described in Section 3.4.
It is based on the assumption that a light beam modulated by an interferometer interacts
with the sample and thereby increases its conductivity. If the resulting increase in current is
detected and Fourier transformed, the resulting spectrum displays the wavelengths at which
light-matter interaction has taken place [144–150].
We will present the experiments conducted, aiming for measuring photocurrent spectroscopy
in organic thin-films in three steps: preliminary tests of isolated parts of the final experiment,
restrictions for device design and electrical wiring, and the development of an optimized setup
and measurement procedure.
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6.3.1 Preliminary Measurements

For a beginning, we checked whether the FTIR spectrometer was working at all by detecting
the spectrum of a known sample (air). The spectrum of air with its specific absorption
peaks at approx. 2300 cm−1 (contribution of CO2 vibrations) or between 3500 and 4000 cm−1

(H2O) [170] is displayed in Figure 6.2a and proof enough that the light source is emitting in
its typical range and the generation of an interferogram is possible. For measurements in the
FIR, a Mylar beamsplitter was used, which still yields a spectrum, proving the successful
recalibration after the beamsplitter change. However, at wavenumbers > 700 cm−1, the
detected spectrum visualizes that the Mylar absorbs most of the wavelengths and the KBr
beamsplitter has to be used, while the Mylar shows superior performance at wavenumbers
< 700 cm−1, the range in which the excitation of photocurrents is expected. We want to
emphasize that especially at wavenumbers below 300 cm−1, the deuterated L-alanine doped
triglycine sulfate (DLATGS) detector cuts off, which distorts the real transmission intensity
of the Mylar beamsplitter.
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Figure 6.2 Preliminary measurements to check the working principle of different parts of
the FTPC setup. a, Vibration spectrum of air detected using beamsplitters made of KBr or Mylar.
Due to the absorption bands of the Mylar at wavenumbers > 700 cm−1, the KBr beamsplitter shows
superior performance within this range, while at wavenumbers below 700 cm−1, the Mylar transmits
more light. Note that the detector cuts off small wavenumbers below 300 cm−1. b, Output signal of
the DLATGS detector and the optical chopper for a chopper frequency of fch = 10 Hz, detected with
an oscilloscope, time resolution 200 µs. c, Fast Fourier transform (FFT) amplitude of the detector
signal shown ina and two more measurements at chopper frequencies fch = 20, 40 Hz. d, Transfer
curves for two different devices performed at AC VDS with varying frequencies fLI. Settings for device 1
(L = 50 µm, W = 500 µm, compact lines): VDS = 0.5 V(DC) + 0.1 V(AC), time constant 100 ms, delay
0.1 s. Settings for device 2 (L = 200 µm, W = 500 µm, dashed lines): VDS = 1.5 V(DC) + 0.5 V(AC),
time constant 1 s, delay 0.10 s.
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As the photocurrent in organic thin films is expected to be rather small, the measurement
sensitivity is increased by including an optical chopper into the beam path and analyzing
the electric current at the chopper frequency fch. We first detected the resulting signal of
a known sample, namely the DLATGS detector, which creates a voltage upon illumination.
The time-dependent detector output (cf. Figure 6.2b) was recorded using an oscilloscope
and transformed by an FFT into the spectra displayed in Figure 6.2c. The spectra show the
most pronounced peaks at 10, 20, or 40 Hz depending on the chosen fch, proving the working
principle of modulating, detecting and transforming the light-source emission-spectrum.
After having tested the individual parts of the setup, we checked whether the devices in
principal work at alternating currents, like they are induced by a modulated light beam.
Therefore, we detected transfer curves with alternating drain voltages VDS at varying frequen-
cies fLI, presented in Figure 6.2c. As can be seen, small frequencies imitate the transfer
curves at DC voltages VDS best. This observation is independent of the DC offset of VDS, the
time constant, or the delay time (compare devices 1 and 2 in Figure 6.2). As a consequence,
we chose a chopper frequency of fch = 7 Hz for the following measurements.

6.3.2 Restrictions for Device and Experiment Design

First photocurrent measurements were performed on samples with an insulating layer of
300 nm SiO2 and PDI1MPCN2 monolayers, where a finite photocurrent in the range of 10−9 A
can be observed at small VGS (Figure 6.3a). The photocurrent decreases with increasing
VGS, which fits to the expectation that an increasing charge-carrier density decreases grain-
boundary barrier-heights (or valley depths) [Publication P2] and thereby suppresses excitation
across them. However, a photocurrent could no longer be detected when the laser beam
was blocked, leading to the conclusion that it is actually induced by the calibration-laser
beam rather than by the infrared light. To identify the absorbing material, we prepared
substrates without a semiconducting layer, but with evaporated source and drain contacts.
These devices (Figure 6.3b) yield even higher photocurrents, provided the substrates contain
a layer of silicon dioxide. On substrates with aluminum oxide, however, no detectable
photocurrent is generated, and the same holds when the laser is turned off. We conclude
that the observed photocurrent is neither generated by an increased transfer rate of charge
carriers nor originated in the organic semiconductor or the infrared light, but induced by the
interaction of the silicon dioxide with the laser beam. To eliminate this undesired interaction,
only samples with Al2O3 were prepared in the following, and/or the laser beam was blocked
right in front of the sample by a 1 mm-thick plate of high-density polyethylene (HD-PE),
which still transmits most of the desired wavenumbers between 80 and 800 cm−1 [141,142],
also compare Figure 6.3c.

While HD-PE blocks the laser beam and thereby eliminates undesired light-matter interac-
tions, it also decreases the transmitted FIR intensity. As a consequence, the photocurrent
amplitude decreases, leading to a smaller signal-to-noise ratio. To compensate this drawback,
three measures that increase the signal-to-noise level have been taken: first, we focused
the light beam onto the transistor channel and thereby increased the number of incoming
photons. Second, we increased the total absorption of the organic layer according to Beer’s
law [3,144] by investigating thicker layers of PDI1MPCN2 applied via thermal evaporation in
the following. Third, we used that the signal-to-noise ratio depends on the scan number n as√

n [144] and increased the number of detected modulation periods.
When speaking of modulation periods, we have to discuss all relevant time scales in FTPC
spectroscopy. Provided that the signal with respect to the noise level is high enough to be
detectable, the required time-resolution for the measurement devices is given by the smallest
features of the current interferogram, and these are in turn defined by the minimal wavelength
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Figure 6.3 Eliminating visible-light interaction with the sample substrate. a, Detected
photocurrent under different conditions of illumination on transistors with monolayers of PDI1MPCN2
and SiO2, L = 20 µm, W = 200 µm. b, Detected photocurrent on pure substrates with different
insulating layers (300 nm SiO2 or 30 nm Al2O3), for both devices L = 50 µm, W = 500 µm. c, FTIR
transmission spectrum in vacuum with and without HD-PE window. Note the logarithmic scale on
the y-axis.

(or the maximum energy) that shall be detected (also compare Equation (3.48) in Section 3.4):

∆t
!

≤ hc

4Emax · vmirror
= 498.7 µs

with h Planck’s constant, c the speed of light, and a maximum barrier height of 100 meV
[Publication P2], this resolution corresponds to approximately 2 kHz and can, from a technical
point of view, easily be resolved by the lock-in amplifier or the oscilloscope.
When additionally the amplitude of the interferogram is chopped (to exclude noise contribu-
tions in the detected current), fch has to be chosen such that at least one, preferably several,
interferograms are included within one illumination period. While one illumination period
duration is given by 1/fch, the time needed to detect one interferogram corresponds to the
time needed by the movable mirror to move between its maximum displacement positions.
With a mirror path length of l = 1/∆ν̃min = 1 cm (cf. Section 3.4), the interferogram is found
to be repeated after each 1.6 s. This means that, if the chopper frequency is in the order of 1
to 10 Hz, it always cuts part of the interferogram rather than including several periods of it.
Hence, the mirror velocity has to be increased to make spectroscopic measurements possible
at all.
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Figure 6.4 Setup and measurement principle of FTPC spectroscopy in operating FETs.
For details cf. main text.

6.3.3 Absolute Photocurrent in Polycrystalline Films

To take a step back, we now concentrate on simplified photocurrent measurements, in which
the light beam is not modulated into an interferogram (the scanner of the interferometer is
turned off), and only the absolute increase in the resulting current is detected. We use the
optimized setup and measurement principle displayed in Figure 6.4, which was developed
as a summary of all previous findings:

Transistors with 25 nm-thick, polycrystalline films of PDI1MPCN2 are connected to two
source-measure units Keithley 2450 to apply DC voltages VGS and VDS to the gate (G) and
drain (D), respectively. The gate and drain voltages are chosen such that a sufficient charge-
carrier density is induced into the channel to generate a small current flow, but not so high as to
decrease grain-boundary barrier-heights (or valley depths). This balance for the charge-carrier
density is equivalent to the sub-threshold region of the OFETs [Publication P2]. A constant
gate voltage within this regime is applied while the channel of the transistor is illuminated
with a modulation frequency of 7 Hz (chopped to increase the measurement sensitivity) for at
least 10 s. Within this duration, several modulation periods of the resulting current, composed
of a DC (IDS) and an AC part (Iph), are detected at the source electrode. From the source,
the signal is led to a preamplifier, freed from DC contributions and frequencies above 10 Hz,
amplified, and finally analyzed by a lock-in amplifier (Stanford SR860) or an oscilloscope
(Rohde&Schwarz RTB2000). If the oscilloscope is used to detect the time-dependent current,
VDS and VGS are applied manually, the time-dependent current is detected, and afterwards
Fourier transformed using the software Origin (for an exemplary set of data cf. Figure 6.5a).
The obtained FFT amplitude at fch was extracted and plotted for the corresponding gate
voltage, as displayed in Figure 6.5b. As this procedure corresponds to the principle of
a lock-in amplifier, its use offers a fully-automated analysis of photocurrent, albeit at the
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Figure 6.5 (Photo)current detected in a FET with a 25 nm-thick polycrystalline film and
L = 200 µm, W = 500 µm. a, Fourier transformations of raw data detected by the oscilloscope, from
which the amplitude at fch = 7 Hz was extracted and plotted in b). b Currents detected without
illumination (black) at constant VDS = 1.5 V (compact line) and alternating VDS = 1.5 VDC + 0.5 VAC
(dashed line), as well as with light modulation, detected using the lock-in amplifier (orange) and the
oscilloscope (blue).

expense of measurement time, because it needs additional communication time between the
devices and the measurement software.

Despite all achievements made so far, no photocurrent can be seen in Figure 6.5b. A
possible explanation is given by the polycrystallinity of the films with a high density of
grain boundaries that an electron has to overcome. Since grain boundaries are supposed to
be the location where photocurrent is generated, at first intuition more grain boundaries
should lead to a higher photocurrent. However, the opposite can also be the case, since
more grain boundaries can lead to higher contact resistances [35], thereby dampening the
measurement signal, an increased impact of random molecular orientation (whose contribution
on light absorption has not been considered yet), and an increase in required particle-particle
interactions.
To account for these effects, we also detected photocurrents in monolayer-thin films with
4 grain boundaries as well as in reference films without grain boundaries, displayed in
Figure 6.6. Since no difference for samples with (a) and without (b) grain boundaries
can be observed (other than a higher signal in a film with less grain boundaries if only the
lock-in measurements are compared), we will conclude this part with suggestions for further
improvements of our experiment.

6.4 Conclusion and Outlook
Many steps have been taken toward photocurrent spectroscopy in organic thin-films since the
beginning of this work, most of which are not presented here. These include mainly technical
details of the Fourier spectrometer, which had to be repaired after a long time of no usage
before the presented preliminary measurements could be performed. The achievements made
so far now allow to focus on further improvements in device and experimental design and
especially to concentrate on the underlying physics.
The next step that has to be taken is to increase the signal-to-noise ratio such that photocur-
rents can be measured. A very promising possibility is to perform a specific mode of IR
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spectroscopy, the so-called attenuated total reflection (ATR), with which vibrational modes
of a small-molecule self-assembled monolayer (SAM) could already be detected [57]. ATR is a
very surface-sensitive method, since it induces evanescent modes at the interface between the
sample surface and a waveguide. The material of the waveguide thereby defines the accessible
light range; for FIR silicon crystals are typically used [139]. The detailed principles of ATR
are beyond the scope of this work but can be read in detail e.g. in the textbook by Griffiths
and de Haseth [137].
While performing photocurrent spectroscopy under ATR is most promising, it also increases
the demands on device design. Easier ways to increase the signal-to-noise ratio are to increase
the scan number by increasing the mirror velocity, decreasing the globar temperature to shift
its emission spectrum to larger wavelengths (compare Equation (3.45)), or to test whether a
Hg-arc lamp offers better results.
Besides increasing the signal-to-noise ratio, one main question that should be addressed in
future experiments is, what are the physical processes possibly leading to a photocurrent
across grain boundaries? In this regard, the proposed excitation across grain boundaries
differs fundamentally from all existing models of photocurrent (cf. Section 2.3), such as the
inner photoelectric effect, where excitation across the optical band-gap upon absorption of
visible light takes place, or photoionization, which probes the work function or ionization po-
tential by ultraviolet light or X-rays. Photocurrents across grain boundaries, however, do not
probe a band edge, but excite electrons into energetically higher states, presumably localized
states. Since this idea is based on the assumption that hopping transport takes place across
grain boundaries, which is facilitated by higher temperatures and/or smaller grain-boundary
densities, it will be interesting to detect photocurrents at varying temperatures and varying
densities of grain boundaries. The latter can be tuned in evaporated films by varying the
evaporation conditions [53,61].
On the other hand, temperature-dependent photocurrent-measurements could prove if en-
ergetic excited states near grain boundaries are really localized and hopping occurs across
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grain boundaries, or if intraband absorption takes place.
To prove that illumination with far infrared light does not heat the semiconductor, lattice
and molecular vibrations have to be investigated using Raman spectroscopy or FTIR spec-
troscopy, which would be especially interesting if performed simultaneously to photocurrent
spectroscopy. This, however, requires an optical detector working in a very broad wavenumber
range from 80 cm−1 (lower limit of photocurrent spectroscopy) to 4000 cm−1 (upper limit of
IR spectroscopy), as well as a substrate that is either transmittive or reflective within this
range.
We see that, once we make it work, photocurrent spectroscopy is likely to be a powerful
tool to deepen the understanding on the fundamental transport mechanisms across grain
boundaries in organic semiconductors.
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So far, the role of grain boundaries in organic semiconductors have been investigated (Chap-
ters 4-6). However, grain boundaries can be found in all types of well-ordered, crystalline
materials, as e.g. MOFs (cf. Section 2.5). This chapter presents the structural, optical,
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ABSTRACT: The development of layer-oriented two-dimensional
conjugated metal−organic frameworks (2D c-MOFs) enables
access to direct charge transport, dial-in lateral/vertical electronic
devices, and the unveiling of transport mechanisms but remains a
significant synthetic challenge. Here we report the novel synthesis
of metal-phthalocyanine-based p-type semiconducting 2D c-MOF
films (Cu2[PcM−O8], M = Cu or Fe) with an unprecedented edge-
on layer orientation at the air/water interface. The edge-on
structure formation is guided by the preorganization of metal-
phthalocyanine ligands, whose basal plane is perpendicular to the
water surface due to their π−π interaction and hydrophobicity.
Benefiting from the unique layer orientation, we are able to
investigate the lateral and vertical conductivities by DC methods
and thus demonstrate an anisotropic charge transport in the resulting Cu2[PcCu−O8] film. The directional conductivity studies
combined with theoretical calculation identify that the intrinsic conductivity is dominated by charge transfer along the interlayer
pathway. Moreover, a macroscopic (cm2 size) Hall-effect measurement reveals a Hall mobility of ∼4.4 cm2 V−1 s−1 for the obtained
Cu2[PcCu−O8] film. The orientation control in semiconducting 2D c-MOFs will enable the development of various optoelectronic
applications and the exploration of unique transport properties.

■ INTRODUCTION

Layered two-dimensional conjugated metal−organic frame-
works (2D c-MOFs) have emerged as a new generation of
MOF materials featured with strong in-plane conjugation and
weak out-of-plane van der Waals force.1−4 The current
development of 2D c-MOFs with conjugated redox-active
ligands (e.g., benzene, triphenylene, coronene, and phthalo-
cyanine (Pc) derivatives) and square planar metal-complex
linkages (e.g., MNH4, MO4, MS4, and M3S3; M is metal)3,5−7

has demonstrated that the electrical conductivities and charge
mobilities could reach up to 102 S cm−1 and ∼220 cm2 V−1 s−1

at room temperature, respectively.8,9 These results highlight
the potential for high electrical conductivity or high mobility
2D c-MOFs as attractive active layers in electronic and
spintronic devices, such as field-effect transistors (FETs),10

superconductors,11 chemiresistive sensors,12 thermoelec-
tronics,13 photodetectors,14 battery electrodes,15 capacitor
electrodes,16 ferromagnetic semiconductors,17,18 and non-
magnetic spacers in spin valves.19

Despite extensive progress in this field, the nature of charge
transport that mainly refers to the structure and electrical
property relationship has remained elusive.20,21 Particularly,

the fundamental understanding of the anisotropic transport
mechanism in these van der Waals conducting materials is still
ambiguous. In the previous reports, a great effort was devoted
to exploring electronic properties via the intralayer (basal
plane) pathway because it was believed that the high
conductivity of 2D c-MOFs depended critically on the full π-
electron delocalization in the 2D conjugated plane.2,22−25 In
this context, the contribution from interlayer coupling (π−π
stacking) received much less attention. However, recent
advances demonstrated that long-range charge transport in
these layer-stacked framework materials could be primarily
mediated via π−π stacking order.8,26 Therefore, the observa-
tion of π−π stacking contributions to efficient charge transport
in 2D c-MOFs has opened yet other pathways to explore the
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nature of charge transport and improve their electronic
properties.27−29 Nevertheless, the control of the layer
orientation in 2D c-MOF film by exploiting the anisotropic
character is urgently needed to direct the charge transport
along the interlayer or intralayer pathway and dial-in lateral/
vertical electronic devices as well as further unveil the transport
mechanism but has so far remained unexplored due to the
challenge in synthesis.30,31

In this work, we demonstrate a novel strategy for the
synthesis of unprecedented edge-on layer-oriented Cu2[PcM−
O8] (M = Cu or Fe) 2D c-MOF films at an air/water interface
by employ ing (2 ,3 ,9 ,10 ,16 ,17 ,23 ,24-oc tahydroxy
phthalocyaninato)metal (PcCu−OH8 or PcFe−OH8) as
ligands and square planar metal−bis(dihydroxy) complex as
a linkage. The π−π stacking and hydrophobic interaction could
induce an ordered preorganization of the ligands with an edge-
on geometry on the water surface, which is crucial to enable
the 2D coordination to the water surface. The resulting
Cu2[PcCu−O8] film with edge-on structure exhibits a
thickness of ∼20 nm and ∼600 nm sized crystal domains
and shows a room temperature conductivity of ∼5.6 × 10−4 S
cm−1 and a Hall mobility of ∼4.4 cm2 V−1 s−1 based on a
macroscopic van der Pauw pattern. Lateral and vertical
measurements further reveal the directional charge transport
feature in this edge-on 2D c-MOF film; i.e., the lateral
conductivity (∼2 × 10−3 S cm−1 by two-probe) is 2−3 orders
of magnitude higher than the vertical one (10−6−10−5 S cm−1

by conducting atomic force microscopy and two-probe). The
theoretical calculation for Cu2[PcCu−O8] shows that a higher
dispersion of the valence bands is determined along the
interlayer pathway compared with that along the intralayer
pathway, supporting that the intrinsic conductivity is
dominated by the charge transfer along the interlayer pathway.
This work sheds light on controlling the crystalline orientation
of 2D c-MOF films toward future high-performance optoelec-
tronic devices as well as exploring unique charge transport
properties.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Design, Synthesis, and Characterization. The first step

in our study was to select suitable organic ligands to fulfill the
criteria that their molecular orientations can be controlled on
the water surface. In principle, the molecular packing of metal-
phthalocyanine (PcM) on the water surface can be precisely
controlled by considering the intermolecular distance and
molecular orientations through the modification of the
substituents.32,33 Thereby, we consider that the combination
of the supramolecular chemistry of PcM with the interface-
assisted polymerization9,34 would provide a possible strategy to
prepare oriented 2D c-MOFs films. Toward this end, a ligand
of (2,3,9,10,16,17,23,24-octahydroxy phthalocyaninato)copper
(PcCu−OH8) was employed for the synthesis of edge-on
layer-oriented Cu2[PcCu−O8] film at the air/water interface,
as illustrated in Figure 1a. The surface pressure−mean

Figure 1. Synthesis and morphology of Cu2[PcM−O8]. (a) Synthetic scheme and atomic model of Cu2[PcM−O8] (M = Cu or Fe). Gray, red,
blue, and white spheres represent Cu, O, N, and C atoms, respectively. (b) HRTEM image of the self-assembly of PcCu−OH8. (c) SAED pattern
of the self-assembly of PcCu−OH8. (d) SEM image of the Cu2[PcCu−O8] film. (e) AFM image of the Cu2[PcCu−O8] film. (f) Size distribution of
Cu2[PcCu−O8] crystals. Over 100 crystals were used for statistical analysis.
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molecular area (π−A) isotherm was first recorded by the
Langmuir−Blodgett (LB) technique to understand the
molecular packing of PcCu−OH8 through compression on
the water surface. As shown in Figure S1, through the
compression, we observed a sharp rising of surface pressure
when the mean molecular area reached ∼36 Å2, revealing a
transformation of molecular packing from the gas phase to the
crystal phase.33 To our delight, this achieved average space per
molecule is consistent with the theoretical cross-section area
per PcCu−OH8 (35.7 Å2),35 which strongly suggests that the
PcCu−OH8 molecules are arranged with the basal plane
perpendicular to the water surface.36,37 One would expect that
part of the hydrophilic (−OH) groups orient toward the water
surface, while the hydrophobic phthalocyanine macrocycles
tend to leave out of the subphase, thereby forcing the PcCu−
OH8 molecules to energy-favorably stand on the water
surface.38,39

Subsequently, we explored the self-assembly of PcCu−OH8
ligands at higher density on the water surface. Typically, a
volume of 200 μL of freshly prepared solution of PcCu−OH8
(0.47 mM) in chloroform/DMF (2:1 in volume) was spread
onto the water surface in a 28 cm2 sized beaker under ambient
conditions. The density of PcCu−OH8 molecules in the beaker
reached ∼3.4 × 10−6 mmol cm−2, which is ∼7.8-fold higher
than that of the LB monolayer (4.37 × 10−7 mmol cm−2). After
30 min self-assembly of PcCu−OH8, a green film was formed
on the water surface, which could be readily transferred onto

other substrates (Figure S2a). Remarkably enough, trans-
mission electron microscopy (TEM) images reveal an ordered
2D network with a linear lattice (Figure 1b and Figure S2b).
The selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns display
diffraction dots with the nearest reflection at 0.58 nm−1 and
diffusive arcs at 3.0 nm−1, corresponding to ∼1.73 and 0.33 nm
in real space, respectively (Figure 1c). These results manifest
that, before the coordination polymerization, the PcCu−OH8
ligands were preorganized into ordered 2D networks with
edge-on stacking on the water surface.
Encouraged by the above result, we then performed the

coordination polymerization of preorganized PcCu−OH8
ligands on the water surface by adding the solution of
copper(II) acetate and sodium acetate into the water subphase.
The coordination polymerization was kept at 20 °C under
ambient conditions for 18 h, affording a black film on the water
surface. The achieved Cu2[PcCu−O8] film on the water
surface was transferred horizontally onto various substrates
(e.g., h-BN, SiO2/Si, TEM grid) for morphological and
structural characterizations. The scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and optical microscopy (OM) images show a
macroscopically homogeneous film with a size over cm2

(Figure 1d and Figure S3). Atomic force microscopy (AFM)
(Figure 1e) and TEM images (Figure 2a and Figure S4)
demonstrate that the resultant films are composed of flat
crystalline nanosheets with a thickness of ∼20 nm and the
lateral size of hundreds of nanometers (Figure 1f).

Figure 2. Structural characterization of Cu2[PcCu−O8]. (a) TEM image of the Cu2[PcCu−O8] film. The yellow circle marks the position of the
selected-area aperture. (b) SAED pattern from the circular region. (c) AC-HRTEM image of Cu2[PcCu−O8]. Inset: fast Fourier transform (FFT)
image. (d) Enlarged image of (c) with the structure model overlaid. (e) GIWAXS diffraction pattern of Cu2[PcCu−O8] film. (f) Experimental and
calculated GIWAXS intensity profiles of Cu2[PcCu−O8]. (g) The proposed model and GIWAXS measurement geometry. αf: exit angle; β: in-plane
angle. The model shows the preferential edge-on orientation and AA-inclined stacking of Cu2[PcCu−O8] on the substrate.
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Attenuated total reflection Fourier transform infrared (ATR-
FTIR) spectroscopy of the Cu2[PcCu−O8] film reveals a full
vanishing of the OH modes (∼3200 cm−1) from PcCu−OH8,
indicating high conversion of the monomer (Figure S5a). The
Raman spectra of Cu2[PcCu−O8] manifest the absence of OH
peaks in the range of 2900−3200 cm−1, which suggests the
efficient coordination between Cu and O ions (Figure S5b).
The high degree of copper−oxygen coordination was further
demonstrated by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and
SEM-energy dispersed X-ray spectroscopy mapping (SEM-
EDX) studies, which show a Cu:O ratio of 1:2.6 (Figure S6)
and 1:2.5 (Figure S7), respectively, corresponding to the ideal
composition (Cu:O = 1:2.67). X-ray absorption near-edge
structure (XANES) was employed to further analyze the
chemical state of Cu atoms in Cu2[PcCu−O8] (Figure S8a).
The Cu K-edge of XANES in Cu2[PcCu−O8] is different from
those of CuO, Cu2O, and Cu foil. The pre-edge feature in
Cu2[PcCu−O8] originates from the transition of 1s core
electrons to hybridized orbitals of 3d. The recorded extended
X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra show that
there is one prominent peak at ∼1.52 Å from the Cu−O
contribution in Cu2[PcCu−O8] (Figure S8b). Another
contrast sample CuO exhibits two different predominant
peaks at ∼1.56 and ∼2.49 Å, which arise from Cu−O and Cu−
Cu bonds, respectively. These results prove the formation of
square planar complexes through the coordination of PcCu−

OH8 and Cu ions, and the presence of metal oxides (such as
CuO) in the Cu2[PcCu−O8] can be excluded. The UV/vis
spectra of the Cu2[PcCu−O8] film on a quartz substrate reveal
an optical band gap of ∼1.17 eV (also see Tauc plots of (αhv)2

vs hv, Figure S9).
Crystallinity and Molecular Orientation. Detailed

insight into the local crystallinity and molecular orientation
of the Cu2[PcCu−O8] film was achieved from the SAED and
aberration-corrected high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (AC-HRTEM) imaging. The SAED pattern
displays a line of sharp reflections and two diffusive arcs
(Figure 2a, b). The nearest reflections were found at 0.57 nm−1

corresponding to 1.75 nm in real space, agreeing with the AA-
inclined atomic models of Cu2[PcCu−O8] derived by density
functional theory (DFT) calculations (Figures S10 and S11).
The diffusive arcs fit nicely into a ring with a radius of 3.0
nm−1, i.e., 0.33 nm, which is in agreement with the π−π
stacking distance. The SAED patterns acquired on isolated flat
domains illustrate well-defined crystallographic orientation
(Figure S12), revealing the crystalline nature of the ∼600
nm sized nanosheets. As shown in Figure 2c, the AC-HRTEM
image presents a highly ordered linear arrangement with a
lattice distance of 1.75 nm. In the enlarged image, fine fringes
with a distance of 0.33 nm have been observed, corresponding
well to the π−π stacking distance (Figure 2d). The FFT
pattern is in excellent agreement with the SAED patterns

Figure 3. Directional charge transport measurement of Cu2[PcCu−O8] films using different configurations of measurement techniques. (a)
Schematic diagrams of electrical conductivity measurements on Cu2[PcCu−O8] in macroscopic devices via van der Pauw geometry (left) and in
the vertical direction (right). The lateral contact separation for the van der Pauw device was ∼1 cm, and the contact area in the vertical device was
∼1.3 × 10−3 cm2. (b) Electrical conductivity of Cu2[PcCu−O8] as a function of temperature ranging from 256 to 310 K measured by the van der
Pauw method. (c) Magnetic field dependence of the Hall resistance by measuring the changes of the electrical resistance in an applied field (from
−4 to 4 T) at 300 K. (d) Conductivity derived from the vertical device. (e) Plot of the conductivity vs film thickness for vertical devices. (f)
Schematic diagram of the device for local lateral (left) and vertical c-AFM measurements (right). (g) Conductivity derived from the local
measurements. (h) Direction-dependent electrical conductivity of Cu2[PcCu−O8] at 300 K.
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measured on different crystal domains, suggesting that there is
a preferential interlayer π−π stacking direction with an angle of
75° relative to the intralayer conjugation direction.
To probe the layer orientation and stacking of the

Cu2[PcCu−O8] film on a macroscopic scale, we further
performed a grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering
(GIWAXS) analysis. Figure 2e shows the 2D GIWAXS pattern
of a Cu2[PcCu−O8] film. The in-plane intensity profile reveals
a π−π stacking peak (001) at 1.90 Å−1 (Figure 2f), indicating a
preference of Cu2[PcCu−O8] for the edge-on orientation
(Table S1). Furthermore, in the out-of-plane direction, three
Bragg diffraction peaks with higher scattering intensities are
observed at Qz = 0.36, 0.72, and 1.43 Å−1 ((100), (200), and
(400)). The intensity profile resolved in the samples supports
the AA-inclined stacking (Figure 2g). Thus, the measured
GIWAXS data combined with DFT calculations confirm that
Cu2[PcCu−O8] has square unit cells with a = b = 1.81 nm
(1.75/sin(75°)) and an interlayer distance of ∼0.33 nm.
Inspired by the above success, we further extended the

synthetic strategy toward another edge-on layer-oriented
Cu2[PcFe-O8] film using the (2,3,9,10,16,17,23,24-octahy-
droxy phthalocyaninato)iron (PcFe−OH8) ligand. The prep-
aration condition is identical to the synthesis of the
Cu2[PcCu−O8] film. As shown in Figure S13, the measured
π−A isotherm for PcFe−OH8 is consistent with that for
PcCu−OH8, revealing that the molecules are vertically
oriented on the water surface. The crystallinity and preferred
orientation of the as-prepared Cu2[PcFe-O8] film are
confirmed from the analysis by TEM imaging and SAED
pattern (Figure S14). The results elucidate unambiguously that
the crystalline Cu2[PcFe−O8] film exhibits a preferred edge-on
orientation with a π−π stacking distance of 0.31 nm.
Charge Transport Properties. Benefiting from the

achieved edge-on orientation in the layered Cu2[PcCu−O8]
film, we investigated the charge transport properties along the
lateral and vertical directions. Figure 3a presents the electrical
measurements performed on a macroscopic Cu2[PcCu−O8]
film (thickness ∼100 nm) along the lateral direction through
the van der Pauw method (Schemes S1 and S2). The linear I−
V curve was recorded to verify the Ohmic contact (Figure
S15). From those measurements, the lateral conductivity was
derived to be 5.6 × 10−4 S cm−1 at 300 K (Figure 3b).
Variable-temperature conductivity measurements show a
nonlinear increase of electrical conductivity from 256 to 310
K. The conductivity (σ) plotted versus T−1 presents a
nonlinear relationship at this temperature range (Figure
S16), which reveals thermal activation contributions to the
conductivity. Activation energies (Ea) were derived from fitting
the Arrhenius plot, which is expressed as σ(T) = σ0 exp[−(Ea/
kBT] (kB is the Boltzmann constant). The fitted result for Ea of
the measurement is determined to be ∼285 meV, indicating a
typical semiconducting feature of Cu2[PcCu−O8] films. The
charge carrier mobility was further evaluated by measuring the
Hall resistance (RHall) under magnetic field (H) based on the
van der Pauw pattern (method seen in the Supporting
Information and Schemes S3 and S4). As shown in Figure
3c, the Hall effect measurement shows a linear relationship of
the Hall resistance RHall vs the perpendicular magnetic field H.
Moreover, the polarity of the Hall coefficient indicates a p-type
semiconducting behavior of Cu2[PcCu−O8]. The hole
concentration is calculated as ∼7.33 × 1014 cm−3, and the
corresponding Hall mobility reaches 4.4 ± 0.7 cm2 V−1 s−1.
Note that the arrangement of the edge-on oriented

Cu2[PcCu−O8] nanosheets in the horizontal direction is
random. To elucidate the influence of such anisotropic nature
on the charge transport in the lateral direction, we measured
10 two-probe devices with a channel length of 300 μm. As
shown in Figure S17, all the contrast samples display consistent
conductivity values (∼3 × 10−4 S cm−1).
We further fabricated vertical devices and investigated the

charge transport along the vertical direction as shown in Figure
3a (right) and Figure S18. For better comparability, the
contact resistance was determined by transmission line
measurements to ∼2600 Ω cm and extracted from the
detected data. The resulting conductivity of the Cu2[PcCu−
O8] film in the vertical direction is on the order of ∼10−6 S
cm−1 and therefore 2 orders of magnitude smaller than in the
lateral direction as detected by the van der Pauw measure-
ments (Figure 3d). Besides, to exclude that shorts are
measured between the top and bottom contacts with a contact
area of 1.3 × 10−3 cm2, the film thickness was varied between
20 and 250 nm, and all the contrast samples provided
consistent conductivity values (Figure 3e).
To reduce the impact of grain boundaries on the long-range

transport, we built devices with smaller dimensions (sub-
micrometers). For the analysis of transport in the lateral
direction, FET devices were fabricated with h-BN as part of the
gate dielectric as shown in Figure 3f (left). Here, the contacts
with distances between 100 and 500 nm and widths of 8 μm
were patterned using electron-beam lithography (Figure S19
and Scheme S5). Figure 3g (red circles) shows the resulting
conductivity of one representative contact pair (400 nm) on
the order of 2 × 10−3 S cm−1, representing charge transport
through only very few domains and grain boundaries.
For the analysis of local charge transport in the vertical

direction, conductive AFM (c-AFM) was conducted on 20 nm
thick Cu2[PcCu−O8] films applied on a silver substrate
(Figure 3f (right), Schemes S6 and S7). Again, this technique
was chosen to prevent short currents from being measured.
Voltages of 1, 2, 3, and 4 V were applied to the tip, and the
resulting local current in the contact area of ∼100 nm2 (ref 40)
was recorded simultaneously with the film topography (Figure
S20). To estimate an upper value for the conductivity, only the
highest positions within a scan were evaluated. Here, the least
steep curvature guarantees good contact, and the film thickness
can be determined by the detected height with a smaller
uncertainty compared to lower-lying positions. The resulting
vertical conductivities are on the order of 10−6−10−5 S cm−1

(Figure 3g, green balls).The local measurements, while
including contact resistances, are consistent with the macro-
scopic measurements, as both suggest that the lateral
conductivity is 102∼103-fold higher than that along the vertical
direction (Figure 3h). Therefore, it can be concluded that
neither grain boundaries nor contact resistance is the main
limiting factor for determining the charge transport of
Cu2[PcCu−O8] film but that it stems from its intrinsic
anisotropic charge transport feature. Clearly, we can attribute
such anisotropic behavior to the preferential charge transport
along the layer-stacking direction. These results highlight the
importance of controlling the stacking direction in MOF films
for the implementation in electrical devices.

Theoretical Calculation of Electronic Structures. To
further understand the charge transport nature and the
structure−charge transport correlation, we employed DFT to
calculate the electronic structures of Cu2[PcCu−O8]. The
charge density difference map of monolayer and multilayer
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Cu2[PcCu−O8], combined with Bader charge analysis,
demonstrates that the main charge density redistribution
happens at the Cu−O4 moiety (Figures S21 and S22). As
shown in Figure 4a and 4b, the calculated electronic band
structures for the monolayer and multilayer Cu2[PcCu−O8]
present notable differences along the intralayer and interlayer
directions. The band structure of a monolayer Cu2[PcCu−O8]
with optimized geometry shows no dispersion in both
conduction and valence bands near the Fermi level, implying
that charge transport for the monolayer is practically null
because of an extremely large effective mass for charge carriers.
The π-electrons are trapped within the PcCu−OH8 moiety. In
addition, the presence of defects originating from the
uncoordinated Cu-site at the edge of Cu2[PcCu−O8] also
contributes to breaking the electron delocalization (Figure
S23).41 The localization of electron density causes flat bands
and thus hampers the charge transport within the monolayer.
Besides, the bands near to the Fermi level could be easily
thermally populated with holes, indicating a typical p-type
semiconducting behavior with a bandgap of ∼0.35 eV.
Contrary to the monolayer, the energy band diagram of the
AA-inclined stacking Cu2[PcCu−O8] shows a small bandgap
of 0.03 eV and a band dispersion of 0.19 eV along the
interlayer direction (Γ−Z direction). The higher dispersion of
the valence bands indicates a higher hole mobility along the
interlayer direction compared with the intralayer direction. As
shown in Figure 4c, the plot of the conductivity at constant
relaxation time reveals that the intralayer conductivity is much
lower than the interlayer one, thus further supporting the
anisotropic transport property.42 In association with the DFT
calculations and the experimental finding, we conclude that the
charge transport of the Cu2[PcCu−O8] film is preferential
along the interlayer direction and essentially limited along the
intralayer direction, as illustrated in Figure 4d.

■ CONCLUSION

In summary, we have demonstrated a novel strategy for the
synthesis of edge-on layer-oriented 2D c-MOF films employing
the preorganized PcM ligands at the air/water interface. The
macroscopic Hall effect and vertical device measurements as
well as local charge transport studies by two-probe and c-AFM
methods were employed for unveiling the anisotropic charge
transport feature of Cu2[PcCu−O8]. Notably, a Hall mobility
of 4.4 ± 0.7 cm2 V−1 s−1 was determined, and the resolved
lateral conductivity was 2−3 orders of magnitude higher than
the vertical one, revealing that the electrical transport of
Cu2[PcCu−O8] is dominated primarily by the stacking
direction. The strategy of combining the ligand design and
interface-assisted synthesis provides a unique route to control
the layer orientation in conducting 2D c-MOFs, which can
allow directional charge transport studies and the development
of specific optoelectronic devices.
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8 Conclusion and Outlook

Due to their detrimental effect on the performance of semiconductor devices, grain boundaries
in organic semiconductors have received significant research attention over the last years.
While the direct relation between the number of grain boundaries (or the grain size) and the
device efficiency and charge-carrier mobility is nowadays widely acknowledged [36–38,40,156],
the fundamental processes of charge-carrier trapping and detrapping, exciton recombination
and site degradation are still not well understood. To shed more light onto the intrinsic
nature of grain boundaries, their emergence, electric and opto-electronic properties, and how
they affect device parameters, this work presented a summary of the state of the art, followed
by the investigation of grain boundaries in a specific organic semiconductor.

From a structural point of view, grain boundaries are mostly assumed to be accompa-
nied by a change in molecular orientation. However, depending on the film thickness, such
grain-grain interfaces can either be one-dimensional in two-dimensional organic films—in this
case, the grain boundaries are thin and not accompanied by a change in film thickness—,
two-dimensional (referred to as „void“), or three-dimensional („crevice“) [42,51].
This work concentrates on grain boundaries in mono- to bilayer-thin films of the n-type
organic semiconductor PDI1MPCN2 [53]. These films are atomically flat, even across grain
boundaries, which leads to the conclusion that most grain boundaries are one-dimensional
meeting points of grains with different molecular orientations. This demands a measure-
ment technique other than AFM in tapping mode to localize and quantify grain boundaries.
Therefore, we used KPFM in the first part of this work and investigated the locally-resolved
surface potential of single grains and grain boundaries. Depending on their surface-potential
distribution with respect to the surrounding grains, the grain boundaries could be divided
into two energetically different types, namely barriers and valleys.
By comparing variations in thin-film application, films with only barriers or valleys could
be applied. As a consequence, it will be possible in the future to control the prevalent
energy landscape within a semiconducting film of PDI1MPCN2. A mixture of the modified
preparation techniques even resulted in films with both types of grain boundaries, which was
the first experimental proof that energy barriers and valleys can coexist in the same film.
This coexistence is not only notable as it implies that the processing conditions alone do
not define the energetic appearance of grain boundaries, but it also underlines the necessity
to differ between grain boundaries that trap and grain boundaries that backscatter charge
carriers (in this case electrons).
Finally, we investigated the barrier height / valley depth for different charge-carrier densities
in the semiconductor, which we tuned by electrostatic gating (electrons) and optical excita-
tion (holes). It could be observed that barriers and valleys, as well as energetic variations
within single grains, vanish in the potential of trapped charges if the charge-carrier density is
increased toward the operation regime of field-effect transistors. However, in the working
regime of OLEDs or organic solar-cells, grain boundaries are still significant, which demands
for further investigation of grain boundaries.

The second part of this thesis advanced from electrostatic to time-dependent KPFM at
three different classes of sites, namely a grain, a valley and a barrier. At each site, the
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evolution of the surface potential was detected while successively increasing (decreasing) the
gate voltage in an OFET, thereby simulating the transition from its „off“ state to its „on“
state (from „on“ to „off“). The related transition from a time-independent to exponentially
time-dependent surface potential allowed to extract local turn-on and threshold voltages for
each of the sites and to compare it to global device parameters.
While the experiments presented in this chapter need repetition on more samples for reason-
able statistics, the results give first evidence that single local impurities define the properties
of the whole device, especially hysteresis effects and the turn-on and threshold voltages.
However, not all impurities affect these global device parameters to the same extent, but they
depend more on the properties detected at valleys. This observation fits well to the suggestions
made from simulations and conductive AFM, which proposed that (deep) valleys form a
conductive path through which charge transport takes place. The results may also help to
understand device-to-device variabilities typical for organic-semiconductor devices, since not
only the number of grain boundaries, but also their type and depth/height has to be controlled.

Controlling the emergence of grain boundaries, their type and especially their height, however,
still poses one of the main challenges in the field of organic semiconductors. Therefore,
the third chapter of this work proposed an alternative to eliminating grain boundaries in
organic thin-films by manipulating charge transport across grain boundaries by illumination.
Similar to the photoexcitation of currents in optically-active devices, photons with energies
corresponding to the barrier height or valley depth may be absorbed and provide the energy
needed to excite an electron out of a valley or over a barrier. In this case, the electric current
across grain boundaries can not only be enhanced, but this method will also help to localize
and quantify grain boundaries, even in bulk-like materials where KPFM fails since it is a
surface-sensitive technique.
With this aim, a setup was built for photocurrent-spectroscopy measurements, starting from
a commercial Fourier transform infrared spectrometer. Its working principle and light source
were used, because the absolute height of grain boundaries corresponds to the energy of the
far-infrared range.
They preliminary results show that the setup is working, while absolute photocurrents, not
to mention photocurrent spectra, could not be measured yet. Since the photocurrents are
expected to lie below the noise level, the conclusion and outlook of this chapter present
several suggestions to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and make photocurrents detectable.

Besides the concrete suggestions for further experiments made in the respective chapters,
the results demand further investigations of grain boundaries in monolayer thin-films of
PDI1MPCN2.
The first and most important question to be addressed is: Why and how do energy barriers
and valleys emerge? This question includes structural differences between energy barriers
and valleys. As an example, it is widely accepted that the change in molecular orientation
determines the grain-boundary resistance, or valley depth, respectively [42,48]. However, this
relationship could not be verified by simulations on energetic barriers [48]. To address this
question, experiments beyond the ones presented in this work are necessary, since KPFM
was not able to simultaneously detect the surface potential of grain boundaries and the
molecular orientation within surrounding grains. Combined experiments of KPFM and
confocal photo-luminescence microscopy as presented in Reference [59] at the very same grain
boundaries should help to examine the impact of the orientation change on the absolute and
relative grain-boundary height (or depth).
KPFM could also be used to investigate the mechanisms of device degradation at grain bound-
aries, since the surface potential is expected to change if impurities are trapped within the
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semiconductor, or molecules are oxidized. In a simple experiment, transport measurements and
KPFM measurements could be alternated with storage in air, vacuum or nitrogen atmosphere.

As a next step, it will be interesting to investigate which device parameters other than
the threshold voltage are determined by local impurities. Specific focus should lie on the
activation energy, which is typically measured in global transport measurements, but de-
fined as the energy to excite an electron out of a localized state. Recent simulations by
Meier et al. [52] suggest that the activation energy is less affected by the type than by the
grain-boundary depth/height, since deep valleys lead to a different pathway through the
semiconductor than shallow valleys. Even more, data simulated by coworkers, as well as first
temperature-dependent transport-measurements, presented in the Appendix of this work,
suggest that the number of grain boundaries also plays an important role. These data are
given as a starting point for promising examinations of the impact of grain boundaries on the
activation energy in the future.

Finally, similar investigations as shown within this work on another semiconductor molecule
would be interesting to conduct. If one or several findings of this work can be reproduced in
films of a different molecule, their general interest for the field of organic electronics will be
further supported.
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Appendix

A Influence of Grain Boundaries on the Activation Energy
This section presents a project that aims to investigate the impact of grain boundaries on the
activation energy in thin-film transistors of PDI1MPCN2. The project was started, but could
not be finished due to difficulties in sample preparation and out of personal reasons. However,
the work done so far will be summarized here as a give-away for future researchers in this
project.

A.1 Motivation

As we have seen, it is widely accepted that grain boundaries affect the performance of
semiconducting devices, above all the mobility [156,171], but also the on-off ratio [68], turn-
on and threshold voltages [68, 126, 154, 155], as well as the channel and contact resistance
[42,43,126,165]. Few works also report that the activation energy is affected [68]. However, it
is so-far unclear, whether the number, the type, the height, or a combination of all influence
the activation energy. Simulations on the activation energy reveal a clear correlation with the
number of grain boundaries, as long as all grain boundaries act as valleys (cf. Figure A.1b).
This finding also fits with recently published simulations by Meier et al. [52].
The results of these simulations serve as a starting point for the measurements presented in
this section, where the number of grain boundaries within the conductive channel of TFTs
was varied and the activation energy was determined.

Figure A.1 Simulated mobilities (a) and activation energies (b) for varying grain-boundary
densities. The number of grains is increased within a fixed area of the conductive channel. The
grains are either valleys and barriers, or only valleys, as denoted in the legends. The data were
simulated by Michael Kühn, details on the simulations are presented in the Supporting Information of
Reference [48].
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A.2 Technical Details

Sample Preparation

Samples were prepared as presented in Section 3.1 in the main text on substrates with 30 nm
of Al2O3. Shadow masks with channel lengths of L = 20 µm or L = 200 µm were applied
after solution-based thin-film formation. Using POM, the shadow masks were placed such
that either one or no grain boundaries are located within the channel. Since this requires
precise work, each shadow mask consists of only one electrode pair (cf. Figure B.4), which
is placed twice on each sample. Hence, each sample consists of two transistors with a different
amount of grain boundaries within the channel (preferably zero or one), as displayed in
Figure A.2d,e.
Since the samples were supposed to be used for FTPC measurements (cf. Chapter 6)
afterwards, the contacts have to be bondable. This means that 1. the contacts have to be
connected to pads large enough that they can be covered with a droplet of silver conductive
paint and 2. those pads have to be far enough apart from the channel that the droplet of
silver conductive paint cannot touch the channel. The masks shown in Figure B.4 fulfill
these conditions, but the bridges of the contacts usually cross the border of the organic
thin-film spot, where the molecule agglomerates in high, bulk-like structures that may break
the contacts. Therefore, all agglomerations on the thin-film spot, especially at its border,
were scratched away before placing the shadow mask.
After contact evaporation and prior to measurements, the organic film was scratched around
source and drain prior to reduce leakage currents at the edges of the electrodes (cf. Section 2.4).
The backside of the samples was scratched and glued with silver conductive paint onto the
sample stage of the vacuum probe-station to enable good electric and thermal coupling.
Within this project, many more samples than presented in Section A.3 have been prepared
and evaluated. However, the contact geometry and the thinness of the organic semiconductor
make the samples extremely fragile. Hence, samples tend to break already during fabrication,
or during the measurements (most likely the channels or contacts are scratched by the probe
needles). Even more, placing the masks by hand on top of the semiconductor and fixing them
such that they stay at the desired position during evaporation is extremely prone to errors.
Therefore, only the three samples presented in Figure A.3 remained.

Measurements

The samples were examined in a vacuum probe-station at temperatures between 40 and 400 K
in steps of 40 K. For each temperature, the output characteristics, and transfer curves in the
linear (VDS = 1 V) and the saturation (VDS = 4 V) regime were recorded.

Evaluation

The transfer curves in the linear regime were plotted as a function of the density of free
charge-carriers nfree as displayed in Figure A.2a and f for two exemplary devices on one
sample. The mobility was calculated as described in Section 2.4 (Figure A.2b,g) and
extracted at fixed values for nfree. The mobility at fixed free-charge-carrier densities can then
be plotted as a function of temperature, as can be the threshold voltage (Figure A.2c,h).
We extracted the mobility at values for nfree between 1 · 1012 cm−2 and 1 · 1013 cm−2 in steps
of and 1 · 1012 cm−2 to extract the activation energy from an Arrhenius plot (described in
Section 2.3). The resulting activation energies at different values for nfree and for varying
numbers of grain boundaries in the channel are presented in Section A.3.
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Figure A.2 Measurement data for one representative sample consisting of two TFT
devices. a,b, Drain-source current IDS and mobility µ for the device shown in d). c, Temperature-
dependent mobility and threshold voltage for the device shown in d). d,e, The devices of one sample
have either one or no grain boundary within the channel. f-h, Drain-source current IDS, mobility µ,
and temperature-dependent mobility and threshold voltage for the device shown in e).
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A.3 Results

Figure A.3 depicts the results obtained so-far for temperature-dependent transport-measurements
in devices with varying numbers of grain boundaries. Since the device-to-device variability is
larger than the differences observed between devices with or without grain boundaries in the
channel, we plotted the results for each sample in a single graph a-c.
The data show clear evidence that the existence of one grain boundary raises the activation
energy, consistently at all evaluated charge-carrier densities. This observation also holds for
increasing the number of grain boundaries from 4 to 6 (cf. Figure A.3c). However, more
data are needed for reasonable statistics.

Figure A.3 Activation energy EA as a function of the density of free charges nfree detected
on three different samples. Each sample consists of two devices with a different number of grain
boundaries in the conductive channel: a,b, One or no grain boundary, c, 6 or 4 grain boundaries.

A.4 Discussion and Outlook

The activation energy is originally defined for the multiple-trapping-and-release model,
which assumes that the trap-state density is significantly smaller than the total density of
states [51,85]. Here, we investigate the activation energy of areas that can be regarded as
highly crystalline, if no grain boundaries are within the channel. For devices with one or
few grain boundaries within the channel, the condition has to be taken with care. Since the
grain boundaries are assumed to be infinitesimally thin, the grains still make the largest
portion of the channel area. However, as we can see in KPFM measurements, the surface
potential is affected over a wider range around the grain boundaries (compare Publication P2
in Chapter 4), which is why we also have consider pure hopping transport in these devices.
Another limitation for the presented results is the Arrhenius approach, which only holds in
the gradual-channel approximation. It is of great importance to check whether this condition
is fulfilled close to the potential of single grain boundaries, or if the band bending leads to
further restrictions.
So-far, we have only prepared samples that are assumed to consist of grain boundaries that
act as valleys. The results obtained and presented in Figure A.3 therefore can be well
compared to the simulations presented in Figure A.1. It would be, however, of large interest
if the same holds when devices with barriers in the channel are prepared using the processing
conditions presented in Publication P2 (Chapter 4).
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B Technical Details on Shadow Masks
This section presents an overview of the used masks within this work. Depending on the
respective experiments, the following mask was used:

• standard transistors with varying channel lengths, to check if transistors work at all (cf.
Figure B.4a)

• ring-like contacts for the investigation of directional charge transport (e.g. Thesis T1,
cf. Figure B.4b).

• single transistors to contact single grain boundaries and bond the electrodes afterwards
(e.g. Chapter 6, Section A, cf. Figure B.4c)

• standard transistors with varying channel lengths, to check if transistors work at all
and to investigate the influence of the channel area on the absorbance (e.g. Chapter 6,
cf. Figure B.5d)

• mask for contacting single grain boundaries in the KPFM setup and to ground the
semiconducting film close to these grain boundaries (e.g. Chapter 4, Chapter 5, cf.
Figure B.5e)
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Figure B.4 Overview over the shadow masks used within this work (part 1). a, Mask
named „transistors“ with varying channel lengths and widths, as denoted. Each group of contacts is
supposed to be placed onto one organic thin-film spot. The dashed lines mark contacts used for mask
calibration. b, Part of a mask named „pie“. This mask has the same structure as the mask shown in
a), with varying channel lengths and widths, which is why only one contact group is shown in detail.
c, Masks named „20 µm-transistor“ or „200 µm-transistor“, depending on the channel length.
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Figure B.5 Overview over the shadow masks used within this work (part 2). d, Mask
named „lab course“ with increasing channel lengths and constant channel width. e, Mask named
„KPFM“. The position of the channels with fixed channel length and width are marked by red spots.

C Technical Details on Atomic Force Microscopy
To take a nice picture of organic thin-films, the following procedure has proven successful
(valid for the setups and corresponding tips presented in Table C.1):

1. Check if the tip is still good on a small area of a clean, hard surface, e.g. a gold contact.
(Tips can be „cleaned“ by setting the tip hard on the measured surface, i.e. decreasing
the amplitude set point for all used devices and choosing a very high scan rate. Then
let the tip run over the surface for some time.)

2. Choose the area you want to detect, accept a bad quality and low resolution.

3. Increase the amplitude set-point until the tip looses contact, i.e. trace and retrace show
a free oscillation.

4. Decrease the amplitude set point until trace and retrace resemble to each other. Decrease
it a little further. Have a look on the detected phase. If it shows stripes or gets unstable,
the set point is too low.

5. Increase the integral gain until the trace and retrace look identical and sharp. If very
smooth areas get noisy, also increase the proportional gain.

6. Correct the amplitude set-point and the gains iteratively.

7. If the images don’t get nice, change the drive frequency slightly above resonance, that
is, into the attractive regime (be super careful with this change!). Then repeat steps
3-7.

However, note that every instruction can only be a rough guide. You yourself as a user have
to find out the best options depending on your sample and the setup you are using.
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Table C.1 Overview over the used setups to measure AFM and AFM-related modes. An ’x’ denotes
that the respective mode has been used and data are shown within this work. The used tips (italic)
refer to: Tap300Al-G: k = 40 N/m, ω0 = 300 kHz, tip radius = 10 nm, Aluminum reflex coating on
detector side; SCM-PIT: k = 2.8 N/m, ω0 = 75 kHz, tip radius < 25 nm, PtIr coating on both sides.;
Asyelec01 : k = 2.8 N/m, ω0 = 75 kHz, tip radius = 25 nm, TiIr coating on both sides. [172,173]

topography c-AFM KPFM atmosphere
Bruker x ambient
Dimension3100 Tap300Al-G (clean room)
Bruker x x x (lift mode) ambient
Icon Tap300Al-G SCM-PIT SCM-PIT (clean room)
Asylum x x x (lift mode) ambientJupiter Tap300Al-G SCM-PIT SCM-PIT

or Asyelec01
Asylum (simultaneously x (FM heterodyne) glovebox
MFP-3D w KPFM) SCM-PIT (N2)

D Technical Details on FTIR Spectroscopy
Table D.2 denotes the ranges of different beamsplitter materials. Figure D.6 displays
different units that can be inserted into the sample chamber of the FTIR spectrometer.
Thereby, the FTIR spectra can either be detected in transmission (the sample is simply
placed in the beam path, not shown here), reflection (a) or under grazing incidence (b).
Figure D.6c displays the modifications made to the transmission unit, where a sample
holder with a connection to an electrical feed-through was implemented for photocurrent
measurements.

Table D.2 Ranges of typical beamsplitter materials. [143]

KBr 7500 cm−1 - 370 cm−1 6 µ-Mylar 480 cm−1 - 60 cm−1

CaF2 10 000 cm−1 - 1850 cm−1 Quartz 14 000 cm−1 - 5500 cm−1

Figure D.6 Different sample units for the FTIR spectrometer. If the transmission spectrum
of the sample is supposed to be measured, it is just placed into the beam path. a,b Units for reflective
measurements under small incident angles (a) or grazing incidence (b, top and side view). c, For
photocurrent measurements, an electrically connected sample holder is placed into the beam path. It
can be connected to a bonded sample as shown in Figure 3.2 in Chapter 3.
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A. Interpretation of the measurement signal  

Kelvin probe force microscopy (KPFM) measures the local contact-potential difference (CPD)1 

which can be defined as 

 𝑒𝑈𝐶𝑃𝐷 ≡ 𝑊𝑂𝑆𝐶 − 𝑊𝑡𝑖𝑝 , (A.1) 

where 𝑊𝑂𝑆𝐶 , 𝑊𝑡𝑖𝑝  is the work function of the organic semiconductor (OSC) or the tip, 

respectively. Under the assumption of the Fermi energy being constant over the whole 

system, this expression is equivalent to the definition given by Tal et al.2,3 and Roelofs et al.4  

 𝑒𝑈𝐶𝑃𝐷 = 𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑐
𝑂𝑆𝐶 − 𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑐

𝑡𝑖𝑝
. (A.2) 

On the other hand, if we assume constant vacuum levels, we result with the definition given 

by e.g. Axt et al.5 to 

 𝑒𝑈𝐶𝑃𝐷 = 𝐸𝐹
𝑡𝑖𝑝

− 𝐸𝐹
𝑂𝑆𝐶 . (A.3) 

For equation (A.2) and (A.3) we used 𝑊 = 𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑐 − 𝐸𝐹  for both, tip and organic semiconductor. 

We emphasize the difference between both formulas in order to show that the expressions 

are consistent, but only if the right conditions are chosen. For the following description, we 

choose 𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑐(𝑧) = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡., i.e. in the direction out of plane of the semiconductor surface. 

As found from the measurements presented in Figure 2 in the main text, the CPD differs for 

grains and grain boundaries. For “positive” (+) and “negative” (-) grain boundaries we find with 

equation (A.1) 

 𝑈𝐶𝑃𝐷
+ > 𝑈𝐶𝑃𝐷

𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
> 𝑈𝐶𝑃𝐷

−    ⇔    𝑊+ > 𝑊𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 > 𝑊−   ⇔    𝐸𝐴
+ > 𝐸𝐴

𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
> 𝐸𝐴

−, (A.4) 

where 𝐸𝐴 = 𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑐 − 𝐸𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂  is the electron affinity, i.e. the difference between the vacuum 

energy and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), and therefore 

 𝑈𝐶𝑃𝐷
+ > 𝑈𝐶𝑃𝐷

𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
> 𝑈𝐶𝑃𝐷

−    ⇔   𝐸𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂
+ < 𝐸𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂

𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛
< 𝐸𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂

− . (A.5) 

Therefore, “positive” grain boundaries can be related to a downwards-bending LUMO at the 

grain-grain interface, that is, an energetic valley and vice versa for barriers. 

If a gate voltage 𝑉𝐺𝑆 > 0 is applied, positive charges accumulate at the gate-insulator interface 

and electrons are injected from the metal contact into the OSC. Due to the accumulation of 

electrons with density 𝑛 at the insulator-semiconductor interface6, the detected CPD changes. 

The energy relations in 𝑧-direction, that is, the gate-insulator-semiconductor-air-tip collective 

is sketched in detail for a p-type OSC in ref. 2 (𝐸𝐹(𝑧) = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡.) or ref. 4 (𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑐(𝑧) = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡.). 

The latter can directly be applied to our case if changing signs for 𝑉𝐺𝑆, in order to account for 

an n-type OSC. 
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As a consequence of increasing charge-carrier density, the CPD changes corresponding to the 

shift of the LUMO (and the HOMO): 

 𝑒Δ𝑈𝐶𝑃𝐷 = Δ𝐸𝐹
𝑡𝑖𝑝

= Δ𝐸𝑣𝑎𝑐
𝑂𝑆𝐶 = Δ𝐸𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂 = Δ𝐸𝐻𝑂𝑀𝑂  2,4 (A.1) 

As, in this model, the LUMO shifts to smaller energies (according to an increased number of 

electrons in the OSC), we should also find 

 Δ𝐸𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂 = 𝐸𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂(𝑉𝐺𝑆 > 0) − 𝐸𝐿𝑈𝑀𝑂 (𝑉𝐺𝑆 = 0) < 0. (A.2) 

However, as we measure the opposite sign (compare Figure S6 and Figure S7), we have to 

consider that the injected electrons in the semiconductor do not completely screen the gate 

potential as long as the FETs are performed in the subthreshold region6–8 (we determined the 

threshold voltage of corresponding transistors to approximately 3 V). Consequently, we 

measure the unscreened part of the gate potential additionally to the CPD4,9,10 and we have 

to rewrite the detected signal to 

 𝑈𝑆𝑃 = (1 − 𝛽)𝑉𝐺𝑆 + 𝑈𝐶𝑃𝐷 . (A.3) 

Here, the first term is the sum of the potential at the gate-insulator interface Φ𝐺 = 𝑉𝐺𝑆 and 

the potential at the insulator-semiconductor interface Φ𝑠 = −𝛽𝑉𝐺𝑆  with 0 ≤ 𝛽 ≤ 1. The 

factor 𝛽 includes all screening-suppressing effects such as capacitive effects of the gate 

dielectric, contact resistances, or trap states at the interfaces11,12, and therefore depends on 

position, time and 𝑉𝐺𝑆. This leads to two important requirements for the evaluation of our 

measurements (also cf. Section C): First, for each area detected at a certain |𝑉𝐺𝑆| > 0, we 

detected an additional reference measurement with 𝑉𝐺𝑆 = 0 at the very same position. 

Second, we extracted values from such areas excluding the first and last two scan lines, in 

order to eliminate any time-dependencies of the charging of the semiconductor. 

Figure S1 displays the signal noise of the setup at zero, positive and negative gate voltages. As 

can be observed, the measurement resolution is not affected by crosstalk or capacitive effect 

due to the applied gate voltages. This observation validates the use of the measurement 

technique for the investigation of surface potentials in monolayer-thin semiconducting films 

also at higher voltages. 
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Figure S1 Signal noise of the measurement. Different gate voltages between -2 and 7 V were 
applied during measurement in order to show that they do not affect the measurement 
resolution. The signal noise is constantly slightly below 8 mV.  
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B. Surface potential variations as a measure of charge-carrier density 

As described in the main text, the surface-potential distribution within single grains of the OSC 

thin-film can be attributed to defects or charge inhomogeneities at the semiconductor-

dielectric interface. Table S1 summarizes rms values for the topography and the surface 

potential of thin films on different substrates; indicating that topographically rougher 

insulators lead to higher surface potential variations in the OSC thin-films. 

 

Table S1 rms values for substrates with different insulators. The given values are mean values 
and standard deviations out of 5 measurements (for the thin film on Al2O3, only 4 
measurements were evaluated). 

 Al2O3 SiO2 

rms roughness of clean substrate (pm) 96.0 ± 4.0 159.0 ± 31.0 

rms(USP) of clean substrate (mV) 2.1 ± 0.3 2.4 ± 0.2 

rms(USP) of thin film PDI1MPCN2 (mV) 10.3 ± 4.5 18.3 ± 1.6 

 

Furthermore, it was found that this potential distribution can be screened by injecting charge 

carriers of a density 𝑛 into the organic semiconductor by applying a gate voltage 𝑉𝐺𝑆. While 

we discussed the direct influence of 𝑉𝐺𝑆  on the measurement signal in the previous section, 

we will describe the translation from the gate voltage to the charge-carrier density and its 

impact on rms(𝑈𝑆𝑃) in more detail in the following. 

The charge-carrier density 𝑛 in the organic semiconductor can be calculated by 

 𝑛 =
𝐶𝑖

𝑒
⋅ (𝑉𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉0), 

where 𝐶𝑖  is the capacitance per unit area of the insulator (measured to 229 nF/cm² for 

substrates with aluminum oxide), 𝑒 the elementary charge, 𝑉𝐺𝑆  the applied gate voltage and 

𝑉0 an onset voltage. The latter cannot directly be measured, since this would require to build 

a local field-effect transistor, and is consequently determined from the measurement data. 

For this purpose, the surface potential of the organic thin film was detected within the same 

area for different gate voltages as shown in Figure S2. From each area, the rms(𝑈𝑆𝑃) was 

extracted using the software Gwyddion13 and plotted as shown in Figure S3 for two different 

samples. As can be consistently observed, rms(𝑈𝑆𝑃) decreases for positive gate voltages and 

increases rapidly for negative gate voltages. Therefore, the data within the range of positive 

𝑉𝐺𝑆  were fitted by a function of exponential decay. The crossing point with the mean value of 

the data for negative 𝑉𝐺𝑆   where the film is completely depleted of free charge carriers gives 

𝑉0, as graphically shown in Figure S3. 
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We end up with 𝑉0 = −0.2 ± 0.1 V for the sample shown in Figure 1 and 4b of the main text 

(Figure S3a) and 𝑉0 = −1.2 ± 0.2 V for the sample shown in Figure 4a of the main text (mean 

of Figure S3b and c). Please note, that these onset voltages are not necessarily the same as 

the ones that could possibly be determined from electrical measurements on field-effect 

transistors. Rather, the here-given onset voltages describe the voltage at which the organic 

semiconductor is completely free of excess charge carriers. Finally, the charge-carrier density 

at which no external charge-carriers are induced, is given by 𝑛0 = 𝑛(𝑉𝐺𝑆 = 0). 

From Figure S4 it can be observed, that the surface potential of mono- and trilayers differ for 

finite charge-carrier densities, and equalizes if the semiconductor is free of excess charge 

carriers, i.e. 𝑛 = 0, as discussed in the main text. 

 

 

Figure S2 Surface potential for varying charge-carrier density n. The figure is a combination 
of several scans taken in the same spatial region as the scan in Figure 1b,c (main text), while 
holding n constant over several lines (slab of 0.5 µm in the y-direction). 

 

 
Figure S3 Extraction method of the charge carrier density from in-operando KPFM 
measurements. The procedure is described in the text. a, rms(𝑈𝑆𝑃) extracted from the scan 
shown in Figure 1 and 4b of the main text. b,c, rms(𝑈𝑆𝑃) extracted from the scan shown in 
Figure 3a of the main text, where b) refers to the part on the left of grain boundary and c) on 
the part on the right of the grain boundary. For the plots shown in the main text, all values for 
𝑛 = 0 were set to the same value on the x-axis. 
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Figure S4 Gate-dependent surface potential for mono- and trilayer. At negative gate 
voltages, i.e. zero charge-carrier density, mono- and bilayers have the same surface potential 
and the step disappears as visible in Figure 1 of the main text. 
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C. Surface potential at grain boundaries – detection and evaluation 

Figure S5a and b display the topography images of two exemplary monolayer-thin regions of 

the PDI1MPCN2 film including grain boundaries. As can be seen, the grain boundaries are not 

visible in the topography scans, which we discuss in more detail in the main text. 

 

Figure S5a,b Topography scans at monolayer-thin films including grain boundaries. The 
images correspond to the areas shown in Figure 2 of the main text. The given lines indicate 
the positions where the line profiles shown in Figure 2c,d were extracted. 

Figure S5c KPFM and POM image of a monolayer-trilayer and monolayer-fourlayer step. The 
grain boundaries visible in POM are not visible in KPFM, if more than one layer is present on 
the surface. 
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All presented AFM data were manipulated using the software Gwyddion13 as described in the 

Experimental Section of the main text. Afterwards, the extracted line profiles of the KPFM 

scans were fitted by a Lorentzian14 (cf. Figure S6, Figure S7) of the form 

 𝑦 = 𝑦0 +
2𝐴

𝜋
⋅

𝑤

4(𝑥−𝑥𝑐)2+𝑤2 , (C.1) 

where 𝑦0 is the potential far away from the peak position, 𝐴 is an amplitude factor giving 𝑦𝑐 =

𝑦0 +
2𝐴

𝑤𝜋
, the global minimum/maximum, 𝑥𝑐 the peak position and 𝑤 the full width at half 

maximum (FWHM). Consequently, we interpret 𝑦0 as surface potential within the grains, 𝑦𝑐 

as the grain boundary potential, and |𝑦𝑐 − 𝑦0| = |
2𝐴

𝑤𝜋
| the barrier height or valley depth, 

respectively. Errors were calculated from fit errors using error propagation. 

For in-operando measurements, we first detected a small area of a grain boundary where it 

was approximately constant in width and barrier height or valley depth (judged by eye) at zero 

gate voltage after the sample had been under measurement for several hours so that thermal 

drift can be neglected. Afterwards, we scanned the same spot with the same scanning 

direction and scan rate, while applying a constant gate voltage for several lines. We increased 

𝑉𝐺𝑆  in steps of 0.1 V after each 20th line up to 2.4 V for the data shown in Figure S6 (barrier) 

and after each 42nd line up to 1.0 V for the data shown in Figure S7 (valleys).  
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Figure S6 Gate-voltage dependent surface potential at a barrier. a, Selection of extracted 
profiles at zero (black) and varying back gate voltage 𝑉𝐺𝑆  (orange) with Lorentzian fits 
according to equation (C.1). b, Extracted grain boundary widths (w) from Lorentz fits for zero 
(black) and varying 𝑉𝐺𝑆  (orange). c, Change of measured surface potential Δ𝑈𝑆𝑃 =
𝑈𝑆𝑃(𝑉𝐺𝑆 > 0) − 𝑈𝑆𝑃(𝑉𝐺𝑆 = 0) = (1 − 𝛽)𝑉𝐺𝑆  for the barrier and the surrounding grains. 
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Figure S7 Gate-voltage dependent surface potential at valleys. a, Selection of extracted 
profiles at zero (black) and varying back gate voltage 𝑉𝐺𝑆  (orange) with Lorentzian fits 
according to equation (C.1). b, Extracted grain boundary widths and valley depths from 
Lorentz fits for zero (black) and varying VGS (orange). The valley-depth dependence for gb3 is 
presented in Figure 4d in the main text. The dashed lines are the mean values for zero gate 
voltage, the dashed-dotted lines a linear fit for varying gate voltage, both serve as guide to the 
eye. c, Change of measured surface potential Δ𝑈𝑆𝑃 = 𝑈𝑆𝑃(𝑉𝐺𝑆 > 0) − 𝑈𝑆𝑃(𝑉𝐺𝑆 = 0) = (1 −
𝛽)𝑉𝐺𝑆  for grain and valleys (gb1-3). The linear fits serve as guide to the eye. 
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D. Interaction with light 

As described in the main text, an increase of the CPD was observed under constant 

illumination (cf. Experimental Section and Figure S8), while barrier heights and the rms(𝑈𝑆𝑃) 

are not affected (Figure S9). Table S2 summarizes the optical properties of all materials used 

in our devices from which can be deduced that indeed the organic semiconductor absorbs the 

spectrum of the halogen lamp. 

Since our results are consistent with no electrons remaining in the semiconductor after 

absorption of light and formation of electron-hole pairs, we anticipate that optically-induced 

electrons are drained by water ions.15 The first redox potential of PDI1MPCN2 can be 

estimated due to its structural similarity with PDI-CN216 to 

 PDI1MPCN2− ⇌ PDI1MPCN2 + e− @ -0.07 V vs. SCE 

and by the autoionization process of water resulting ions may react as 

H2O2 + 2H+ + 2e− ⇌ 2H2O 

 H2O2 + 2e− ⇌ 2OH− @ 1.118 V vs. SCE17. 

HO2
− + H2O + 2e− ⇌ 3OH− 

Therefore, the probability for one electron to transfer to a water ion is higher than to remain 

on the ionized organic molecule. 

The effect of water ions on electronic properties of OSC devices has been observed before 

even at low densities of 7.2 ⋅ 108 water molecules per cm³.18 Our measurements are taken in 

an argon-atmosphere with a pressure of ~ 1 bar and a humidity of < 1 %, i.e. 2.4 ⋅ 1017 water 

molecules per cm³, which is why its presence has to be considered here as well. 

 

 

Figure S8 Summary of the different setups and conducted experiments. 
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Figure S9 Line profiles and rms(USP) at barriers in illuminated and non-illuminated areas. The 
line profiles (blue) have been extracted according to Figure 2 in the main text. The Lorentzian 
fits (black) provide the given barrier heights. Profile 4 is given as a reference for the non-
illuminated part. The yellow numbers are the rms(USP)-values for the respective areas. The 
scalebar is 20 µm. 

 

Table S2 Optical properties of device materials for light absorption analysis. 

Band gap [eV] 

     Al2O3 8.8 19 

     SiO2 8.2 20 

     Si (undoped) 1.12 21 

     Si (doping concentration 1018 − 1019 cm−3) 1.08 – 1.04 22 

     PDI1MPCN2 2.6 23 

Spectrum of halogen lamp 3.5 – 1.3 24 
(350 – 950 nm >> OSC layer thickness) 
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E. Impact of processing conditions on the existence of valleys and barriers 

Figure S10 displays a close-up image of a spot where an energetic barrier at a grain boundary 

coincides with a dip in the topography. Other correspondences than that could not be found 

for barriers and valleys in the topography scans. 

In Table S3, we present an overview of all spots detected by KPFM including the main 

processing conditions such as the chosen substrate, the device structure and the solution. As 

can be seen, there is no simple global correlation between processing parameters and the 

occurrence of valleys and barriers. Furthermore, neither the film thickness25, nor the size of 

adjacent grains26 could be found to be responsible for the grain-boundary type. Moreover, we 

checked if valleys and barriers can be differentiated by cross-polarized optical microscopy 

(POM). For this instance, we investigated the change of molecular orientation at the grain 

boundaries by contrast change27: 

 𝐶 =
𝐷𝑂𝑆𝐶−𝐷𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝐷𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒
  (E.1) 

Here, 𝐷 is “a digital value calculated from the microscope image”27. We chose the green part 

of the rgb-value due to the green emission of the organic molecule. The obtained values are 

summarized in Table S3 showing that the change in orientation (i.e. the difference between 

the given contrast values at a certain gb) does not correlate with the grain boundary type. 

Even more, the right- or left-handedness turning direction of molecules within the grains28 

with respect to the grain boundaries shows no correlation (e.g. Figure S12c).  

As described in the main text, we could however find a correlation between the shape of a 

thin film spot and the occurrence of a certain grain-boundary type (Table S3). Here, we used 

the differentiation between spots of circular shape with a straight border (“pinned” droplets 

(P)), in contrast to non-circular films with a smeared out, wavy border (“shrunk” or “smeared” 

droplets (S)). While we could achieve good pinning by structuring the oxides using 

hydrophobic SAMs as described in the Experimental section, the droplets extremely shrunk if 

no SAM was applied. By using structured SAMs and adding toluene to the drop-cast solution, 

we achieved mixed P/S behavior (i.e. part of the droplet remained pinned and other parts 

smeared) where both, valleys and barriers could be detected as shown in Figure S11 (Figure 3 

in the main text). An overview over the different procedures is shown in Figure S13. In one 

measurement out of 30, we even managed to detect both types of grain boundaries within 

one scan (Figure S12b). This case is, however, extremely rare, for three reasons. First, we 

observed grain boundaries in films out of toluene containing solutions to be less pronounced 
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than in films of pure DMP solutions (cf. Figure S12d). This explains on one hand their major 

performance in electric measurements29, but also complicates their detection and 

interpretation. Second, barriers and valleys seem to be spatially separated from each other, 

meaning that there are areas with only valleys or only barriers and in between, grain 

boundaries are less pronounced; possibly because effects of non-pinning and pinning areas 

interfere with each other. Third, due to the spatial separation, the combination of the grain 

size and the maximum scan size of 90 µm limit the possibility to observe both, valleys and 

barriers, within one scan. 

 
Figure S10 Zoom into a barrier. a, Detail of Figure 2a in the main text, scalebars are 5 µm. b, 
Detail of a), scalebars are 1 µm. Inset: height profile along the given line giving the depth of 
the visible dip at the grain boundary of 0.5 nm. 

 

 
Figure S11 Coexistence of valleys and barriers. a, Part of a spot of a thin film of PDI1MPCN2, 
composed of several POM images. The yellow dashed circle with 5 mm diameter serves as 
guide to the eye to underline the difference between pinned areas (circular shape with 
straight border) and smeared areas. b, Zoom into marked area in a. c, Composition of KPFM 
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scans within the marked area in b. The numbers indicate the chronological order of scans to 
exclude degradation effects. 

 
Figure S12 Overview of four investigated thin-film spots. a, Left: Spot of a thin film of 
PDI1MPCN2, composition of POM images. The yellow dashed circle indicates the etched spot 
of 6 mm diameter and underlines the different parts of pinned and non-pinned (smeared) 
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area. Middle: Zoom into white box in the left picture. The solid lines indicate the growth 
direction of the grain boundaries, the dashed lines the assumed turning of the molecules 
within the grains (judged by color). Right: KPFM measurement of indicated area in the middle 
picture. b,c, Analogous; for experimental details cf. Table S3. For both droplets a mask with 5 
mm diameter was used. In b,c, droplets shrunk to sizes of the indicated 4.5 mm and 2.75 mm, 
respectively, while drying. d, Analogous; for experimental details cf. Table S3. The substrate 
was etched twice with slightly misaligned masks leading to the overlap of two different circles 
of 5 mm diameter each. Therefore, the droplet slightly smeared into a non-circular shape. 
Since toluene was added to the solvent, the grain boundaries are only slightly observable in 
the KPFM scan (marked by white dashed lines). 

 

 
Figure S13 Process diagram of the thin-film formation and crystallization determining the 
growth of different grain boundary types and heights. a, The substrate is cleaned and a 
solution of the molecule PDI1MPCN2 in dimethylphthalate (DMP) is drop-cast on the 
substrate. In this case, the edges of the droplet do not pin to the substrate but the droplet 
outline smears or shrinks while drying, resulting only in barriers at grain boundaries. b, A SAM 
is applied on the substrate and patterned by plasma etching. The solution is then drop-cast 
onto the circular areas without SAM. If the standard DMP solution is used, the droplet pins 
while drying and the grain boundaries appear as valleys. If the solution is mixed with toluene 
(Tol), a mixture of the pinning and smearing/shrinking process is achieved and both, barriers 
and valleys can be observed in the resulting thin film. Even more, the addition of toluene 
results in less-pronounced grain boundary heights/depths. Please note, that the combination 
of SAM patterning and use of a DMP:Tol solution is not the only way to achieve mixed 
pinning/smearing behavior, but our method to force it. We have also observed mixed 
pinning/smearing behavior on samples with insufficient SAMs and even on substrates without 
SAMs. 

 
 

Table S3 Overview of detected barriers and valleys on different samples. In sum, 30 
measurements on 12 different thin-film spots on 9 samples were investigated. One sample, 
consisting of one and the same substrate, can comprise of several spots of the organic film 
named by greek letters. The solutions used for sample preparation (cf. Experimental section) 
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were prepared from two different molecule batches 1 and 2. DMP: Dimethylphthalate, Tol: 
Toluene. P: pinned droplet, S: smeared out droplet, using the definitions given in the text. 
Several “X” within one cell represent several measurements on the same spot. (X): very weak 
grain boundary whose type is hardly recognizable. The named figures show data of the 
corresponding spots. The absolute value of the contrast change at grain boundaries |Δ𝐶| was 
calculated via equation (E.1). The colors are for simplicity of reading.  

Substrate 
Device 
structure 

Spot 
Solution 
(Batch, Solvent) 

Spot 
shape 

Detected 
Barriers 

Detected 
Valleys 

Figure |ΔC| 

SiO2 
w/o 
contacts 

𝛾 L0 (1,DMP) P / S  X S12a 0.9 

SiO2 
w/o 
contacts 

𝛼 L4 (2,DMP) S X   0.1 

𝛽 L4 P / S 
 
XXX 

X 
 

2a 
0.1 
0.3 / 5.0 

𝛿𝜖 L4 S X   0.5 

SiO2 
w/o 
contacts 

𝛽 
L3 (1+2, 
DMP:Tol=1:3) 

P / S 
X 
 

 
XX 

S12b 
0.2 
0.7 

SiO2 BGBC 𝛽 L30 (2,DMP) P / S X    

Al2O3 BGTC 𝛾 L30 S XXX  S12c 0.3 

Al2O3 BGBC 𝛼 L30 P  X 2b 0.3 / 0.5 

Al2O3 BGBC 𝛼 
L2 (1+2, 
DMP:Tol=3:1) 

P / S 
 
(X) 

X(X) 
 

S12d 
0.1 
0.5 

Al2O3 BGBC 
𝛼 L2 P  X  0.2 

𝛽 L2 P / S 
X 
 

 
X 

3 
0.4 
0.5 

Al2O3 BGTC 𝛼 L3 P  X  0.1 / 0.2 
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F.1 Supplementary Data

Figure F.7 shows the complete measurement of local, time-dependent surface-potentials at
a grain, a valley and a barrier (the position of the sites are displayed in Figure 5.2a in the
main text). Table F.3 summarizes the global turn-on and threshold voltages extracted from
transfer measurements at devices identical in construction.

Figure F.7 Complete measurement of the surface potential depending on gate voltage
and time. a, Detected surface potential for the grain (black), valley (green) and barrier (red) as
displayed in Figure 5.1 and discussed in the main text. The grey marked area displays the data
not shown in Figure 5.2 or Figure 5.3. b-d, Signal noise and tip height as a measure for the
measurement stability in combination with the surface potential and the applied gate voltage for b
the valley, c the grain, d the barrier. The surface potentials correspond to the data shown in a.

F.2 Extraction of the Screening Factor β

As discussed in the main text, the measurement signal includes a gate-voltage dependent
term (cf. Equation (5.50) and Figure F.8) which accounts for imperfect screening of VGS at
small charge-carrier densities. While we discussed the time dependence of β, we abstained
from presenting exact values for its saturation value βmax, since we expect it to depend on
many different local and global parameters (e.g. the used insulator, the sample geometry,
the quality of all interfaces, ...). However, we will shortly present two possible methods to
extract a value for βmax to enable a more detailed analysis in the future.

Extraction from Time-dependent Measurements

If we assume the CPD to be independent of time, we can extract the surface potentials for
t = 0 and t → ∞ detected at a constant gate voltage. According to Equation (5.50), βmax
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Table F.3 Global device parameters extracted from transfer curves in the linear regime
(VDS = 0.5 V) detected on 12 devices a-l, defined by a pair of source and drain electrode.
The threshold and turn-on voltages were extracted as described in References [93, 157]. L and W
denote the channel length and width, respectively.

OSC spot Transistor L (µm) W (µm) Von (V) Vth (V)
1 a 100 200 1.3 2.7
1 b 100 200 0.9 2.5
2 c 100 200 1.0 2.3
2 d 100 200 0.4 1.9
2 e 100 200 0.4 2.1
2 f 100 200 1.0 1.4
3 g 17 44 2.8 3.3
3 h 21 44 2.7 3.7
3 i 27 44 3.4 3.5
3 j 33 44 3.4 3.7
3 k 39 44 3.5 3.7
3 l 44 44 3.5 3.6
medium and standard deviation of spot 1 1.1 ± 0.3 2.6 ± 1.0
medium and standard deviation of spot 2 0.5 ± 0.4 1.9 ± 0.4
medium and standard deviation of spot 3 3.2 ± 0.1 3.6 ± 0.4

then calculates to

t = 0 → β = 0 ⇒ U0
SP = UCPD + VGS

t = ∞ → β = βmax ⇒ U∞
SP = UCPD + VGS − βmaxVGS

⇐⇒ βmax =U0
SP − U∞

SP
VGS

.

Extraction from the Sub-threshold Slope of Transfer Measurements

If the incomplete gate screening is mainly caused by capacitive effects, βmax can be related
to the gate-coupling factor

α = ĉD

nite2 + ĉC + ĉD

with ĉD the capacitance of the gate dielectric per unit area, ĉC the capacitance of the charges
in the channel per unit area, e, the elemental charge, and nit the density of fixed charges
at the semiconductor-insulator interface [161,162]. Assuming negligibly small ĉD (which is
reasonable for small VGS), α can be deduced from the sub-threshold slope using [161,162]

SS =
[d log(IDS)

dVGS

]−1
= kBT

e
· ln α−1.

The assumption that only the substrate, device structure and contact quality are responsible
for βmax < 1, is equivalent to assume that α and βmax are the same for grains and grain
boundaries. Since this makes the introduction of the screening factor βmax as a site-dependent
parameter unreasonable, this extraction method can of course only give a rough estimation
for βmax.
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Figure F.8 Time and gate voltage dependence of the screening factor β. The graphic shows
a case distinction for different gate voltages relative to the local threshold voltage. For a detailed
description see main text.

F.3 Suggestions for an Improved Device Design

Up to now, local KPFM measurements and global electrical measurements have been per-
formed on different devices. As we have discussed in the main text, the extracted parameters
can only be compared well if measured on the same semiconducting layer. The following
challenges have to be overcome to make KPFM and electrical measurements possible.

• Heterodyne KPFM measurements cannot be performed in the channel of a TFT, since
the proximity of source and drain contacts have been observed to shadow the small
potential variations at grain boundaries or impurities by much larger potential variations.
Therefore, source and drain electrodes have to be in a sufficient distance from the spots
at which KPFM measurements are performed, but close enough to enable sufficient
charge-carrier injection.

• The cantilever should not be placed above a contact to avoid crosstalk or capacitive
effects.

• Source and drain contacts have to be contacted with an external voltage source. However,
the wires have to be as flat as possible to prevent the AFM head, the cantilever and
the tip from interacting with the wires. While evaporated contacts would fulfill this
criterion best, very long contacts would also increase the contact area between contacts
and insulating layer, and thereby leakage currents from the gate to source and drain.

• The contact width can only be decreased (e.g. to reduce the electrode-insulator interface)
up to a certain extend, since narrow contacts are extremely vulnerable and may break,
especially during approaching the cantilever head, which is done manually in the used
setup.

The device design displayed in Figure F.9 aims to overcome all of the stated challenges.
It consists of a monolayer-thin film of PDI1MPCN2 applied on a substrate consisting of a
silicon gate and a 30 nm-thick layer Al2O3, glued onto a glass plate by silver conductive paint.
Four long and spatially separated source/drain electrodes are applied such that they can
be contacted via wire bonds to the outer edge of the glass plate. At this position, the wire
bonds can be connected to the cables of the voltage source e.g. by a copper tape.
The gate electrode of the substrate is connected from the back side via the silver conductive
paint. The substrate is shifted to the very edge of the glass plate to protect the wires from
interactions with the AFM head.
Additional source and drain contacts with smaller dimensions are evaporated for transport
measurements. Even more, we keep the option to evaporate source and drain contacts on top
of the existing KPFM contacts, to elongate them and enable transfer measurements at the
region where KPFM measurements have been performed before, as indicated by the dashed
lines in Figure F.9b.
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Figure F.9 Suggestion for an improved device design for local KPFM measurements and
global transport measurements on the same organic semiconducting layer. a, Overview of
the sample consisting of a monolayer-thin organic film on a substrate, glued on a glass plate, and
contacted by gold wires. The size of the AFM head is indicated and the direction of the cantilever (the
size of the cantilever is not to scale.) b, Zoom into the contact geometry. The large contacts enclose
possible areas for local KPFM measurements, while the smaller squares enable transport measurements.
The dashed lines indicate the areas on which source and drain electrode can be elongated by a second
evaporation for additional transport measurements after the local KPFM measurements. c, Side view
of the glass slide and the sample (the height is not to scale).
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Materials and methods  

Materials 

Chemicals (e.g., copper (II) acetate and sodium acetate) and solvents (e.g., N,N-Dimethylformamide 

(DMF) and chloroform) were purchased from PorphyChem and Sigma-Aldrich, and used directly without 

further purification. Water was purified using a Milli-Q purification system (Merck KGaA). All the 

reactions were carried out under an ambient atmosphere. Substrates (e.g., 300 nm SiO2/Si wafer, quartz 

glass, and copper grids) were obtained from Plano GmbH. 

Methods  

General characterizations.  

Optical microscopy (Zeiss), Atomic force microscopy (AFM) (NT-MDT), transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM, Zeiss, Libra 200 KV), and scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Zeiss Gemini 500) 

equipped with EDX was used to investigate the morphology and structure of the samples. Two-

dimensional metal-organic frameworks (2D MOFs) films were deposited on Si substrate for SEM, and 

copper grids for TEM characterizations. All optical microscopy and AFM images were recorded on a 

300-nm SiO2/Si substrate. UV-visible spectra were measured on a UV-vis-NIR Spectrophotometer Cary 

5000 at room temperature using a 3×3 cm quartz wafer. FTIR spectra were collected using Tensor II 

(Bruker) with an attenuated total reflection (ATR) unit. The samples were prepared by depositing the 

films onto a copper foil. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were carried out using 

an AXIS Ultra DLD system. Both survey and high-resolution spectra were collected using a beam 

diameter of 100 µm. All displayed binding energy values are calibrated to the graphitic C1s peak with a 

value of 284.6 eV. 

AC-HRTEM measurements.  

AC-HRTEM imaging and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) were conducted on an image-side 

Cs-corrected FEI Titan 80-300 microscope operated at 300 kV. The low-dose technique was applied to 

preserve the pristine structure of the 2D c-MOFs. The electron dose rate for AC-HRTEM and SAED were 

as low as 200 e- Å-2s-1 and 0.15 e- Å-2s-1, respectively. For AC-HRTEM imaging, the spherical aberration 

coefficient Cs was tuned to approx. -15 μm and the images were acquired using over-focus conditions. To 

maximize the contrast transfer for low spatial frequencies, relative large defocus values (20-200 nm) were 

selected.  

GIWAXS measurements.  

The GIWAXS measurements were performed at the XRD1 beamline at ELETTRA, Trieste, Italy. The 

detector was a Dectris Pilatus 2M and the photon beam energy was 12.398 keV (λ = 1 Å). The sample-

to-detector distance was 350.2 mm and was verified using a lanthanhexaborid (LaB6) calibration standard. 
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The grazing incidence angle was chosen to be 0.13° and the sample exposure time was 180 s. The 

scattering data were then analyzed with WxDiff. 

Modeling and electronic structure.  

DFT calculations were carried out using the Vienna ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP)1 version 

5.4.1. The electronic wave-functions were expanded in a plane-wave basis set with a kinetic energy 

cutoff of 400 eV. The energy stopping criterion was set to EDIFF = 1E-6 eV. The lattice constants for the 

monolayer Cu2[PcCu-O8] was optimized with PBE-D2 and SCAN functionals respectively. Both 

functionals fall to the local minima at difference of 0.04 A. The PBE-D2 predicts the minima at a=b=18.36 

A , while SCAN at 18.40 A (0.2% discrepancy in a and b  lattice vectors). In the case of MOFs, HSE06, 

known as one of the most accurate hybrid XC-functional for band gap calculations, is more than 100 

times slower than one of the best local functionals HLE17 for band gaps in MOFs.2 Unfortunately, using 

of HLE17 needs some code modifications and recompilation of VASP. According to the recent research 

in ref. 2 the mean unsigned error of PBE+U, HSE06 and HLE17 are 0.49, 0.32, and 0.35 eV, respectively 

over 32 semiconductors including MOFs. Thus we conclude that PBE+U still remains the best 

compromise for band gap accuracy concerning the feasibility of these calculations. The geometry 

optimization convergence was set to forces acting on the ions were smaller than 0.03 eV A-1. Electron-

ion interactions were described using the projector augmented wave (PAW) method.3 Generalized 

gradient approximation (GGA) 4 of the exchange-correlation energy in the form of Perdew-Burke-

Ernzerhof (PBE) was applied.5 We used DFT+U approach to describe the localized d-orbitals of Cu 

ions. The effective Coulomb (U) and exchange (J) terms were set to 4 and 1 eV, respectively.6 Such a 

combination of U and J are already successfully applied for very similar systems.7 The Cu2[PcCu-O8] 

monolayer was modeled by adding a large vacuum space, 10 Å, in the direction normal to the 

monolayer. Monkhorst-Pack Gamma-centered grid8 with 3×3×1 dimension was used for K-point 

sampling of the Brillouin zone for the monolayer during the geometry optimization and 9×9×1 for 

band structure calculations. In the computational protocol for the 3D stacking of Cu2[PcCu-O8] the K-

point grid dimension was changed to 2×2×4 for the geometry optimization and 4×4×6 for the band 

structure calculations and Grimme-D2 correction for the dispersion interlayer interactions was 

applied.9 In order to estimate the possible charge transfer between the layers of Cu2[PcCu-O8], a Bader 

analysis was performed.10 

Variable-temperature conductivity and Hall effect measurements in macroscopic devices for lateral 

direction.  
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Scheme S1. Van der Pauw sample geometry in square shape. Contacts are orange. a represents the sample 

size of 1 cm while b is the contact size of 0.1 cm. Typically, a should be much larger than b. 

The macroscopic electrical measurements, i.e., temperature-dependent conductivity, carrier 

concentration, and Hall mobility are characterized in the van der Pauw geometry (Scheme S1) using a 

commercial Lakeshore Hall System (9700A). This fully integrated Hall measurement system is capable 

to detect the resistance ranging from 0.04 mΩ to 200 GΩ. Moreover, it can set a magnetic field of up to 

±9 T by a superconducting magnet, and the temperature is varied from 1.8 to 400 K by heating and liquid 

helium cooling. Silver-conductive glue paste was used to contact the silver wires to the samples. The 

insulating substrate hereby prevents that shorts are detected even if the silver conductive glue percolates 

through gaps in the Cu2[PcCu-O8] films. For the electrical conductivity measurements, samples were 

measured in the temperature range from 256 K to 310 K. After confirming the Ohmic contact at different 

temperatures, we collected an I-V curve by scanning the current from -10 nA to 10 nA and measuring the 

voltage at each step at every certain temperature. For the Hall effect measurements, samples were 

measured at room temperature (300 K) and a magnetic field perpendicular to the sample plane was swept 

from -4 T to 4 T. A schematic of a square van der Pauw configuration is shown in Scheme S1. The detailed 

procedures to carry out resistivity and Hall measurements using the van der Pauw technique are described 

in the following. 

 

Scheme S2. Schematic view of a van der Pauw configuration used in the determination of the two 

characteristic resistances RA and RB.11-12 Contacts are labeled 1, 2, 3, and 4 counterclockwise.  
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Resistivity measurements. Van der Pauw method demonstrates that there are two characteristic 

resistances RA and RB, associated with the corresponding terminals shown in Scheme S2. In the basic van 

der Pauw contact arrangement, the four contacts on the sample are numbered in ascending order. It is 

important to use the same batch of wire for all four leads to minimizing thermoelectric effects. Similarly, 

all contacts should consist of the same material. 

To obtain the two characteristic resistances, one applies a DC current into contact 1 and out of contact 

2 and measures the voltage V43 from contact 4 to contact 3 as shown in Scheme S2a. Next, the current I 

is applied into contact 2 and out of contact 3 while measuring the voltage V14 from contact 1 to contact 4 

(shown in Scheme S2b). Then, one should reverse the polarity of the current I21 (I32) and measure V34 

(V41). After that, the same process will repeat for the remaining voltage values. Eight measurements of 

voltage yield the following eight values of resistance, all of which must be positive: 

𝑅21,34 =
𝑉34

 𝐼21
 , 𝑅12,43 =

𝑉43

 𝐼12
,  (1.1) 

𝑅32,41 =
𝑉41

 𝐼32 
, 𝑅23,14 =

𝑉14

 𝐼23
,  (1.2) 

𝑅43,12 =
𝑉12

 𝐼43
, 𝑅34,32 =

𝑉21

 𝐼34
,  (1.3) 

𝑅14,23 =
𝑉23

 𝐼14
, 𝑅41,32 =

𝑉32

 𝐼41
,  (1.4) 

Thus, the characteristic resistances RA and RB are calculated using the following expressions:  

𝑅𝐴  =  
𝑅43,12 +𝑅34,21+ 𝑅12,43+ 𝑅21,34

4
  (1.5) 

𝑅𝐵  =
𝑅14,23  +𝑅41,32+ 𝑅23,14+ 𝑅32,41

4
   (1.6) 

The sheet resistance Rs can be determined numerically from the two characteristic resistances RA and RB 

through the van der Pauw equation: 

exp(
−π𝑅𝐴

𝑅𝑠
)  +  exp(

−π𝑅𝐵

𝑅𝑠
)  =  1  (1.7) 

Therefore, the bulk electrical resistivity ρ can be calculated using  

𝜌 = 𝑅𝑠𝑑  (1.8) 

where d is the thickness of the Cu2[PcCu-O8] sample. 
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Scheme S3. Schematic of a van der Pauw configuration used in the determination of the Hall voltage VH. 

Hall measurements. The objective of the Hall measurement by the van der Pauw technique is to 

determine the sheet carrier density ( 𝑛𝑠 ) by measuring the Hall voltage ( 𝑉𝐻 ). The Hall voltage 

measurement consists of a series of voltage measurements with a constant current I and a constant 

magnetic field B applied perpendicular to the plane of the sample. An example is shown in Scheme S3. 

To measure the Hall voltage 𝑉𝐻, a current I is forced through the opposing pair of contacts 1 and 3 and 

the Hall voltage 𝑉𝐻 = 𝑉24 is measured across the remaining pair of contacts 2 and 4. Once the Hall 

voltage 𝑉𝐻 is acquired, the sheet carrier density 𝑛𝑠 can be calculated via  

𝑛𝑠 =
𝐼𝐵

𝑒𝛾𝑉𝐻
  (1.9) 

where I is current, B is the magnetic field, 𝑉𝐻 is the Hall voltage, e (1.602×10-19 C) is the elementary 

charge and 𝛾 is the Hall scattering factor (generally assumed to be 1 in heavily doped Si system)13-14. If 

the effective thickness of the conducting layer d is known, the bulk density (N) can be determined as:  

𝑁 =
𝑛𝑠

𝑑
  (1.10) 

Besides, the polarity of the Hall voltage indicates which type of carrier dominates the conducting behavior 

of the sample, and the Hall voltage is negative for n-type semiconductors (electron) and positive for p-

type semiconductors (hole). As described before, the sheet resistance 𝑅𝑠 of the semiconductor can be 

conveniently determined by using the van der Pauw resistivity measurement technique. Since sheet 

resistance involves both sheet density and mobility, the Hall mobility can be obtained via the equation 

below: 

µ =
|𝑉𝐻| 

𝐼𝐵𝑅𝑠
=  

1

𝑞𝑛𝑠𝑅𝑠
  (1.11) 

Normally, the unit of the Hall mobility is cm2V-1s-1. 
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Scheme S4. Magnetoresistance as a function of the magnetic field. 

The magnetoresistance as the function of the magnetic field is shown in Scheme S4. The 

magnetoresistance is in the order of 108 Ω/sq, and the line shape is relatively symmetric. Therefore, the 

influence of magnetoresistance on Hall resistance can be neglected. 

Macroscopic vertical devices. 

For the vertical devices as shown in Figure 3a (right), gold contacts with sizes of 350 m were evaporated 

through shadow masks, resulting in the structure shown in Figure S18. The channel length (L) is the 

thickness of the sample, which was varied between 20 and 250 nm, and the channel area (A) is ~ 1.3x10-

3 cm2. The conductivity was calculated with the equation: 

𝜎 =
1

𝑅𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒
∙

𝐿

𝐴
 

where Rsample = V/I.  

We calculated the conductivity in Figure 3d by 𝑅 = (
𝜕𝐼

𝜕𝑉
)

−1

 and the conductivity using 𝜎 = 𝜌−1 =

(𝑅 ⋅
𝐴

𝐿
)

−1

 with A, L, the channel area, and length, respectively. 

The values of conductivity as presented in Figure 3d and Figure 3e were calculated after excluding the 

contact resistance (2Rc). 

Rsample= Rtotal - 2Rc, 

where Rtotal was resolved by linear fitting the I-V curve in the voltage range from -1 to 1 V; and 2Rc was 

extracted with the use of transmission line measurement (TLM) to be ~ 2600 Ω.cm in vertical devices. 

Local characterization of directional charge transport. 

Lateral transport. Field-effect transistors (FETs) for local lateral transport measurements were 

fabricated on substrates of highly doped Si with 300 nm SiO2. Hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) flakes 

were exfoliated and the Cu2[PcCu-O8] film was applied on top, as described in the main text. Suitable 

flakes were located using an optical microscope (Zeiss) and electrical contacts were structured using 
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electron beam lithography (Raith e-LINE system) in an ultrahigh vacuum. Contacts of 0.5 nm titanium 

(at 0. 1 Å s-1) and 60 nm gold (at 1.0 Å s-1) were evaporated in an UHV evaporation chamber (BesTec) 

at ~10-7 mbar. In this manner, transistor geometries with several contacts per flake were obtained (e.g. 

six in Figure S19). By detecting I-V curves for each pair of neighboring contacts, in sum 15 

measurements were taken. 

The electrical measurements were taken in a LakeShore Probe station CRX-VF at room 

temperature and 3×10-5 mbar using two Keithley Sourcemeters 2450. We detected no field effect, 

presumably due to a significant amount of charge trapping in the thin film, even by applying gate 

voltages up to ±120 V. However, the use of h-BN was observed to increase the detected current in two-

point measurements and the stability against degradation, compared to h-BN free substrates. Due to 

its two-dimensional nature, the roughness of the underneath lying substrate is minimized, and trapping 

at the insulator-Cu2[PcCu-O8]-interface is suppressed. 

From the detected currents, we calculated the resistance by 𝑅 = (
𝜕𝐼

𝜕𝑉
)

−1

 and the conductivity using 

𝜎 = 𝜌−1 = (𝑅 ⋅
𝑊𝑑

𝐿
)

−1

 with W, L, the channel width and length, respectively. The film thickness, d, 

was measured by the step height at a scratch in the film down to the substrate using a Bruker Icon 

AFM in tapping mode, exemplarily shown for one device in Scheme S5. 

 

 

Scheme S5. Measurement of mean film thickness at an arbitrarily chosen spot by AFM step height 

down to the substrate. Red and grey denote the detected film height for the Cu2[PcCu-O8] film at two 

different positions, blue is the height of the h-BN. 

Besides the conductivity, the total resistance R was plotted for increasing channel lengths L to 

estimate the contact resistance of the nanoscopic gold contacts. However, no R(L) dependence could be 

observed. This might be drawn back to the inhomogeneity of the Cu2[PcCu-O8] film within the size of 

one h-BN flake. 

Vertical transport. For the local electrical measurements in the vertical direction, Cu2[PcCu-O8] films 

were applied on substrates with a 50 nm thick layer of silver. c-AFM measurements were taken, as it 

was observed before, that the evaporation of gold on very thin films of Cu2[PcCu-O8] film on top of 

conductive substrates may lead to shorts, due to percolating contact material or because the 
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evaporation of gold destroys the Cu2[PcCu-O8] film. The measurements were taken using the c-AFM 

mode of an Icon AFM (Bruker) at ambient pressure and room temperature. The tip used is an SCM-

PIT-V2 (k=2.8 N m-1, PtIr coating), at which we applied voltages between 1 and 4 V, while keeping the 

silver layer grounded. The contact area between tip and film is estimated to 100 nm².15 This measurement 

setup corresponds to the suggested setup by Jiang, Weber, et al. to prevent local anodic oxidation, and we 

can exclude degradation of the tip due to the small number of scans we have made (ten in total for each 

of two different positions on the film).15 To calculate the local conductivity of the film in the intralayer 

direction, we extracted the absolute current values at the highest points within one scan (compare Figure 

S20) for the reasons given in the main text and below. The resulting plots for the first four points are 

presented in Scheme S6a. From fitting a linear curve for each data set, the resistivity and conductivity are 

calculated as presented for the lateral transport measurements (with R=1/slope and wd=A=100 nm²).  

 

Scheme S6. (a) Extracted currents from the four highest points detected in Figure S20a with a linear fit 

and the resulting conductivity, calculated as explained in the text. (b) 3D topography plot of the spot 

shown in Figure S20c with the local resistivity in the color scale. 

For the calculation of the film thickness, we determined the mean thickness of the Cu2[PcCu-O8] 

film to d = 19 ± 3 nm by measuring the step height to the substrate, as shown in Scheme S7. However, 

this value cannot be used for local resistivity/conductivity calculations, as both topography scans at 

the two arbitrarily chosen spots (Figure S20) show that the film height varies by about 90 to 160 nm. 

Hence, the detected height of a certain position with respect to the lowest point within one scan is 

taken as effective film thickness deff. By only analyzing the highest points, the error according to the 

unknown underneath lying film thickness will thereby be reduced. 
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Scheme S7. Measurement of mean film thickness at an arbitrarily chosen spot by AFM step height 

down to the substrate. In red, the average thickness of the Cu2[PcCu-O8] film is given, grey denotes 

the thickness of the silver layer. 

Another way to calculate the resistivity without the use of a fit function is given in Scheme S6b. 

Here, we directly calculated and plotted the resistivity 𝜌 =
4𝑉

𝐼(𝑥,𝑦)
⋅

𝐴𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓(𝑥,𝑦)
 from the c-AFM plot taken at 

Vt = 4 V and the topography scan using the arithmetic function of Gwydion.16 We did this to prove if the 

deviation of the I-V-dependence from the Ohmic law has a high impact on the resistivity values. From 

the three dimensional (3D) plot correlating the topography (z-axis) and resistivity (color scale), we can 

conclude that: (1) the resistivity is mostly independent of the film height; (2) at steep flanks the 

resistivity takes the highest values, presumably due to bending of the AFM tip or decreased contact 

between tip and sample (the resistivity values were consequently extracted at positions of flat 

geometry), and (3) the resistivity values calculated from the I-V dependence as explained above tend 

to be underestimated (and therefore the conductivities in the main text are overestimated), but the 

results go along with the previously made observation, that the resistivity of the Cu2[PcCu-O8] film 

along the intralayer direction is much higher than along interlayer direction. 

Synthetic Procedures 

Synthesis of PcM-OH8 

PcCu-OMe8: The synthesis was adopted from reported literature procedures.17-19 1, 2-dibromo-4, 5-

dimethoxybenzene (8.87 g, 0.03 mol), and 8.06 g (0.09 mol) of CuCN was refluxed in DMF at 165 oC 

for 5 h. After cooling at room temperature, 300 ml of concentrated ammonium hydroxide was added into 

the above reaction mixture and it was stirred at room temperature for 12 h under air. Then the green solid 

was obtained by filtration and washed with a copious amount of diluted ammonium hydroxide and water. 

The dry, crude olive-green product was placed in the thimble of a Soxhlet extractor and extracted with 

methanol and acetone for 1 day. Then, the green solid was collected.  

PcCu-OH8: 2 g as-prepared PcCu-OMe was dissolved into 300 ml of dry dichloromethane, and boron 

tribromide (4.8 ml) was added under Ar atmosphere. After stirring at room temperature for 2 h, the 

mixture was refluxed for 20 h. After cooling down, 50 ml of methanol was slowly added to the mixture. 
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Then the precipitates were filtered and washed with MeOH, water, and dichloromethane, centrifuged 

many times with water, MeOH, and dichloromethane until the supernatant became almost transparent, as 

well as dried under vacuum. 

PcFe-OH8: PcCu-OH8 (0.005 mmol) was well dispersed into DMF (25 ml). After adding 2.2 ml of 

NH3·H2O (v/v: 50%), the PcCu-OH8 solution was diluted with 30 ml of H2O. After sonication for 5 min, 

5 ml of Fe(acac)2 (0.01 mmol) solution was added to the above mixture. This mixture was transferred into 

the autoclave and heated at 120 ℃ for 40 h. Finally, the solid was obtained by filtration, washed with 

DMF, H2O, and acetone, and vacuum dried at room temperature. 

Reagents: All solvents, reagents, and chemicals were purchased from commercial suppliers (Sigma-

Aldrich, TCI, and abcr GmbH.) and used without further purification unless specially addressed. All the 

reactions were performed using the standard vacuum-line and Schleck techniques under argon or vacuum. 

Synthesis of Cu2[PcCu-O8] MOF film. PcCu-OH8 (1 mg) was dissolved in 3 ml of mixed 

chloroform/DMF solvent (2:1, in volume). A beaker (80 ml, diameter = 6 cm) was filled with 40 ml Milli-

Q water under the ambient condition to form a static air/water interface. 200 µl of a freshly prepared 

PcCu-OH8 solution was carefully spread drop-by-drop onto the water surface with a syringe. The 

solvent was allowed to evaporate for 30 minutes. Then, 5 ml copper(II) acetate (1 mg ml-1) and 2 ml 

sodium acetate (1 mg ml-1) were subsequently added to the subphase. The reaction system was left 

undisturbed under an ambient atmosphere for 18 h to obtain a film on the water surface. The as-

prepared film was then transferred onto substrates. 

Synthesis of Cu2[PcFe-O8] MOF film. PcFe-OH8 (1 mg) was dissolved in 3 ml of mixed 

chloroform/DMF solvent (2:1, in volume). A beaker (80 ml, diameter = 6 cm) was filled with 40 ml Milli-

Q water under the ambient condition to form a static air/water interface. 200 µl of a freshly prepared 

PcCu-OH8 solution was carefully spread drop-by-drop onto the water surface with a syringe. The 

solvent was allowed to evaporate for 30 minutes. Then, 5 ml copper(II) acetate (1 mg ml-1) and 2 ml 

sodium acetate (1 mg ml-1) were subsequently added to the subphase. The reaction system was left 

undisturbed under an ambient atmosphere for 18 h to obtain a film on the water surface. The as-

prepared film was then transferred onto substrates. 
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Supporting Figures and Tables  

  
Figure S1. Surface pressure-mean molecular area (π-A) isotherm for PcCu-OH8. 50 μl freshly prepared 

solution of PcCu-OH8 (0.47 mM) in chloroform/DMF (2:1 in volume) was spread onto the water surface. 

After 10 min evaporation of the solvent, the Delrin barriers were driven forward to compress PcCu-OH8 

on the water surface at a rate of 5 mm min-1 until the surface pressure reaching 30 mN m-1. The small 

molecular area implies that the PcCu-OH8 molecules stand vertically on the water surface. 
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Figure S2. Structural characterization of the PcCu-OH8 ligand self-assembly. Optical microscopy (OM) 

(a) and (b) TEM images of the self-assembly PcCu-OH8. 
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Figure S3. OM image of Cu2[PcCu-O8] film. 
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Figure S4. TEM image of Cu2[PcCu-O8] film.  
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Figure S5. ATR-FTIR (a) and Raman (b) spectra of PcCu-OH8 monomer and Cu2[PcCu-O8]. 
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Figure S6. Chemical structure analysis. Survey (a) Cu 2p (b), O 1s(c) and N 1s (d) XPS spectra of 

Cu2[PcCu-O8]. 
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Figure S7. EDS spectrum revealing the sheet composition with respect to C, N, O, Cu and Na. 
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Figure S8. (a) Normalized Cu K-edge XANES spectra of Cu2[PcCu-O8], CuO, Cu foil and Cu2O. (b) 

Fourier transformation EXAFS spectra at Cu K-edge of Cu2[PcCu-O8] with Cu foil and CuO as contrast. 
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Figure S9. The UV-vis spectrum of Cu2[PcCu-O8]. Inset: the Tauc plot indicates a direct bandgap of 

~1.17 eV for Cu2[PcCu-O8] film. 
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Figure S10. (a) Schematic representation of transformation from AA to inclined stacking mode. (b) 

Relative stability for different stacking orders starting from AA toward inclined stacking. The inclination 

of the structure was achieved by changing α and β angles from 90o to 60o of the unit cell, at a constant 

interlayer distance of 0.33 nm. The relative stability of different stacking orders starting from AA towards 

inclined stacking was calculated and the corresponding numbers are collected. (c) Simulated PXRD for 

several different structures of AA→inclined stacking transformation. Note that the stronger (200) peak in 

the GIWAXS profile might be due to the edge-on orientation of the Cu2[PcCu-O8] film, and the presence 

of an unresolved angle (should be below 90o) between the basal plane and the substrate. (d) Atomistic 

model of the inclined structure with α = β = 75o. Orange, grey, red, blue, and purple spheres represent Cu, 

C, O, N, and Na atoms, respectively. 
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Figure S11 DFT models of different stacking modes of Cu2[PcCu-O8] ([001] projection) and 

corresponding simulated SAED patterns ([100] projection). 
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Figure S12. The SAED patterns obtained from isolated sheets. 
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Figure S13. π-A isotherm for PcFe-OH8. 50 μl freshly prepared solution of PcFe-OH8 (0.45 mM) in 

chloroform/DMF (2:1 in volume) was spread onto the water surface. After 10 min evaporation of the 

solvent, the Delrin barriers were driven forward to compress PcFe-OH8 on the water surface at a rate of 

5 mm min-1 until the surface pressure reached 22 mN m-1. The small molecular area implies that the PcFe-

OH8 molecules stand vertically on the water surface. 
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Figure S14. Crystal-structural characterization of the Cu2[PcFe-O8]. (a) Scheme for Cu2[PcFe-O8]. OM 

(b), and (c) TEM images of Cu2[PcFe-O8]. (d) Corresponding SAED pattern. (e) HRTEM image of 

Cu2[PcFe-O8]. (f) Crystal structure of Cu2[PcFe-O8]. Grey, brown, red, blue, and white spheres represent 

Cu, Fe, O, N, and C atoms, respectively. 
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Figure S15. I-V curve of Cu2[PcCu-O8] for van der Pauw measurement. 
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Figure S16. The plot of σ versus the reciprocal of the temperature (1000/T). 
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Figure S17. The conductivity of 10 two-probe devices with channel length of 300 m. 
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Figure S18. Measured I-V curve for the vertical device with a thickness of 20 nm. Inset: optical 

microscopy image of the vertical device; the device area is determined as ~1.3×10-3 cm2, i.e., the area 

overlapped between the top and bottom electrodes. Note that the resistance was measured by linear 

fitting of the I-V curve in the voltage range from -1 to 1 V. 
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Figure S19. (a) Optical microscope image (left) and AFM image (right) of contact structures on one 

exemplary h-BN flake, which is marked in blue. Each flake contains several contacts. I-V curves were 

measured for each pair of neighboring contacts. (b) Measured I-V curve and inverse of derivative (R) for 

lateral contacts with separation of 400 nm.  
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Figure S20. Topography of two arbitrarily chosen spots on the Cu2[PcCu-O8] film (a, c) and 

corresponding currents at the given applied voltages (b, d). The 8 and 5 highest points, respectively, from 

which the conductivity was derived as shown in Scheme 6, are labeled. 
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Figure S21. Changes in the calculated Bader atomic charges upon stacking. 
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Figure S22. The charge density difference map of Cu2[PcCu-O8] multilayer with respect to the monolayer. 

(a) top view, (b) side view. Colour code: positive-yellow, negative-cyan. The charge density difference 

map shows, that the main charge density redistribution happens at the Cu-O4 moiety, as it is demonsrated 

already by the Bader charge analisys. 
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Figure S23. The fat bands show main contributions from O, C and Cu at the band edges. Cu(d) levels 

and O(p) levels overlap and form the conductive bands, while the C(p) levels are below the Fermi level 

and form the edge of the valence bands.  
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Table S1. Interfacial synthetic MOF thin films. 

MOFs Linker/build units Configuration Method Thickness  Ref 

CoTCPP-py-Cu -COOH/Cu2+ face-on LB[c] monolayer 20 

NAFS-1 -COOH/Cu2+ face-on LB monolayer 21 

H2TCPP_Cu -COOH/Cu2+ face-on LB monolayer 22 

THTNi -SH/Ni2+ face-on LB 0.7-0.9 23 

THTA-Co -SH(NH2)/Co2+ face-on LB 0.8 nm 24 

[Cu2I2(TAA)]n -I,S/Cu2+ face-on petri dish 4 25 

N1 Pyridine/Zn2+ face-on vial 1.2 nm 26 

FeNi-mono 

nano-1 

Cu-BHT 

Ag-BHT 

PtBHT 

Co3(BHT)2 

Ag3(BHT)2 

Au3(BHT)2 

Ni-HAB 

Cu-HAB 

Co-HAB 

Cu-CAT-1 

Fe3(THT)2(NH4)3 

-CN/Ni2+ 

-SH/Ni2+ 

-SH/Cu2+ 

-SH/Ag+ 

-SH/Pt2+ 

-SH/Co2+ 

-SH/Ag+ 

-SH/Au+ 

-NH2/Ni2+ 

-NH2/Cu2+ 

-NH2/Co2+ 

-OH/Cu2+ 

-SH/Fe2+ 

face-on 

face-on 

face-on 

face-on 

face-on 

random 

random 

random 

face-on 

face-on 

face-on 

face-on 

face-on 

LB 

beaker 

L/L[d] 

L/L 

L/L 

L/L 

L/L 

L/L 

L/L 

L/L 

L/L 

L/L 

L/L 

Monolayer 

0.6 nm 

15-500 nm 

~ 1 m 

0.6 nm 

360 nm 

~ 276 nm 

~ 324 nm 

10 nm 

11 nm 

13 nm 

40 nm 

20 nm-2 

m 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

33 

34 

34 

34 

35 

36 

Ni3(HITP)2 

Cu3(HHTP)2 

-NH2/Ni2+ 

-OH/Cu2+ 

random 

face-on 

vial 

on solid 

surface 

100 nm  

50-250 nm 

37 

38 

Cu2[PcCu-O8] -OH/Cu2+ edge-on beaker 20 nm This 

work 

Cu2[PcFe-O8] -OH/Cu2+ edge-on beaker 30 nm This 

work 

[a] M2+=Co2+, Ru2+, Zn2+, Pb2+, Ni2+, Fe2+. [b] Hexafunctional terpyridine. [c] Langmuir–Blodgett (LB) 

method. [d] Liquid/liquid (L/L) interface method. 
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Table S2. Cell vectors and the optimized coordintaes for the multilayered (Cu2[PcCu-O8] 2D c-MOF in 

a POSCAR file format: 

C Cu H N Na O                            

    1.00000000000000      

    18.1262239399999991    0.0000000000000000    0.0000000000000000 

    -0.0012968900000000   18.1257430900000003    0.0000000000000000 

     0.9317485599999999    0.9318152300000000    3.3501589500000000 

    C     Cu    H     N    Na    O  

    32     3     8     8     4     8 

Direct 

  0.5989748529547967  0.3312881956294760  0.4373032762138749 

  0.5917393856770730  0.7816720580564152  0.5663689575724362 

  0.6002060585504339  0.2015163963110638  0.4038398729457953 

  0.5935824364207463  0.9126692436941255  0.5726912153496713 

  0.6200876050445245  0.4060295644688523  0.4724239624425479 

  0.6152506589956204  0.7061722947632774  0.5483155219827083 

  0.6393455662677781  0.2663476203247015  0.4193429651807605 

  0.6323619307827428  0.8465575951585649  0.5710287561882552 

  0.7067998340310311  0.4930202522347358  0.5416222122795986 

  0.7057610297482029  0.6154548638041106  0.5530491712644121 

  0.7810918941379654  0.5919303136603205  0.5757218589778645 

  0.7813423640231250  0.5142657550291574  0.5788382585349154 

  0.8459233055153561  0.4736924765420980  0.6045614364544889 

  0.8461964918430382  0.6328185968497877  0.5762091898421886 

  0.9122169661124033  0.5939201038876689  0.5812905061327100 

  0.9109902747340541  0.5131867776898815  0.6150838680572122 

  0.2016156597099652  0.6001646908097058  0.3984083239905587 

  0.2003061962873716  0.5194948716853034  0.4312254426829369 

  0.2669851133345205  0.6396154063871791  0.4056302779182204 

  0.2663761251341654  0.4805411089887812  0.4325919799010478 

  0.3317021324354386  0.5990152566259894  0.4268681463848409 

  0.3318530591459847  0.5213845195616571  0.4293342425827404 

  0.4065168137133739  0.6203756087294892  0.4600899370524587 

  0.4074526001742100  0.4979603768524186  0.4476732264263745 
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  0.4811266037665618  0.2669044932092959  0.4279533014340231 

  0.4740982849335538  0.8471479956248729  0.5803905285818303 

  0.4982092652323544  0.4073820151436749  0.4499092194817749 

  0.4933903191003779  0.7075116203905409  0.5264129783756530 

  0.5198757051770926  0.2007485967718665  0.4276989630147199 

  0.5132163735338580  0.9119114545975719  0.5969472368017392 

  0.5217850427038186  0.3318843506167823  0.4315944279592685 

  0.5145173297315324  0.7822913686544197  0.5610829197809721 

  0.5567357889931159  0.5567755073750860  0.4988404715588146 

  0.5567367450101557  0.0566833197638204  0.5010826689413506 

  0.0561917320544651  0.5567361615313047  0.5086620039285989 

  0.6995539232579020  0.2658664881242672  0.4190220975601804 

  0.6928507360250791  0.8458877984600477  0.5649941078914793 

  0.8458710026822303  0.4130049376875533  0.6146926835191096 

  0.8458684858634342  0.6936307628963618  0.5629920077667023 

  0.2671160977716482  0.7002515078036069  0.3965940239446013 

  0.2665316211826578  0.4197392128715407  0.4457492107126271 

  0.4206619252916681  0.2676187170238649  0.4338173199271367 

  0.4138822337747783  0.8476233690144781  0.5806463710272922 

  0.5549074779615495  0.6628869083946967  0.5258458951991187 

  0.5585618930862211  0.4506449613358328  0.4725789479132558 

  0.6624714748012366  0.5548474558859411  0.5332970927388985 

  0.6882523003223966  0.4245414430772527  0.5091632720079389 

  0.6851831073702570  0.6855846640723655  0.5551655051926545 

  0.4281784097145476  0.4279186738412761  0.4442733534673309 

  0.4251277995269263  0.6889150074811496  0.4916159919465386 

  0.4509208174695658  0.5586405188075858  0.4657819086508965 

  0.6795738202140669  0.0567856460348324  0.8726422569996259 

  0.0573979270814249  0.6794576303211315  0.8756478837263586 

  0.0550560442624430  0.4340330450832539  0.1409501237316206 

  0.4338925997281677  0.0565160475468360  0.1287113701760845 

  0.6359496681250079  0.1357284619685615  0.3797692884065569 

  0.6306955095749700  0.9810918257576873  0.5367492602928365 

  0.9766581309567570  0.4773750884023542  0.6422979514769054 

  0.9808786652345773  0.6311886888362821  0.5397671949315992 
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  0.1357563730494107  0.6359454138569944  0.3755998698716354 

  0.1314709966749419  0.4822485161043915  0.4755765199678450 

  0.4827470452676081  0.1322833095870664  0.4646243584668781 

  0.4774582495570172  0.9776754212633350  0.6216972677000356 
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H Related Theses
Several bachelor and master theses or internships were related to this thesis and conducted
by great colleagues and future researchers. This section gives a small overview over their
work in chronological order:

T1 Philipp Klaus Maier: „Richtungs-und Temperaturabhängigkeit der Mobilität
in organischen Dünnfilm-Transistoren“, Bachelor thesis, 2019
Philipp investigated in his thesis directional and temperature-dependent charge transport
in thin-film transistors of PDI1MPCN2. He investigated these properties in two different
devices, one with macroscopic device geometries across several grain boundaries, and
one with nanoscopic device geometries within a single crystalline of PDI1MPCN2.
He found that the orientation of grain boundaries with respect to charge transport
had no significant impact on the mobilities, presumably due to overall low mobilities.
Furthermore, mobilities in single grains of PDI1MPCN2 were one to two orders of
magnitude higher than across grain boundaries, but highly anisotropic.

T2 Theresa Kammerbauer: „Lösungsprozessierung und Charakterisierung dünner
kristalliner Schichten eines Perylendiimids “, Bachelor thesis, 2019
Theresa studied the formation of thin films of a molecule similar to PDI1MPCN2. This
molecule, N,N’-di((S)-1-ethylpentyl)-1,7(6)-dicyano-perylene-3,4:9,10-bis(dicarboximide)
(PDI1EPCN2), has an ethyl group instead of a methyl group at the imide position of the
perylene-diimide core, otherwise it has the same chemical structure as PDI1MPCN2.
Theresa tested multiple application methods, starting from the same procedure used for
PDI1MPCN2 and tested which variations to this application technique influenced the
crystallization process of PDI1EPCN2.
The best results were obtained when benzyl benzoate was used instead of DMP as a
solvent. Here, grain sizes similar to the ones in thin-films of PDI1MPCN2 could be
achieved, with, however, significantly lower mobilities.

T3 Jakob Martin Braun: „Towards Freestanding Thin Films of Organic Semicon-
ductors utilizing Blading and Film Transfer Methods“, Bachelor thesis, 2019
Jakob investigated a completely new application technique for free-standing semiconduc-
tor materials. He used liquid crystals, a material class that is liquid at relatively small
temperatures and crystallizes upon cooling toward room temperature.
While blading and dropcasting of liquid crystals failed for the moment, Jakob found a
way to transfer thin films of 4-(undecyloxy)benzoic acid using thin, free-standing smectic
films. This transfer method is a promising starting point for free suspension of organic
semiconductors and semiconducting liquid-crystals.

T4 Lukas Renn: „Charge Transport and Hall Effect Measurements in Organic
Field Effect Transistors utilizing nanostructured Two Dimensional Materi-
als“, Master thesis, 2020
Lukas fabricated and investigated thin-film transistors of PDI1MPCN2 on substrates
containing h-BN flakes. Among others, he found increased device performance when
introducing h-BN as insulating material into the transistors, he published his results in
Publication P5.
Since Lukas is a specialist in applying organic semiconductors on inorganic two-
dimensional materials, he also helped with the sample fabrication for Publication P1
presented in Chapter 7.

T5 Davide Prosperino: „Reducing Contact Effects in Bottom-Gate-Top-Contact
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Devices of a Perylene Diimide Using Gentle Evaporation Techniques“, In-
ternship, 2020
Davide investigated the impact of different evaporation techniques of gold contacts on top
of solution-processed thin-films of PDI1MPCN2. He compared the mobilities of devices
with contacts prepared via thermal and e-beam evaporation, and also tested whether an
evaporated thin layer in between the solution-processed films and the contacts can act as
a protection layer.
Due to the short time-scale of his internship, the results allow no statement on results,
but the tendency could be observed that thermally evaporated contacts lead to better
device performances than contacts evaporated by e-beam deposition.

T6 Daniel Vitroler: „Optimierung des Kristallisationsprozesses eines Perylendi-
imids aus der Lösung auf selbstorganisierenden Monolagen“, Bachelor thesis,
2020
Daniel prepared thin films of PDI1MPCN2 on substrates with SAMs and optimized the
preparation conditions for 4-ethoxyphenylphosphonic acid (EPPA), TDPA, and ODTS.
He investigated the influence of concentration, temperature, and different annealing
steps on the surface free energy and roughness of the SAM-covered substrates.
Daniel succeeded to prepare thin films of PDI1MPCN2 from solution on top of ODTS,
which had not or only with a low reproducibility possible so far.
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